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FOREWORD

The Supersonic Transport was originally printed as a Library of

Congress multilith (HE 9901 U.S.A., 71-78 SP). The multilith was

] updated and appeared as chapter three in the April 15, 1971 revised

version of Technical Information for Congress.* This reproduction

of the paper as it appears in Technical Information for Congress

is printed with the permission of the Committee on Science and

Astronautics, U.S. House of Representatives.

* Technical Information for Congress, Report to the Subcommittee
on Science, Research and Development of the Committee on Science
and Astronautics, U.S. House of Representatives, 92nd Congress,
April 15, 1971.
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CHAPTER THREE-THE SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT

I. INTRODUCTION

This chapter examines some of the considerations governing public
acceptance or rejection of the supersonic aircraft (SST) as a commer-
cial tralsp)ort ation vehicle.

ilMass public transportation by air has been a development of the

last half-century. It is today the primary mode of long distancee Col-

unercial travel. Its primary characteristic Is speed. Each successive

generation of passenger aircraft has achieved higher speeds couple(I
with larger carrying capacity than its predecessor. The issue at hand

is whether by action of the United States Government this process
should be continued beyond a natural barrier, the speed of sound.

The purpose of this study, based on a Ireviev of the literature of

the controversy, is to provided a factual perspective from which to

assess tangible and intangible costs and benefits of the SST.

The underlying qnestion: Static versus dynamic technology
The controversy over the SST may not be so much over the political

question as to the social \vorl I of a particular technological innovation

as over the broader question as to whether the processes and results
of technological innovation generally are a social good that should be

continued into the indefinite future. The literature of technologyy
assessment" has identified this question as salient for the United
States today. Studies of the issue, most notably that by the Commit-
tee on Science and Public Policv (COSPUP) of the National Academy
of Sciences,' suggest that even if the achievement of a stable condition
is the goal, the level of technological achijevenienit of today's society
is inalequate to provide it, so that further technological progress-is
indispensable in any event. The findings of students of technology
assessment reach a consensus on two further points:

(I) Each major technological innovation needs to be assessed in

greater detail than ever before, and not once but repeatedly, to assure
that its second- and third-order consequences are tolerable to society;
andi

(2) The social consequences of a technology need to be assessed
along with the technical and economic consequences.

Opponents of technology appear to take various positions: (1) that
technology is itself undesirable because its side effects are inescapably

adverse, (2) that the pace of technological change is too fast to be
accommodated to the socio-political structures of human organization,
(3) that technological innovations occur so rapidly that human orga-
nizations are unable to sort out the good from the bad, or (4) that
the variety of innovations produced by technology imposes such a
burden of choice in the individual as to impair the quality of life.

I U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Science and Astronautics. "Technology: Processes of Assessment
and Choice.' Report of the Committee on Science and Public Policy, National Academy of Sciences,
July 196. (Washington, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1969), page 118.
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Any substantial body of thought that olos&R teC(hn)logicil inno-
vat ion per se, would be iniclined to join forces with those who oppose
specific innovations on their own merits. While this study is concerned
with the specific advaiitages and disadvantages it one technologv,
viz., the SST, the issue as to the general merit of technology neels
to be di-posed of. The NAS Committee on Science and Public Policy
has put the matter in perspective with its conclusion:

The future of technology holds great promise for mankind
if greater thought and effort are devoted to its development. If
society persists in its present course, the future holds great peril,
whether from the uncontrolled effects of technology itself or from
an unreasoned political reaction against all technological change. 2

Although the economic aspects of technology tend to be decisive in
determining whether or not some particular innovation should be
pursued, the ultimate values and costs--which are hard to quantify
are environmental. As the COSPUP Report notes, "* * * technology
* * * is nothing more than a systematic way of altering the environ-
muent." Accordingly, the report, states:

The choice * * * is between technological advance that proceeds without
adequate consideration of its consequences and technological change that is
influenced by a deeper concern for the interaction between man's tools and the
human environment in which they do their work. 3

Moreover, the assessment of technology requires--
* * * not [for society to conceive ways to curb or restrain or otherwise fix"

technology hit rather to conceive ways to discover and repair the deficiencies
in the processes and institutions by which society puts the tools of science and
technology to work. 4

If it be granted that teclitology should not-a-nd indeed cannot-
be generally urnesited and frozen in totlday's mold, the the question of
accepting or rejecting a particular innovationi rests on i \o stibsidliary
questions. One is whether the system itself is or can be economically
self-supporting. Will it pay for itself? Is there an econolmie demand
for its services, sufficient to justify the investment? This issue iieeds
to be answered quantitatively, and if the finding is adverse, the
issue usually becomes academic.

The second question is whether the adverse effects of the innovation
on man and oit the human environment negate the beneficial effects,
and also t he economic values of the iiniovation. Since the adverse
environmental i effects (unless they are unimistakably catastropi ic) to
not automatically generate i nega tive deei ion, the 55i ' becomes a
matter for policy determination by the Governn'ent. This decision
rests nationdly with the Congress. Also, there is a residual regulatory
conceit, now being delineated in the (mllrs, that rests with the States
and mun ticiahit lies. N in echlanisI't is yet available for tlie itt erna t ional
assessmn'ent of a technol(trictal iniivation.

With respect to the SST, since a sulistanitial otlty of funds is
required of the Federal Governn.ent, and since the asserted enviroli-
mien tal effects are natin tal--indeed global--thle technlogy assess-
nelnt decision of w hat her or not to proceed with this iinnov ition rests
with the Congress. It is both an economic and an environmental issue.
\Jeanwvhile, two other projects are already well along toward deveiop-
ment .f commercial supersonic aircraft, one jointly by the British

2 Ibid., page 115.
- 3 Ibid., pages 2-3.

4 Ibid., page 15.
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and French, and the other by the Soviet T ivi To1( somue extt, these
competitive activities scern likely to reduce he scope of the decision:
it may be not wihetiler the glO al enviro meat s to receive a ciVii

SST, but rather whose SST.

Economic considerations of SST deviopm ent
The economic questions tlhit confc ont the Congress are for the most

part those of str iultfrward cost /eIlectiven1es and demand fore-

casting. They are shiilar, for example, to aspects of the lonr-iange
planning problem that ailniually confronts top imnaiiagemienit in the
antoiobile inlstriy.

What will be the costs of achieving connuercial supersonic
air transportation?

What level of engineering design risk is involved?
What dollar benefits will accrue from this ciiability, to ile

carriers, to the aircraft industry, to the uing p blliC, and to the
United Slates Goverinent--in other words, to he taxpayer?
How reliable are tlie estimates of future demanJ for the use of

the proposed hardware?
What economic adjustments are implied by the introduction of

supersonic flight, and what csts and beltefits are implicit il
these?

What is the proper form of management of the enterprise, if it
is decided upon?

What is the appropriate method of funding of the enterprise?
What would be the effect of banning the Concorde and TU-144

from the U.S.? Would the countermeasures in international
econoIc competition caution against such a unilateral action?

Is participation of the Federal Government in the funding of
the enterprise the best use of its fiscal resources? Is there an
adequate financial return? In essence, does the SST assure an
appropriate net advantage in both tangible and intangible
factors, to the Nation and its citizens?

Enironmental considerations (f the SST
The environmental consequences of the SST appear to be both

complex and controversial. Some of these tad (to interact with some
of the economic issues. For instance, perhaps the most salient environ-
mental question grows out of the fact that the supersonic aircraft, by
virtue of its capability to move at supersonic speeds, causes sonic
booms. The question is thus raised as to whether these high-aI itjide
effects will be an intolera)le nuisance; the tacit understanding has
apparently been established that the proposed aircraft -would I ravel
at supersonic speeds only over the oceans-a constraint that would
seem to deprive the vehicle of a part of its potential economic ad-
vantage and flexibility.

The nigh power rec1 aurements for supersonic flight,, and the conse-
quent large (0o1sutiilm)tmptin of fi, Nimply the the aircraft should he large in
size and Carlying capgaity1 if it is to pay its way. F lThF IN reqire0111ent

leads to envirotnmtiental questions which involve the effects of the
effluent of the aircraft: air poluion resnltinir from7 the necessaOilY
high level of etlhient during take-off, and the conjectural climatic
consequences of high-aliitude discharge Of Water vaor anti particulate
matter. The noise of the (necessarily highly poweredI) SST engines
on and near the ground is also cited as an environmental degradant.

, 
... u
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Against these allegations of unl i' raIble effects, there are such
positive factors as the reduction in number of aircraft per thousand
passenger miles (or per iniber of passengers transporte(d), the saving
of time, the general benefits that are alleged always to result to a
nation's technology from a laige effort in some one direction, the
undeniable benefit to tlhe nation's tiechnological 1)osture where tech-
nology correlates increasingly with diplomatic influence, and the
probability that increased speed capability of aircraft in the air would
generate pressure on the airlines, as well as other participants I
transport services, to improve the lagging efficiency of oi-the-ground
operations, toward making air travel a true system.

Another consideration, often overlooked, is thnt a vigorous effort
in the advanced technology of large-scale, supersonic flight, aiming to
make it compatible with the preservation of a congenial eiivirolnmetlt
for man, (arl be expected to yield many beneficial (Iec \elopments iii
environmental science and techllnologv that can be useful in other
problems and activities of environmental enhianceii t.

II. BREAKING THE BARRIER OF SOUND

The first manned vehicle to explore the regime of supersonic speed
was the Bell X-1, an American aircraft piloted by Charles Elwod
Yeager.' During a sequence of 41 flights, all of brief duration, he
took the rocket-powered X-I to speds exceeding i ach 2,6 and to
altitudes above 70,000 feet. The first flight through the sound barrier
occurred Oct. 14, 1947.

The shape of an airplane is a conbinatioi of blunt and shallow
curves, sloping planes, and edges. Air flows over each surface at a
different speed, all related to the speed if the aircraft. The shape of
the aircraft is designed so that the air will flow smoothly by it, whether
the aircraft is moving slower or faster than the speed of sound. how-
ever, there is a critical range of speed, the transonme region, which ex-
tends a few miles per hour on both sides of Mach 1. In this region,

parts of the air flow move subsonicall and others move supersonically.
While in this regime, the aircraft is buffeted by shock waves and
turbulence. Yeager found it advisable to pass through it quickly: to
remain in it too long was not only uncomfortable to the passenger but
hazardous to the structural integrity of the aircraft. However, once
the aircraft. passed through this "transonic zone,'' the air flow becamitme
smooth again.

Yeager's flights resolved the long debate among aerodynamicists
over the possibility of controlled flight beyond the sonic barrier. Also,
he opened the supersonic domain as a useful realm to any aircraft

3 Numerous claitts were made by World War It pilots that they had broken the sonic arrier with their
propelie-driven aircraft in f1l1 power dives from high a >tu 'e. Spends as high as ti tmoph, tO ettimles fC-
comupanied by sottic itollms, welt reiportted. ii owvtr, .1 rgo 0ol War II, methods wet. not available. for

measuring accnatevlthf' spe' d of diving aircraft. A 0hhungl these claims scled plailtle at the tin3,
knowledge of compressliihty ete'cts was hnimteid, all lothinlg was klnown about te transonit regime.
Suhs'qu nt analysis has estabtlishld that none of the otd V.iar 11 propeller-driven aircraft, designed for
subsonic flight, cou.d have exceeded 550 mph, a speed we b1)ow the speed of sound.

o Speed is often given is mult iples of. or fractions (if, tih lsed of sOun1. Macit 1 is the speed of sound.
The name is that of the Attstrirn scientist, rniist -cit, 1t3 1ii. Tht- spe' I of sound in-1 or Macit 1) in air
is not a cotstint: it varies primarily as a function of t lrupraltut and to a tsaer \tnt aS a function of pres-

sure. With itcr'3tsitg altitlid", the air pressure decli'ns itttt.i lv. hut tenpliaturI reverses directioll several
times. As temperature declines, so does the sp. ed of sound. The relationship is expresed by the formula:

Mach 1 (in mph) =33.5/T tin degrees Rankine)

At a cruising altitude of 60.tX5) feet. the cruising altitude proposed for the SST), the normal temperature is
minus 70' F. Mach 1 at this temperature is 6I imph. At an altitude of 150000 feet. temperature has risen
again, and is normally about .50 F. At this temperature, Mach 1 is about 70 mph, which is nearly what it
would be at the earth's surface on a 50 F day.

--
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with (n'ough) pow er to reach it. His experim1 EEJnIs signaled the beginning
of i vi goro s es rh p1i raii to 8chieve supersOnie flight rontiui'l.

Military advintag)s of this capability seemed Vbv(8us; although te
commercial advantages \w ere less SO, ai'1'ona(tical enthusiasts ob-
se'e( d that just as 1i)bson1ie airerflt hd drawn the four (orllels of
the Umited States (onVelientlv ('1 , supersonic aircraft woil(d do
the same for the whole globe.
Imjotfance of tf i-bo j t engine for Sl/psi c.1 f/of

The key to general supersonic flight was the turbojet engine. Aprimipal obstacle to the achievement of supersonic speeds with pro-
peller-drInen aircraft had been the aerotYnami limitatios of the

propeller itself. The tin of the propeller entered the trlisonic regimelong before the speed of th e aircraft (id; at that point, loss in ejlicjiincy
through turbulence Wasted ow)()erE so that a speed ceiling of O1m11(
500 mnph was geinralv a (.((E )ted by a(10ona1itica engineers as theultimate top for propeller aircraft.H

Concern over the inherent speed limit inpoE( by the propeller led
two independent mot estigators to seek ant! find i solution in the
turbojet engine. The first siceessftl turbojet-powered 'ireraft tle
lie 178, va( prOdi (cled by Ernist Hleiikel in 1939; soon afterw'vard
Frank \ittle's engines were (sed1, in 1941, to power the Gjo1(EE-2S. ihe leinkel and Whittle engines both ibIEd a ceintrifu -al (0rn-

pri'essor as a first stagE(: air was com(0 messed, expanded 11 burning fuel
in it, and then dischalrge( through a turbine which dIove the com-
ressoy; fort and impetus was provided by the jet thrust of the hot

omabust101n products af ter they passed through the turbine.lhe turbojet engie offered a solti(n to the problem of propeller
sl)eed linlitationi. TIhrst and efliciency of this new svstemE, contrary
to that of the propeller, Were actually inereasedI with increased forward
speed.

Early in World War Ii, Whittle's insistent warnings to U.5. military
allthorities. togeth r with the appeiilantme in combat of the MLE 262
(a twili-engined Germiani fighter whose top airspeed exceeded by 100
mph the speediest planes of the Allies) persuaded the Arm v Air For'cethat t he t urbojet was worth examXinbig. A Whit tle engine V as obtaedand lifter a brief test, the Air Force asked the General Electric Corn-pany to produce 8n proved version colpIiati)le with U.S. industrialpractice. An airframe was designed :find built to receive the eilngine.
lhe project was conducted lWith incredible speed uider himh security,camouflaged by I1enemptinIg the pIojelt none )Iilt cre of another

secret aircraft d(eveloplent, the Bell XP-5 9 which was sudbsequentll
shelved. In 1942, the Bell new XP-59 received its engine, flew sir-cessfully, and introduced U.S. military and industrial aviation to
the jet g e.

As of August i1 1 chti Itt ic eed rord for I r -rven ai rrEIt was 453 mph. The Iecord 0 aItICtIjlEEVEli liv' a n:ll jilerI (iu :rltall F i I threat . ti::!t , Aw f El t'ol a.';v r(Et-_.ifet: E ' iht Itt:iE edlcE '1 floor :l Iorlltl gross of 11',4155to 50 E' -md'O 0 \5"111h allyto il~ -. a, c:15 t C 11-(lied by 1t1e overize eilEtne. The' T1llr rord. 403 111 (I, 1:1; E-ltl ~ll~I(I lI l(~ V10 (iEAlE RiE 1 whiEh took it fro th i l alIllacciV a 72 lt ( 44 1 (l n ('d 3 (011 Dt 3 ,yah t eIm
speed of ll r-driv r? I d t , n raised 43 ip. l (4 Tphe 1H4roi. TnelilI 1 rE lil to alcin t lIE sl the

s lliclrEr t of extra speed make further advances wit i piston-egiled, propeller driven aircraft.IEli.'11cik t ale z~Ec-(1h01111P41ta~ (ra Elltt11 ec :to~rltv i h arl
he It d~c ei gier. t aini in 194(0 tried a workable but impractict7 aternative in the Caproni A-1.lie used a piston elgillI to dlive al El gi air compltressor, airit)11 te(11t ssrwr(lctgultroaE11Iopen tubhi~r bo~dy tftearrf pesr iromt the comptressor was dischtargecd through thews1 la tr , of the aircraft e e additional fueas as Ilayed into the air blast and ignited. TIhis

waIs a trule Jet, but thle s stCna was ilElielltt an~d was ,If auonce.}
Ia
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It took 11 years from u that point to bring about the first U.S.
military aircraft capable of rlutine stlpersoni flight. This was the
first of the so-called "Century" series, the North American F-1009
which flew in 1953, six vears after the brief flights of the rocket-
powered X-1A had breached the sonic harrier for the first time.

III. SCALING UP THE TECHNOLOGY OF SUPERSONIC FLIGHT

Military efforts to extend the application of supersoli(' aeronautical
technology to larger aircraft produced an uninterrupted sequence of
misfortunes and controversies. When the Air Force undertook a
supersonic replacement for the subsonic B-52 bomber, the first result
was the short-lived B-58. This three-man bomber could reach Mach
2.1 at 44,00(1 feet; it could cover its full range of 2000 miles in less than
2 hours. However, the B-5 was marginially useful; it fell short in
payload as well as in range for its intended mission as an interconti-
nental strike vehicle.

The development span of the B-5s overlapped that of the B-70, Of
which unly 2 units were actually built and flown before the programi
was dropped. More will be said of this developmtetit, which had
considerable significance for the evolving proposal later on to build
ii prototype commerciaIl transport for supersonic flight.

Meanwhile, efforts of the U.S. Navy to )rodeuce a large supersonic
seaplane centered on the P6\, under development by the Glenn L.
Martin Company in Baltimore. This design encountered several
tragic misfortunes il flight before the project was terminated.

The last stage ii the sequence was the F-111, a smaller supersonic
fighter-bomber system intended (in various versions or modifications)
for both Air Force and Navy use. The F--I11 has renailned contro-
versial since its inception.

Ii view of the fact that large commercial aircraft traditionally
grew (alt of military antecedenits, it may be useful to examine the fate
of one of these large supersonic horn hers.
Tke (lerlopmenct of the "all-poirpose" B--i70 bomber

Proposed as t he world's first large aircraft capable of long-range,
sustained, sullersolic hight, the B-70 was envisioned as the logical
replaceiitent for the subsoni B-52. It was also seen as fulfill lithe
Ileetd for a super-performlance surJV'eilIaice aircraft. The urt her pos-
sihility was later suggested that the general prototype might be
mo(lifietl into a coiiiiiercial versiOn to colltete With coIntel)oltrv
(1959) Emirpoami schemes to trodiuce a family of shot-range, inter-
lmledldiate, al loll'-rrraie tlieis l11( tircraft. for- comniu ereial srvice.

1liltial d ''sigi sl)ecliication- for the B-7 were issued by the Al
Force 1 1Oeto er, 1954, with an ll ilVital rIin to aircraIt companies to
collpete for the Job of primt ont rat or. the Air 'For(t pla\ w'5 t>
develop 21 a (1)e1y a fleet of these aircraft as 1ong-range, muli-math
bonbelrs by the mid-1960's. The plan fell victim to pnrlongete col-
ro versy. A' first , p lei s enit ered on tlie wtt he vacie t V O f technical

IIl4)aprachIe - d tvaiinceI by theie riders. The, as these were resolved,
0 The North Amnritn r 10 Ans a singl .eat fighter powered hv a irtt & Whitne .T57 t ho et. Itstop speed was 2'.5 moi at '5.(f) feet altitude. is enjoin' conln prodice i.n,00 pounds of stati thrust incruising, and a i equipped wit h an "ntronrner" w-hich increased th thrust to 1 0n tin-Is for short

le iods, such as on t kenif . An afterburn:er is a tuhular extension or tailpipe, added to a jet cninse. In its
use, fuel is sprayed into it and ignited; the a!reily hot exhaust gas is thus further heated and expanded,
greatly increa.iig the exhaust velocity and resulting thrust of the systeni.) I

-:+8>i.^iiw '"i' ;.i:iv-x,.,.; <iGc-.r .>r::icis:,a.::.-* :ti:"3o ": .i"'.' !' .a.:5.;:.= 1's re .S3'rM'_e :t ,. i' s% ' .. :.A:. ryu,.. 'S. :vr::.ut .
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the )r e jt L1(exI cm nder at tack .s aN exesivxe 8i d u ecessrVy
miN iltary alt (rn iV e to t he intercoi) te t al ballist c missile. Develop-
minti f the inejteroti eiital ballisti& mi sil, armed with 4 nclv r
warheAd, had provided a weapon (lptitiVe il destru Ctine capaility
wit the lo g-range straiteoic bomber. It also reduced the strikng time
of a1 iintercontinental att ark from hours to ineliiies. The mnilitarv
('onnitiient to b0 nihe(r aircraft was undoubtedly ies;ened by this
alternative technology, and with it the wililigniess (or necessity) 10)
make the heavy investment required for its successful development.

Opposition to the B--70 program grew steadily from the time ihe
Air Force released its Request for Proposal in 1954. By 1959, the j
embryo aircraft was under attack by both missile ad vocates and others
who saw it consuming an increasing share of the deciding aircraft
budget iii the (also declining) budget of the Department of Defense. .
Presidential action came to termiinate the program, November 30,
1959, although the President later granted tl8 Air Force p1r(missi{ n to
continue the B-70 as a miii}nIiUrn-eost, aerodynamic research prograiii.
Some Members of ( congress were critical of this deci ion to drop
the )roram. The development was viewed is both all essential re-
placenent for the aging B-52, and a protot ype for a commercial SST.'
however, the President's decision was firm, and t he l)rogrami caine
to a close with a few experimental and test flights of the two prototype
vehicles.

EfIorts to co mercialkie the B-70 technology
The possibility of a commercial version of the B-70 was raised in

1959 when General Elwood Quesada, these Adimnistrator of the Federal
Aviation Agency. called the President's attention to plans of the
British aircraft industry to build two models of commercial super-
sonic SST's, one for short-range domestic service aid another for
intercontinental service; as well as the phi1is of the French aircraft
industry to build a medium-range SST, to be called the "Super-
Caravelte.' iU

General Quesada noted that the beleaguered B--70, by then jocularly
referred to as the "pa per airplane which would fly in a cardboard sky,'
was in fact superior in technology to either tie British or the French
SST concepts (independent at that time). The B 70 design called for
continuous ?xlach 3 flight. over a range exceeding 7000 miles; the foreign
firms were proposing smaller vehicles, to cruise at speeds of less than
Mach 2. He therefore urged the President to consider the possibility
that a commercial version of the B-70 le designed to be the U.S.
entiy il the emlermii international competition.

In Quesada's view, the civil application vould be derived from 11.
technology developed to satisfy a purely military requirement. This
had liistoricallyic been the coivelitional pattern of iniovation of com-
mercial aircraft. As lie put it-

Ever sin:c the Wright brot hers' nenorable acconltishment in 19,03 theMilitary Lstablishient had had a vigorous des elopoent program designed to
meet their needs for increasingly high performance aircraft. The pressing demands

SFor example. the Preparednes Investigating Subcomrmitt e or the Senate Armed Services ('omnittoc,
chaired by Lyndon B. Johns.', relortel at the time: "Trunes rtation of people rnd cao at three ti:iethe speed of sound and above the we'S her could 1e attuinedI through the m:ilization of B--i technology in
a conmiercual air vehit le.' (Cited in "Congress and the Nation, 145 1t}," Congression a Qurterily, page
307.)n The Caravelle, built by the Sod-Aviation coman , wa i France's first comirereid 'iet transport airplane.
Its first fli ht was Mar 27, 158. It entered commercial :Service May 18, it8. with Air France. The world's
first commercial jet transport was the De iavuiiland Conwt, Dni-106, which first flew in 149 and entered
commercial service with BOAC May 2, 1152.
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of national defense have characteristically given precedence to military budgets
for this purpose.

After designs were fixed and quantity production established to meet military
requirements, it was often poS:ihl to build adptaiiona for purchase by air
carriers and use ini the civil fleet. This has be n (sp'cin liy true in the development
of crucial components such as engines and propellers, as well as materials and
techniques of design. Thus, for over .5 years commercial aviation has had the
advantage of leaning on and borrowing from a strong military development
program.

Ebaluat on of the B-70 conirerNion plan
There were technical advantages and disadvantages of this proposed

course. The value of the B-70 as a prototype lay in its advanced
aerodynamics, control methodology, high-tenperatulre-resistant stiruc-
tural design, and techniques of fabrication. These were all gains that
derived from a substantial history of applied researches innsored by the
Department of Defense. Application of these advances, acquired to
considerable cost, would 1 give an American SST a significant edge over
the foreign competition However, Quesada's proposal had disad-
vantages as well. Tie long, slim body of the B-70 woul not convert
well to civilian use. In the various proposals for this conversion, the
passenger seating ca pacities ranged from 15 to a very crowded 100.
A converted version with the required upgrading for reliability and
design modifications for airline service was judged likely to cost about
the same as a completely new design for the specific purpose of corn-
mlercial service. A study for FAA, by United Research. Inc., report ed

in October, 1960, that the development of a civil SST, based on the
B-70 prototype, wold require about $1 billion, a fnur, bcvond the
financing capability of individual firms in the aircraft industry, even
if based on a backlog of firm orders.' 3

At the close of his tenure as FAA Administrator, Quesada placed
contracts with two engine companies for SST power plilnt studies, and
recommended an acceleration of the FAA program of studies of the
entire system.

When President Kennedy took office, in Januov, 1q61, he named
Najeeb lalaby as Quesada's replacement. At the request of the new
President, March 3, 1961, Ilalaby organized a team to develop a
statement of national goals for aviation in the 1960s. One of the find-
ings of this team was a recommendation for intensified efforts to
produce a t"Mach 3 transport." It called for an SS'T design with
double the possible passenger accommodation of the B--70, featuring
a swmg-wing concept.

As to funding, the study proposed that-
Government funds should he utilized through the research, design, develop-

mnent, prototype and probably production stages. Every effort must be nude to
recoup the Government's financial investment through some type of royalty
system to be paid by the operators. 4

Changing role of military technology
Beginning with the aftermath of World War I, civil aeronautics in

the United States (and elsewhere as well) had leaned heavily on
1 U.S. ot ge iHouse. (omnmitt 0,on Science d Asta1au'tis. "Supersonic Air Transpxorts," marines

before tihe Sp cial Inve tigatino Siion i n it tee t f the . .. , 01t 1Cong., 2nd sess., 3Lay 1. 160, (Washington.
U.S. GPoveiminent Printing Ofice, I i) page 43.

13 )on I)Wiggins. "The SST: here it comes, ready or not " (Garden City, New York, Doubleday and
Company, 1968), pae 117. (294 pages.)

1 This was "Project horizon," a report of a task force consisting of Fred. M. Glass, Stanley Gerwitz,Selig, Altschul, Leslie A. Bryan, Gerald A. Gusch, Frances T. For, John F. Loosbrock, and Paul Reiber._
The report of Project horizon was submitted to the President Sept. 5, 1961, and made public Sept. 10, 1961.
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surplus military equipment and n tm1ih(ry-0ramed lersiniel.Vty
November of 1918, the United States p sseosed 10,510 aircraft-
6,972 at home-and a large in etitory of engines and sparc parts.
Military trained personnel in ihe iir arms. being demooilized, num-
bered 228,368. All this surplus aeronautical hardware deterred new
development or production, but provided an illefieient ireans for a
precarious and subsidized air transport ind istry. Meanwhile trained
fliers and mechanics sought ways of using the skills they had been
taught. Further military development of aircraft in the United States
lagged, and most of this activity was conducted in Europe and later
Japan.

During the two decades bet ween the two World Wars, considerablle
progress was made touwxard the de development of commercial transports.
Gradually, designs departed from the straitjacket of military proto-
types. This trend was epitomized in the development near the end of
that period of the DC-3. This was a true trail-blazer, remarkably
economical for its time to operate and maintain. it spurred the pro-
liferation of many new feeder airlines and contributed inneasurably
to the spread of air service all over the world. Although it was a fa'r
cry from combat aircraft, the military services male extensive use of
it for translport purpose in W orld W ar II (the (C-4 ).

The translation of the military advances in World War II into
civil aircraft designs Was more involved and complex than it had been
20 years earlier. Under the spur of milit ary ne essity the priinciples
of aeronautical (leign had been vastly improved. These principles, of
course, were the same. regardless of whether the function of the
design was milit arv or civilian. However, the configuration of an air-
craft was profoundly influenced by its function, so that the same
aeronautical design principles led to different final products. >peeds of
post ar propeller-driven aircraft were not notably different for mtili-
t ary or commercial service but cabin space was.
The powerplant as key to aircraft relationn

From the Wright Brothers to the present day, developments in
heavier-than-air craft have derived most importantly from innova-
tions of engine and power-train. Without the gasoline-fueled recipro-
cating engine, the Wright Brothers' aircraft would not have been
possible. During the period following World War I, important progress
was made in improving the horsepower-to-weight ratio of engines,
culminating in the turbo-compound reciprocators power plant that
made Coast-to-Coast nonstop flight a commercialpracticality. Again,
military requirements justified and paid for the advances in engine
technology. The civil market was an eager but secondary Outlet for
these products.

With the advent of the aircraft gas turbine engine, how ever, the
suitability for commercial purposes of military power plants become
less obvious or practical. The turbo-prop engine' while first used in
military aircraft, in England, in 1945, was quickly discarded for mii-
tary purposes. Its efficiency was highest at moderately low altitudes.
The aerodynamics of the propeller limited the speed of prop-jet aircraft
to the subsonic regime. However, because of its fuel economy, freedom

u The turbo-Drop engine has a propeller attached through a cear box to the front end of the snaft that
extends through a compressor stage, a fuel burning st te. an) a turbine stage. The turbine provides the
power to rotate the entire assembly. There is also some resdual thrust from exhaust gas emitted tom theturbine into the tail pipe.

Iii
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front vibration in flight, and capablitV of deliverintg many ies the
horsepower of reriprocating envies of comipara lIe weght, it moved
successfully into the coiniinerciad field. The iscount, powered by four
Rolls-Royce turbo-prop engines, became operational in 1953. The
commercial utility of the turbo-prop, it should be noted, was not
and still is not fully exploited because its perfornldice clharacteristies
did not warrant substantial military R&D investment.

The primary form of military gas turbine engine for aircraft is the
turbojet. This engine, which was operationlIly employed in both
British and German military aircraft by 1942 (the Gloster Meteor
and the Messerschmidt 262), derives all of its thrust from the exhaust.
At low altitudes, the turbojet is inefficient but at high altitudes its
efficiency is excellent. The principal problem is that it pumps in more
air than it can use, so that--especially at low altitudes---adjustable
restrictions are needed to limit the air in take. Although this kind of
engine is now being proposed for use in the SST, which would operate
predominantly at high speed and altitude, its fuel consumption at the
lower speeds and altitudes of post-'World War _. commercial air travel
have made it marginally useful for lower-performit ance civil aircraft.
The first commercial transport to use the engine was the British
Comet,, in 1952. (Faulty cabin design of the Conet caused its with-
drawal after two years of service; a redesigned model app eared in
1958, still using turbojet engines.) The first U.S. airliner to use turuojet
engines was the Boeing 707, in 1958; it was followed in a few months
by the Douglas DC -8. in the early versions, both aircraft used un-
modified military jet engines. The engines were turbojets ("pure''
jets) which were fine for high speed flight (speed-: beyond the design
capability of the 707 and DC-) but, in stressing this vital military
asset, the engines were not designed for fuel economy.

Forttriately, a sideline investigation of little military in terest was
to appear. One early device to deal with the surplus air which all jet
engines must either use or deflect once in flight, was the "by-pass";
in this model of engine, surplus air is ducted aroun(l the combustion
chamber and then added again at the tail pipe. The result is aug-
mented thrust antd red ucetd fuel consumption especially at. moderate
speeds and low altitudes.

Further increases in efficiency were offered bv tapping the surplus
energy in the turbine system to increase the mass flow of air by
accelerating it with a large, front-end fan and then ducting it around
the rest of the engine assembly. This was the turbo-fan. Now in gen-
eral service in U.S. airliners, it has an engine front that is larger in
diameter than the rest of the engine."

A belated commercial development, the turbo-fan appeared in the
United States in 1961 when the Pratt & Whitney Company mo(iined
their military engine, the J-57, by adding a fan to the front end and
ducting the air stream around the body of the basic engine. This

It The turbojet, or troy, jet eni ', derives all of it, tIrnit front its exhaust. Air is scooped into an intake
aperture. is coIm rese) l y a aomp:'esstr, as fuel injected into the c npreseed ir and iniited. and then the
COmbusatiOn pao incats ori-' thuir wav lilt (agh a norbije stade which I owern the comtpre:- snr stag''. (Comi-
pressor and trine are in dirt 'tli to the ore central shaft.) Fina!y , the coinbu tion products are expelled
through the tail pipe to provide the jet thrust.

N The turbo-faa was introduced I-v the liritis- 3'etropolitaT-Vickers Com any , in 1,143. This was done
by modifying a turlbojt engine, adding a tw(etags. contta-rotating fan. Tit 1.1 lher primniti v enine
increased the thrust of the basia tuo j 1 et ly fi rercemt'. wit hoct additionmrt fuel cotenmiption. I owever.
for military purposes, this conent wis not att active. The large frontal area would hame too much drag for
speeds approaching larch 1. ('onversely, t ie econolny and power t'-oited by tie turtn-fan at lower speeds
made it important for coomtm cial 1 ,piitttions. Jut se e f-e deve op Ient of gus turbine engines was
funded at most entirely by the mi tat y services, ie tut 'ofan was late in coming into use. .
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modified erosion , (eiglated the JTY 3l). i Iresd thrust 5:% while
simlultanoonrsly <kerc':sing 'fuel consumpl~tii on 13:Ifit. Tim c'tnlt~Cnerial
airlines quickly moved to take ad vn -g of thn innvat ion. Elisting
equipment was retrOinitted, and new aircraft were equipped 111with turbo-
fans. By 1965, v irtullyall non-propeller-driven civilian jot, foreign
and domestic, were uincr the turbo-fan

The rapidityV with whi the t trbo- fa' a ws adopted, on( avaatdble,
suggests the importance of ai 51)subs antial R&1D Cepb)iliy fbr the pur-
pose of advantcintga the state of the art of (oiiniercial airframes and(enines. Although the mtiii ar Version 1 of turbo-fan]hd been in-
vestigated more than two decades earlier, its failure to offer sinificant
military advant age had resulted in a long and costly teeln(tlogical
lag IIIcommercial application.

IV. DETERMINING NATIONAL .POLICY IssUES OF TH E SST

When President Johd-n F. Kennedy took ofilce, early in 1361,the
SST came into sharper fes. D(sriin tihsef as 'determined to
"'get America lmaving again,'' the 1new Pre(sien iiinvitted opportunliti's
for active cause's. Respondingr to tis oppo tnil y, Najee Hlielaby,
FAA Adminitrator followed hi; pred '(iEt r' initiative andt urged
consideration of a civil siuersnI traisprt program, lie fndl the
President receptIie.

As the SST piject. lbegan to take Pa Iore t1aigiblfl form -three inter-
locked quest on became sai(lt: 1) Should the Federal C o'n miiie
assume responsibility for the t poa 'nr (2) If so, who should bein

charge? (3) \ ha ltiseu! aIIlnlets would. IIe appropra to? All
three quest15iOs, of urese hinged o1I tIle (verinjr n iSse 1Of Should
there be sue a 1' iraln?

Previously, ii, t{ dI eve rat f lt1r(tio h\s Pe 0e mili-
t ary services lad i m( e( a tI} hea r e(s: s11)1' 1f e turse to P iiate
congre'ssiohl 1ratifcatiotI through the p)rOtr)P}i0) l1 pr'oCess. Military
procedures flltxwe ,tid t w ('iw(rn 1 1 j1t:} lp(a}ratin oh a satrtegic

requirement,it iluvyof\ ( t 1iielo gi('1l 1ernI'tiNes, f esiblit stllies,prehlminayx(1 dasi C rnpet it ion, ton of p pme coinra r n e-
gotiation fI . eontritt with oime a1 tf e'Cht objectives aid on-
currently the Presentation oft ox er-elt bill to the Caungiess in which
the Specific prOjeCt would o OIV 0vs1110511111/ elenieit amnnt many.
But t:e SST lpr ct co 111 Ot take Ihis r'nio e.

Necessarily, it was a comnicrcial project that n eeledl to be compati-
ble with the commercial environmental. Illstend of satisfving a strategic
military requirement. the SST proposal was offered to match the less
structured requirements of meeting and surpnssing foreign com petition
operating from a different economic and political base, on i different
time scale, with a different state-of-the-art. It raised the kinds of
questions that private business or1g7tli1 zations normalv 1vto an-
swer-wnd profit only by answering perceptively, suh a :

Would the end product find an adequate market for sufficient
numbers of units to go above the break-even point?

At the time it became av:iala)le for scale]-ip production. would
it be able to compete suceeesfuliv in pric, pr)1frmnce, and
maintenance with rival aircraft alreatdv on tei d win u board?

What level of improved performance wouldtbe needed for it to
supersede existing subsonic aircraft and outperform i the new
57-397-71--46
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foreign competition without incurring an excessive degree of
engineering risk?

Risk is an inherent element of the commercial environmental. But
in the nl)propriati i) of public money. elimina ion of risk is a compelling
consideration. \With the magnitude of the SST investment exceeding
the capacity of available sources of private funds, to make the project
go would require G;overnment funding. How was the aspect of risk to
be dealt with?
Criteria for thhCe dcSion to jiocm Cd wth ttt SST

President Kennedy announced the SS T as a national objective in a
Commencement address to the Air Force Academy. June 5. 1963. He
had taken time out for this visit in the middle of te delicate maneu-
verings that preceded the negotiation of the Limiued Nuclear Test
Ban Treaty. Five days later, he would deliver his detente proposal at
The American University, in Washlimcgton, D.C., that he hoped would
lay the groundwork for an era of global peace and uderstamding. ii is
possible that he saw in the SST a dramatic illustration of the "plow-
share" principle, as well as a peaceful alternative to occupy the aero-
space industry. However, he also expressly interpreted the SST as
evidence that the technology of manned flight--military as well as
commercial-retained its vitality. The commitment to the SST, he
delared, was "* * * essential to a strong and forward-looking
Nation, and indicates the future of the manned aircraft as we move
into a missile age as well."

The President sketched briefly the terms of reference of the project.
It should be a partnership of Gmcerlirnent with private industry. The
project management should be pressed to "develop at the earliest
practical date the prototype of a commercially successful supersonic
transport. superior to that being built in any other country of the
world."

An open. preliminary design competition will be initiated immediately among
American airframe and powerplant manufacturers wit h a more detailed design
phase to follow. if these initial phases do not produce an aircraft capable of
transporting people and goods safely, swiftly, and at prices the traveler can
afford and the airlines find profitable, we .>hall not go furiher.'8

Soon after his visit to Colorado Springs, the President sent a letter
to Congressional leaders in which he discussed the criteria and the
method of financing of a Governm Ilent-sponsored SST. He enlarged
somewhat on the last item.

The cost of such a program is large [said the President]-it would be as great
as one billion dollars for a development pro ram of about six years. This is beyond
the financial capability of our aircraft manufacturers. V e cannot, however,
permit this high cost, nor the difficulties and risks of such an ambitious program
to preclude this country from participating in the logical next development of aconnercial aircraft. In order to permit this participation, the United States,
through the Federal Aviation Agency, lust proceed at once with a program of
assistance to industry to develop an aircraft.

The program proposed would call for a participation to at least 25
percent of the development costs by the manufacturers, and a further
contribution (amount unspecifiedi )b the airlines through royalty
payments. The ceiling on the Government investment wotild be'$75(0
million, although additional credit assistance might be extended to

1U.S. President. John F. Kennedy. "Reinarks at Colorado Springs to the Gradruating Class of the U.S.Air Force Acadrny, June 5, kI6t.' Public Pap rs of th Prei lents of the united St rates, 1+63. (Washington,
U.S. Government Printing Ofice, 11x4), page 441.

i
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Iatnufacturers during the production pr1cess. The President stressed
that 'participation by industry as a risk-t akig partner is an essential
of this unertaking." The ob)je(tive was to build i, commercially
sound aircraft, as well as one with superior performance. characteris-
ties. The test of its economic soundness would be measured by "in-
dustry's willingness to participate in the risk-t asking "

Thus, the project would be "'principal y a ncomuercial venture,"
although it would "yield much technological knowledge." The Pres-
ident summarized the further objectives of the SST as-

To "maintain the historic United States leadership in aircraft
development";

To "demonstrate tie technological accomplishments which can
be achieved under a democratic, free enterprise system''

To "expand our International trade" through botl its mtnu-
facture and operation;

To "strengthen the United Stats aircraft man ufacturing
industry * * * and provide employmuent to thousands of Ameri-
caIlS." 1

The lag in U.S. aeronautical technology
The President's decision tliat the Governmncut should participate

in the development of an advanced civil aircraft had followed sveral
expressions of concern that civil aviation was failiung to advance at a
rate commensurate with the domestic and Interntional markets. On
September 1, 1961, President Kennedy recei ted a report prepared at
his request by the Task Force on National Aviation Goals (Project
horizon). 20Tile report Vts intended to fineie the technical, economic
and military objectives of the Federal Governent 1 ithoutghout the
broad spectrum of aeronautics." It identified the emergence of the
space program and the reduced emphasis by the military on the
development of manned combat aircraft as major causes for the lag
in civil aeronautics development. Said the Task Force:

An adequately funded, prudently managed, continually updated research and
development program is essitial to the maintenance of U.S. world leadership
in aviation. Federal Govertntent responsibility for aviat ion research has iotn been
recognized and its participation in such research has been extensive. H owever,
in the past tGovernmtent-sponsored aeronautical research has largely been stinu-
lated by military requirements for advanced manned aircraft. In recent rears this
stimulation has declined as a result of the growing concentration on development
of missiles and space systems by the military and by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration. It is no longer possible for civil aviation to progress
mainly by reliance on the byproducts of military-related research and develop-
ment programs.

There i. no question that aeronautics is running a poor second to space tech-
nology in the time, talents, facilities, and funds expended on it witin NASA.
Steps nuist be taken to upgrade recognition of an activity in support of this
national requirement.

With the decline of military emphasis on manned combat aircraft, some shift
toward a more centralized coordination of civil aviation research and development
in the United States appears needed. This need is sharpened by the forthcoming
requirement for more extensive Government financial participi nt1 in esentialc
civil aeronautical development programs, such as the superonic transport 2

U.S. ire'idetit. John F. Kennedy. "Letter to the Presidtnt of the Snate and to the ;SpTher of the
house on Ievdiopment of a Civil Supersonic Triirnspxrt. June 14, tlo." Public Pipers of its Presidents
of the United States. 1te3. Washitgton. U.S. (iovernnent Printing Itice. st4). paoes 475 77.

U.S. Task lore ou National Aviation , Gk. tro set 1Horizon. Report of the . Federal Aviation
Agencv. September, t'Jti. (Washington. U.S. Government trintiig Office, 1516), 230 pages. See especially
page 1.

2 Ibid., pp. 48-41.
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These viewS were echoed in Congress vxhere a stafl report of the
Seneate Connit tee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences noted that U.S.
aeronautical tchntolory was fnllinz behii1: 'Other counties of the
world, with less responsil)ility than the United States for peacekeeping
and international prestige, have continued deveioprileIts in aeronautics
which could comm and'1 substantial markets and adversely aftect our
balance of trade." 2Te report expressed concern over the assertedly
diffused responsibility for national policies for aeronautics and par-
ticulirly the want of a federal policy for sustained techiiological
development of civil aeronautics. The need for an integrated national
system of air transportation was real, un-met, and under-valued. Said
the report, in part:

An obvious contrast may ie noted when the research and development program
for aeronautics is compared with the total NASA appropriation ($124 million
out of $5,012 billion or about 2 percent for fiscal year 1967). A more meaningful
question is whether the funding and the program for aeronautics are adequate,
regardless of the magnitude of the space program.

Also-
Civil aeronautics is an incr'aoincly important part of our economic system

with great potential for our international balance of trade and technological
prestige. [Moreover, There is a notable absence of national transportation
system policy to define the role of various modes, to study the problems of inter-
faces between modes, and to choose among technological alternatives.'

Operationally, civil aeronautics seemed on the threshold of an
unprecedented potential for growth, both in the United States and
abroad. The United States dominated the world market for aero-

naut1ical go(ds and services, vet, aeronautical services, domestieally,
were steadily declmiing in qnudity as unsolved problems of congestion
intensified. New develolmnaut at ivity seemed to be stagnant.. The
Nation, Congress was told, could ill afford either tle decline of domestic
service or the relinquishing of its position in the world aeronautical
market.

Represent at ive !ea Hechler, spJeaking2 for the House Subconumit tee
on Advanced Research and Development, warned that the U.S.
position in world aeronautics culd easily be lost:'

The impact of aeronautics on our Nation and on our global society over the past
two decades is drainatie. Those areas we once called independent geographic
regions have vanished. Slf-sufficient nations are also a part of the past. T' art
of flight has drawn the world together and whether we like our close neighbors
or not, the effect is not reversible. To the contrary, the effects of aeronautical

.;, technology on the way our world functions will become even greater with time.
This is an enviable position for a technology. It is enviable because it provides a
view of the futrire in which the world's societies can accept nothing le- than the
rapid growth and imuprovem ent in all aspect of aeronautical products anmd services.

This committee looks at this prospect of great growth and devlopment with
enthusiasm but an-o with deep concern. These bright prospects are predicated on
the rising world retirements for aeronautical products and services. However,
the number of participants in the aeronautical community, competitors if you
will, is also rising. This bright period. as it applies to the aeronautical future of
any nation, including our own, is neither autonati nor inevit:ible.

2

Studies by the executive branch and in both Houses of Congress
found the rate of progress in aeronautics technology inadequate for
future domestic requirements or to preserve the Nation's position as

:2"Policy Pimniig for Aeronautical Research and Developmnent,'' op. cit., page 1.
Ibii., pmge 3.
U.S. Congress. House. Commit e on Science and Astronautis. "Aeronautiai heseaici." Hearings

before the Subcommittee c! Advanced Research and Technolocy (:f the . . Decenmti 1. 2. 4, 8, 9, 10,
and 11. isa. 91st CongresS, first session. (Washingtn. U.S. (iovernrent Printing Office, 1971), pages 2-3.
14(9 pages.)
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the world's p1ri7 exporter of eroin'atical C0t(d. Hitherto, the flow
of advanc(ed tech n10 y into th0 civil sector fro(1 miliary R&D had
n~ourisheltd (civil aeronmale~is arid had tenab'led It to dom ainat~e #the world

ml7arket; in the de ade of the '95' s the fli0'*_ of military R&I) n' longer
served this m netioo. 1O an mele''ma ex) c. mriarv aircraft were
beil4 developed as o1" co1 m Oz nenJ t of a ('Oml)('te\ liltecrat('(d w\e\apo101
systemii. I he 'ytem approach" weas0 a siar Cn'trast to the former
practice of dev' lOpin a? advanced aireraft and then outf tting it
w"h weaJOns. ii' 1  

w h h m lr alic-rf as systi('1 con-
poterits\ were inapr )l'Ori rt for (nv()l rsi'l 11 civil uses. MlOfrl( ) Ver,
missile systemIts were f ar Inre com' 1petitixve tan 'Cmpileientar7y to

aircraft. A dvocates of new misile systems chllen-ged mni tled aircraft
as obsolete. The impetus for mi sile developm)llc'ent and ('il mpioynirt
was a mroajor factor in dix eating emphi'LI- from air'craft dev lopnwent.
(Crt ink. it hlad cot ribml, ed to cic llation of the 13 0 Origin.'l
scheduled to replace the ag1in 1--52 in the eCi)riy 10 O's.) '\ ilh demise
of the 13--70, 122' Force interest it large supfenill' aircraft wa 2s blutnted

for almost a decade.
Ofher arns o0 njt tt'V aeilol' ut t's KinOWlI 1 tc'1f was w)l ed. t1711 1X t000Atl 1. X 11 (ii I&7tt woTuld ibave served civil lie,_ were also set i iTese1 included VTOI.

a(1 S'TOL stems for tactical irh r 'uporl. as well as for heavy
Literal logsti to locations a k in co ('xt1t 1iI I'nal rt1VwiVs.

NASA (and its prece0assor' itwner. the_, National Adlvisory C(Inuniit tee
for Aeronautics) had served both the miita"r and the ceivl sector as ni
resource for research, but, not for ti1e develohmme It of whole aircraft.

Here to), aeronautics was now being- superseded by the space programrl.

Studies ?'adiro to the President's &S iT deci<oo
President kennedy ien his Air :ce Academy syaech nid11(1 the sub-

sequent moiessages to Congress h-(i reor1Ved for the time being the three
policy issues (1) '1here wa as to he in :ST: (2) tlhe prlgflrFt}rni would be
unt der i e erection of flt, Federal AVitititoi A enet-, and (3) it would

be funded mainly by the Federal (o verflnint, w ith private industry
assuming nitle-quarter of thn- risk, and the Fede1'rul funds ultimately re-
cal)tuied from( user royalties. lanv stildies londc analyses had lid to
these decisw0s.

The first of these was the l'tsk Force on Nati.ii1 Aviotion Goals.
its study, ''Project Hrizon ." had recognized in 1961 that sp)J)ort
funds by ithe Go cermnonit woubl 1 21t (ec s"rv, but also that they
sl1oul(l 1e recovered:

" Government flunds L iid 1 he r'jor .'O ld I I h i e i t br olgh th1 e rverch,
dl'igo, devo-loj ti ent, 3(0 t ty e, nd prot)l prI)) 1)1od 'baio >1to. Lver '. effort

musT be mnde to recoup the Govcriime' nti fin lt) i:' ?lt thon'1h o011me
type of roya lty ssem to be pod by the operators

Evn lhefore the T k1k Fore'' 11d(10d (1 lt' AIl r ul r1_It, separate
tIhre-m10em T' 1( IStrc'in iGroup" hadt r d ;earatelv that -I

SuiI)0rsolic TrniFph)tOFI A i1thL1 rity Y 1)0 rm(111 1''itIm 'r in llpe It hutil or
wit Iln t he 1 t 1rCt 1r ' 8r ail eXl'-1 t iw, n r1 '

In N(vo r% er, (' :, I ibty e> tldi'td 0itothIrer ad 'iso r1. bui3' to
serve the 'ST stee-ring groelp. It was called the Suersoic Transt)ort

: Dori 'wri S. T ST:1 5 r' Il I me11 's. li: or Not.'' G71.,1 (it . NeW Yo k. Double tx &
ConepIm . I.;' ' . pi g' l T122.--: of1 s tI gir, '1p c W 're N ;' ' Hto F' A A ldmlnlf :S torJo-n Stsrk N SAS A tireoo of 1'''' 0Ii }'s* 'r,; nd trockwa i tliz. Aistlnt Seorlr of
th Air Fore' oi 1 j ch t'and I3'' pmlt.

S'Pt'rojtcl 1 rizo ." Op. Cit.. c .
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Advisory Group (STAG). This- gu emi( )ijmendlQ1 Fedial mlanak .
ment for the SST pro'rm and repmeated IHataby's recononhe ati(on
for a Supersonic ITr n t A thAtit v, headed 1 v an indi it'd ip-
pointed by t he Pre'sidn i'with adViceieid consent of the SEnat. TheSST At tority, it ai(d, 4d111( be peced it'in he FAA.

A> bet Wil The FA A :ii NASA 1 l r'd >TAG:], we believe the (hoic" ia
close one. NAS A Iai,. t' grt. ee n rodynt ic rescarrh a nd in 'w-
ing large re-'earrli and deitelopment pro HFr FA:AI hI t' - reat er knitowledee 'ad
experience in t:he design evileri for i c n' vtr.:s ort aircraft, and in the ditfici-t
problem of integrating such a rcraftiiio in he ir traiti patterns already under
FAA 5uperviSion. [Adcordilo lvI, FAA should a rilt pra arc rezloliibiility for
SST development, but not in the sense of com'}etitg with t h'er NASA or private
in dnstrv.]2

The SST desig in vi:-uiiized bv STAG wa'ts quire (iFerent from
the verioi finally selected Ior COsltruci ion. The Group iudtsed sped
rather hian size to be Iie p1rnaimrv criteion for market ('olitpetit 11ol
with the Concorle, iln( iceOi')IntetilV recoinetdeil an aircraft if
similar size and weight (about 17 toas) bit caipabe of ict 3.3 as
against Concorde's (Ieigt speed of M achi 2.0 (2'160 mph versus 1350
mph). STAG predicted at range of 2400 miles, too short for non-stop
trainsatlantic service. They forecast a JrI-p)ro(duictit l dii levelolilelnt
cost of $1 billion, re ca mmendI ing tint111)(1 itstry ftl'nlsli 10 pr('enit.
Finally, they suggested an early aintounlcement'by the President tat
the (evelopenelt of an ST recei tnthe -taltus of a iia tional 01b)jectiV'.

STAG's report i1me to the Presilemi ill Janiiarv, 1(1)3, at about
the time Congress ai plopria ted 8t31 million for >1 sti1luies. He asked
Vice i1resitieiit Joltihson to ft lrm ( tbiitet otmunitee har a final as-
sessment: a favorable report was returned( June 1, 1963. Four days
dater, at the Air Force AcadermV he a an P (n4cd the SST a1 nioin10ti
objective.

Repeated Presiden t al;(1 (ldotc mniwit iof tiE SST pr1og)am

Lyndon Johnson as Vice P'esidentt was iinstuicted vby the Presi(deit
to continue the effort, which lie l o(lo gan iII the Senate, to foster
plans leading to the development of the S T. To a!i him, the President
established a Cabimct-level commit tee, clhared by the Vice President,
whose mission was the coornliltation of plls to initiate the national
program to build an SST.

Johnson assumed the Presidettev on Nov. 22, 1963, only a few
months following nut iatlion of the program . in January of 1961.
adhering to the timetlde est ablishied by Presidentitul nend v, a 210-
member, governmental evalulo tion groni, drawn frot FAA, NASA,
USA!), Navv, CAB anad the Dept. of ( oi nnllercf revin we(1 iih apro-
posals submitted b three airframio and three engine cnmpaniie.

T1e review team fottd t all designs iidequate a1d report d their
findings to the President.

In April 1964, President JohnsoIn ainntouinced the negative results
and simuiiltaneounsly tnitiotiinctd lie nfimatinn Of the President's
AdvisoIy Coimmnit tee on the Suter ttii Tlrasport to be chaired by

SSTA IWas :haired by Orval R. look. General. U.S.A.. Fhlil, sidJt hf th Aircraf Ilosoihs
Association.

2 "The SST: itr It (its. dit or Not." Ip. cit., p. l'3.
a The ST A Ii 'pori lis'ussi an sTof Mcht 3.5 a. auist 2.7 t h: i f Cun itt -ST v i': , the B"lltein2707 -300.i Ait from this diertoc'. itlh STA ( rIprt er o nd t l5 flower estimated E'rfonnabc criteria. ifact. the C coit 10on11 version uilde'r l ii 1t'fatil tif ;L1 '1' dc- le o i t ei a y r at'i 5170 i5tdpite od to have

twice the range and payload of tte mod-i judgd -a-id yv -TA I in 31.
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the Secretary of Defense. He instructed his conmuttee and the Ad-
ministrator of FAA (a member) to provide further reeommendations. 0

He received an interim report, recommending designp study awards
to Boeing and Lockheed May, 1964. Then, May 21, 1964, be asked
Ilalaby, FAA Administrator to make the awards:1

On July 1, 1965, at the swearing-in ceremony of General WXm.
\tcKee, to replace Halaby as FAA administrator, President Johniuon's
welcoming speech to General McKee was also a mandate to proceed
with the SST program. The President stressed the importance of the
SST as a part of his new assignment. That assignment, he said, was
"* * * to develop a supersonic transport, which is, first, safe for the

passenger, second, slperior to any other commercial aircraft, and
third, economically profitable to build and operate." 32 The President
devoted most of his welcoming speech to detailed instrutions for
the program over the following 18 months. He explicitly reconfirmed
FAA', responsibility for the guidance and full management of the
program.

The final selection of Boeing and General Electric as the preferred
airframe and engine suppliers for the SST was announced by McKee
on Dec, 31, 1966, On April 29, 1967 President Johnson authorized
the Secretary of Transportation, rather than the FAA, to award
prototype contracts to these firms. 33

This action transferred the primary responsibility for manage-
ment of the SST from the FAA. Presumably it was in recogrnition
that as a regulatory agency over air transportation, the FAA would
encounter a conflict of interest if it engaged in the development of
a vehicle for use in air transport which it would later be called on to
certify and regulate. This problem had been foreseen by the Super-
sonic Transport Advisory Group (STAG) in urging that a inde-
pendent office be created to manage the program. However, during
President Johnson's terms of office, management of the SST remained
with FAA.

The 1967 design offered by the Boeing Comnipany encountered an
unexpected set-back in final design evaluation. It offered a "swing
wing" or variable geometry airfoil structure which, at the prsent
state of the art, was judged to present an insoluble problem of excessive
weight. President Johnson's goal of an economically sound (and con-
petitive vehicle would be jeopardized by the design constraints
imposed by the swing wing. Accordingly, the Boeing engineers asked
for a year's delay to go "back to the drawing board." This delay,
through 1968, ran to the end of the Johnson Presidency.

On coming to office, in January, 1969, President Nixon asserted the
same favorable view of the SST as had his two predecessors in office
and established an Ad hoc Coiunittee to review the status of the
program for him.34 On January 15, Boeing submit ted a new design,

3 U.S. President. Lyndon B. Johnson. "The President's News Conference of Aprii 25. 1(14.' Pubhic
Papers of the Presidents of the United States, Lyndon B. Johnson, 1l3 6-i. Book I. ( Washinton. 1.5.
Government Printing police, 1965), pages 550-1.

31 C.S. President. Lyndon B. Johnson. "Statement by the President in Response to a Report on the
Supersonic Tranporit Program." In Ibid.. pace 702

7- U.S. President. Lyndon B. Johnson. "Remarks at the Swearing in of General MicKe as Adninist rotor,
Federal Aviation Agency." July 1. 1ia. Public tapers of the Pres dnts of the United States. Lynlom .11
Johnson, Book I1 1t5. (Washington, U.S. Government Printing O lice, 1(5), page 714.

3 U.S. President. Lyndon B. Johnson. "Statenent by the President Upon Authorizing Construction of
a Prototype Supersonic Transport Aircraft. April 2., 1967." Public tapers of the Presidents, 1(67, Book I.
(Washington, U.S. Government Pnnting Otice, 196+). page 478.

3 "Supersonic Transport Program," February 7, ii9. Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents
(March 3, 1969), pages 32-330.
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calling for a "fixed wing", and FAA commenced a design review. This
design satisfied the criteria and on April 1, 1969, the Secretary ofTransportation sent program recommendations to the President.
After further study in the Executive Office, the President sent to
Congress, September 23, a request for $96 million for the fiscal year
1970 and for an authorization of 5622 million for use through the fiscal
year 1964, to support the SST program. In answer to criticisms that
were beginning to be expressed in the Congress, the President said:

What is involved here is not just 1.0,000 jobs which will be lost if we don'tbuild it, not ju-t the fact that billions of dollars in foreign exchange will be lostif we do not build it; but what is lost here is the fact that the United States ofAmerica which has been first in the world in commercial aviation fror the timeof the WVright brothers decides not just to be second but not even to show.
Now not out of amx sense of jingoism but because this plane is going to hebuilt, because it's going to bring, for example, Asia, no. only Japan but China,in the last third o this century 3 hours from the West Coast to Asia-I thinkthe United States should build it and I believe that we can answer the arguments

of the conservationlists.35

Trana eu of ( ro ertment responsiiliy for SST management
On April 1, 1970, an Office of the Supersonic Transport vas estab-

lished ias an mdeTpendent entity within the Department of Trans-
portation, reporting directly to the Secretary. As its Director, thePresident designated Viliaam M. Magruder, " with a. background
as an aern )alItical engineer and experimental test pilot, and experience
in executive management with Douglas Aircraft Company and the
Lockheed California Company. Formation of the new Office coincided
with completion of preliminary phases of the SST design, up to the
point at which commitments could be made for actual construction
of prototype aircraft.

Establishment of the new Office of the Supersonic Transport was
consistent with the responsibility of the Secretary of the Department
of Transportation to conduct programs to advance the transportation
art. It also complied with the recommendations of various presidential
advisory groups that the SST should be under a separate office. The
possibility of conflict of interest was also removed, since under theprevious arranement the FAA would be in the position of certifying
for commercial service its own aircraft.

Although the authorization of President Johnson for prototype con-structionl had gone to the Secretary of ransportationi, the manage-
ment role of FAA had not been changed in response to this redirection
of authority. however, it should also be noted that the involvement of
Presidents ennedy and Johnson in the SST program had been so deepthat they, in effect, along with various special advisory groups report-
img to them, were practically managing the program. Beth Presidents
had turned to FAA as the only aeronautical office in the Department
of Tran-portaitioni, and as an agency under the immediate supervision
of directors appointed by them, as an approhpria te resource to carry the
program throughits formative stages without the loss of impetus that
organization might. cause. President Nixon came into office as thisformative stage drew to a close. Accordingly, establislunent of the
new Office and the transfer of the program from FAA constituted a
maturation process along lines envisioned from the start.

35"Tie lP'drn' News Cotf-rence of IDcemher 10, 1970." Wekly Compilation of Presidential Docu-ments D)cemner 11. Ira page is.m From 1a67 unt il the joined the SST program, Mr. Magruder was chief preliminary design enineer ofLockheeds TuiJet L-1011 program. Prior to that, he served as technical director of Lockheed's SST designin competition for the prototype contract, awarded in 1967 to Boeing Company.

.,1
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Change in vctonai aerona'jtics ioliCy (ind ' the SST YPogram
Although both NASA and FAA had long psrticipatel in or sup-

ported research, FAA in navigation aids and NASA in the pm cing of
aircraft concepts by the use of exp)erimentnl aircraft an doign
systems, they had 'always stopped short of actual dcxelopmnic iiiof
civil aircraft.. Historicall, the burden of cost hA been borne first
by the military services, end then by the private sector of the aircraft
industry. The formative years, during which aeronautical stems
had developed to their present technical level a d economic status,
while never smooth, had been reasonably effective.

However, by the mid-1960, parts of the air transportation network
became overcrowded. Acute congestion began to distress the public
and erode airline profits. Passenger safety became of concern to the

public and to the Congress.
Out of this evolving concern there emerged a new national policy

for aeronautics. more tacit than explicit. In essence, it called fir civil
aeronautical development as well as research to be funded ainl man-
aged by federal agencies, for joint analytical and anticipatory studies
of needs and solutions by NASA and DOT, and a redirecting of
advanced research and development to meet needs and solve problems.

As the policy took concrete form, it represented a funded attack
on three sets of tasks: (1) improved productivity of aircraft through
the large, supersonic transport, (2) improved con patibility of aircraft
with the environment throlghimprovemenits in engine acon-ies and
combustion, and (3) evolution of an air transjortatirn system aoi a
point-fo-point basis instead of fro airport-tot-airpjort; thi l tak in-
plied the evolution of "short-take-off-and-landing" (ST OL) and "ver-
tical-take-off-and-landing'' (VTIOL) aircraft. Tl'he economic and (en-
vironmental aspects of the SST, the first target objective of the
changed policy, is the subject of the rest of this chapter.

V. EcoNOmlc CONsIDERAiONS OF SUPERSONIC FLlCIGT

Tlis section assesses the economics of the SST in the overall context
of the air transportation industry, applying the cardinal principles
which have determined the evolution of today's aerial transports.
Since the earliest days of the SST program, the rationale for building
the aircraft has been a major issue. Is the program driven by an
economically wasteful desire to win in an international competition Oi
is the SST an essential part of a strictly practical business venture?
The price tag for the Boeing SST as now envisi ned is nearly twice
that of the most exj)ensive subs nic jet. ("an such ni investment
pay-or does it represent a generous gift to the afluent air pasenger?
Capacity and p(edu s prime determinants of prot I

Some of the single engined mail planes of the 1920's could carry a
paying passenger. It quickly became obvious that a slightly larger
plane would havea :bout the shnie fixed costs, shelter. minaint ensnre, ald
crew, but could carry more paying passengers. Since the fixed cost
would be about the same, the higher price of the plane could be weighed
against the work it would do. If it could carry four fares instead of
one, the higher earning rate would usually more than justify the higher
purchase price.

r The STr 1 is stirmtni i to rost 'aout SO mtiilion (with spas) as compared with $22 lion ; h spares)
for the Boeing 717 1 8 (dto.ims).
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Successful operators (those with enough available payload to merit
the purchase of two aircraft) discovered another advantage of larger
capacity: A slightly larger aircraft could carry the payload which now
required two aircraft. The price, however, might be almost double that
of small ones. Even so, the larger aircraft was usually more economi-
cally attractive for two reasons: (1) a saving of about half of the fixed
costs because maintenance and crew costs would be for one instead
of two aircraft; and (2) flexibility because idle space in a large air-
craft is less costly than the fixed costs related to owning twice as
many aircraft. In essence, increased payload capability was pro-
portionateiv more important than the purchase price of the vehicle, as
long as the larger aircraft enabled the operator to reduce the numbers
of his fleet.

Similar benefit was conferred by aircraft speed. If payload capa-
bility of all aircraft was equal and a higher purchase price bought
higher speed capability, then the operator could analyze his routes and
workload to learn whether the faster aircraft might make two trips per
day or at least do enough additional work to permit operating a smaller
fleet.

Thus, airline income was tied to aircraft productivity: numbers
of passenger miles or tol miles per lay. Costs were determine(l more by
number of aircraft needed than by their lurchase price.

Maxinnn return on investment therefore favors owning the fewest
possible number of high productivity aircraft. An operator whose
payload for a given route doubled, could accept this additional busi-
ness by buying a second aircraft. But a more economical solution
would be to dispose of his sm all aircraft in favor of one with twice
the payload capability. In practice, he would look for somewhat more
than the doubled payload capability so as to have a margin for future
growth.

A ircrcaft costs Us min or factor of airline economics
As aircraft get larger and faster, price rises sharply. The impression

may be general that the price of a new plane today has already risen
completely out of proportion to its slightly smaller predecessors. But
the operator is buying a piece of production equipment in which price
is related to how many revenue units (seat miles and ton miles) it
can produce an hour. Each time aircraft have increased their size and
speed, the purchase cost per seat mile yielded in an hour has become
less, not more,

The price of a Boeing 747 is about $20 million, almost twice the
price of the Boeing 707. Yet it is slightly faster and can haul more
than twice the payload. The purchase price in terms of revenue
units yielded per hour is therefore lower, not higher, than the Boeing
707. In addition, the operator has reduced his fixed costs by trading
two aircraft for one.

Actual financing status of U.S. airlines
Meeting the rising market for air travel with the smallest possible

fleet has merits that extend far beyond the economic health of the
operator. Table 1 shows actual pasenger miles for 1959 and projects
totals for future years. (It is only illustrative, being based solely on
passenger-mile requirements).

.raw r I -- s-
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TABLE 1.-NUMBER OF AIRCRAFT OF VARIOUS TYPES NEEDED FOR ANNUAL TRAFFIC

Number of aircraft of each type required to carry
-nnual traffic I

1959 1971 1980 1990

Aircraft:
DC-3------------------------------------------ 10,167 47,416 145,150 284,833
DC-6---- ..--------- ----------------------------- 1,794 8,378 25,615 50,265
707------------------ ------- ------------------ 469 2,188 6,699 13,146
747----------- ----------.-----------------------. --... ----- . 786 2,406 4,721
SST (Boeing 2707-300)------------------------------------------------- 1,469 2,88?

I Office of Supersonic Transport Development, Department of Transportation. "U.S. Supersonic Transport-Grey Book."
Prepared by the Office of the Supersoic Transport. (July 2, 1970), p. 6.J.5 (mimeo).

In spite of the fact that the increased capability of aircraft has ex-
pandled service faster than fleet size, many of today's airports and part
of the air traffic control system are saturated by today's fleets of 2,500
aircraft. The growth in domestic air travel compared with that of the
commercial fleet is illustrated below.

TABLE 2.-GROWTH OF AIR TRAVEL VERSUS SIZE OF COMMERCIAL FLEET

Billion
Aircraft Percent passenger

fleet jets miles 1

1959------------------------------------------------------- 1,827 16 29.31969 ------------------ 2,403 94 95.9Increase- ------------------------------------.----- ......-- -576 -- .--- -- 5 ------- - 6.6
Increase percent----------------------------------------------3.----.-------- ----- 230.0

r Table derived from information contained in Air Transport Association of America, "1970 Air Transport Facts andFigures," official publication of the * * * (Washington, D C ), p. 43.

Step function gains in aircraft productivity
The first leap in productivity of the postwar transport aircraft was

the transition from the small twin engilned aircraft like the DC-3 to the
four engine aircraft in the DC-6 class. Speed was doubled and pas-
senger capacity was multiplied by more than five.

Growth of air transportation shows a characteristic step function.
Each new generation (if vehicles has produced siglnificant increases ill
capacity, performance, and economy of operation over its immediate
predecessor. The decade chosen for comparison in the preceding tables
covers the second leap ill productivity-the transition from the piston a
engined plane to the jets. Both passenger capacity and speed were
doubled over that of the DC--6's and DC-7's. Productivity per air-
craft therefore rose by a factor of 4.

111 each transition period, purchase prices of aircraft rose sharply,
but the additional cost was small ill relation to their capability to
produce revenue. The effect of the more productive equipment was
reduction in operating costs despite the steady overall inflationary
factors which tend to drive all costs upward. Table 3 shows tai point
at which the effect of cost reduction of the new aircraft, and the effect
of cost inflation cross.

3 ' ' '

I
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TABLE 3.-AIRUNE REVENUE VERSUS PASSENGER MILES, 1959-691

Revenue Rate of Profit
Total Total passenger return or margin on

operating operating miles fiovn Net profit investment sales
revenues expenses millions) or loss (percent) (percent)

Total industry:
1959-------------- 2,618,471 . 2,495.122 36,371.8 72,881 6.2 2.8
1964.-------------- 4,250,838 3, 780. 741 58, 453.7 223,172 9.8 5.3
1965-------------- 4,957.851 4,285,923 Ex.,676. 5 ?37, 119 12.0 7.4
1966 -------------- 5,745, 038 4,969, 541 79, 889. 3 427. 633 10.9 7.4
1957-------------- 6.864,726 6,1"6,532 98.746.6 415.388 7.6 6.1
1968-----------... . 7,762, 683 7,237,612 113,958.3 216,130 5.0 2.8
1969-------------- 8,792.027 8,396,219 125,414.2 55,308 3.3 .6

1 "1970 Air Transport Facts and Figures," op. cit. pp. 26-34.

The transition to the jets began in 1959 and was completed by the
middle of the 1960's. Profit rose steadily and peaked during 1965.
The advantage of the improved equipment and the effect of steadily
rising inflationary costs crossed during 1966 and profit hbnergn to de-
(line even though demand continued to rise steadily. Br 196 the
advantage of the improved e(1q1upLelt, in terms of airline opratilg

profit had largely vanished. The financial statits of the a1irli)' industry
in 1969 reveals a marginal status for sulrviVil.

A general decrease in the alount of service Hwt 11\ ailabhe could

preserve profit margins for a time. A decrc-1se in the ll1nl'mbr of flights
could increase the load factor on remlaining flipgts. Single flight t-per-day
routes having light loading could be cn(lcehlll. R11mlainting fligh is could
In' rest'hedulted to use the 11n(rowvd('d mlidnlight to mrnriung hours to

redtuee losses due to congestion. Iii the long term, however, the opera-

tors face the alternative of fare increases or n("wV aircraft designs which

w\ill permit ant.1er transition toWard higher p roductivity (arger and
faster aircraft).

In the tell year period between 1959 and 1969, inflatiorn decreased

the purchasing power of the dollar by 2S%. N'vCerthelss the average
passenger fare relied about the saie. When this factor is con-
sidered, and 1969 fares are adjusted for constant purchaing power
based on the 1959 dollar value, it may be seed that the average air

fare has decreased in price by more than 25% during the decade.
34

Passeigcr amenities-A derivative gain of design advances
The little mnailplanes of the 1920's, with an extra cockpit for a

paving passenger were replaced by larger single engine aircraft with
closed cabins which would accommodate from 2 to 6 passengers. A
few twin engined and three engined fabric-covered p1rees a ppeared
in the late 1920's, offering Ip to twice as many seats. Pas-enger com-

fort rose markedly with each change. Ogle aircraft of the lato 1920's
even featured a toilet. (Unfortunately its only door was an exterior
one. It was for use at refueling stops which might not have terminal
acc('ommllodlatiolls).

With the alt-metal twin engined aircraft of the early 1930's. the
Douglas DC-2, the Boeilg 247, and the Lockheed Electra (the first
Electra), the prerequisite of courage and fortitude was greatly reduced
for the air passenger. With these aiicrsift up to 14 passengers coul( be
carried with a fair degree of comfort.

95 -19l7u Air Traraspot Facts ai: Fi' gures."' op. cirr page 1.

-4.-M ar ., " : - ,rt .. z? : 5- ^ai

f .. ... .: . .... c ..
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In the mid 193 th 1 sunptuos transoceanic, four-engined flying

boats of Sikorsky, M martin, and Boeing appeared. These giant air-

craft were limited in payload because of the fuel their flights required.

Their prime function wan to carry mail, passengers beimg allowed to

use up whatever margin of payjoad left tfter leading the mail and

varvinl- amounts of extra fuel to meet expected weather. Ten or fifteen

passenger - miht be allowed. However, they enjoyed a degree of

spacious luxury never again approached on an aircraft.

The nex t eolutilmonary step in passenger ca pability came in 1939

with the first pressurized air,-raft., the 33 -passengcr Boemg strat*.-
liuer and the unpressurized 40-passenger J)C-4. These aircraft cruised

at speeds around 225 mph and were the first to o4er the security of

long-range lights; the Boeing was even able to offer "above the

weather'' firing.
Incremental advances followed throughout the next two decades.

The DC-4 was replaced by larger pressurize; ver-ion,, the DC-6

and then the DC-7. The Lockheed Constellaion appeared in coimpfC

tition to the DC-6 and grew in size and speed until Lo(khIei s

second Electra (turbo-prop lw uered) appeared. These. propeler
(riVePn transports nil reached cr is' speedL noimewhat higher than

350 Iph and passenger capacities more than double that of the

40-passene'r 1)(-4.
Both Iotlglas- gild Boeing introduced t iubojet trnSIports in 195.

In one step, thes e aircraft more than doubled the productive capac-

ity of iy previous propeller-driven tran port. In their high

den ity" seating Yversion'- eith ier airerm ft c-_uamid c('drry 177 pas-engers
across the country at 50) i1ph. Thi endiest n1oel of either het could

do the work of 3 DC-7's, thus offering tuiparaled savings in terms of

prod eit ivit v.
In the mid and latter years of the 1960's. growth versions appeared,

adding vehicle productivity trough extra size without notable in-

creases in speed. Similar modiljcations have extended the productivity
of the Boeing 747, the I ocklied 1011, md the Douglas DC-10.

hi ey have more than doubled the productivity of the 707 and DC-S
through increases in size alone.

Throughout this entire period, the price of air travel has remained

almost constant. The prime Consequence of the growth in size and

speed of aircraft has been the economic gain of higher productivity.

However, the circumstance that higher productivity, throughout

this history, has also yielded improved consumer appeal, comfort and

safety, has been a rewarding one to both the industry and the pas-

senger. A decade ago the passenger miles aceulattthted by trains and

busses exceeded air travel by 137 percent; today, air passenger miles

exceed those of surface travel by 300%.

The SST as the next major increment in vehicle prod uctwuity

Although in the past, major increases in productivity resulted from

the combined effect of higher speed and larger capacity, future -'ains

for the so15e1 tic air c-ar-ier tdepeiI on larger maze alone. Except for

miarcginal 10 ilmimiie 2?etxt. the lummo rn subonii( je has reached upp~ler

n NASA rec -s-rc on eh "Wiitemnhb Wing" is specrtd to prove tiu !t1 y of tansport aplticait ns

A h-ich pe'rnit op aitioi Within the traiilslOic r gon. T his would add buim o to e mi to tu ", rum spe:d if

trail:e 2i. 1.

.... AP' /3" m"P"U- - ' " ++, rnr.... c^c F'vg~t .,pl y'q ^.~t ^r -s;at-+ m' -. ;r* 4gws ? r YT .*s"+"': _w ,"T' , .,x' p*"'t"' " ' .. .,
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end of its speed capability. The renainiirg option. greater size, remains
open; the Boeing 747, the Lockheed 1011, and the DC-10 exploit this
option. ie table which follows compares the 1productiity rehusied to
increased size alone with that related to increased size combined with
higher speed. It also reveals the reasoning which led to1 h large
capacity of the Boeing SST. Wihen the SST is operating at speeds
comparable to the 707 and 747, its productive capacity becomes a
size comparison. and it appeals midway be ween these sutbsonic
aircraft. When it fly s supersonically, however. its productivity is
500% greater than that of the Boeing 707 and almost 300% greater
than that of competing SSTs under i( elopient abroad.

The index in the following table relates olly passengeri' capacity
and speed. Other payload is not considered. For comiparative p Irpos's,
the Boeing 707 is rated as "one." Turn-around Iiime is approximately
a constant for all models. Downtime for periodic maintenalnce is not
considered but in fact maintenance is based primarily on hours flown
and therefore is less of a penalty to a fast aircraft than to a slow one
so that a fast aircraft can do more work than a slow one bet ween
overhaul periods.

TABLE 4.-RELATIVE PRODUCTIVITY INDEX IN SEAT MILES PER HOURi

Subsonic Supersonc Passenger Cruise speed
Aircraft index index capacity m.p.h.

Boeing707-320.----------------------------------------.. .. .1.0.------------179 600
B oeing 7 47 - ..-.".-- ..- .-....- ...-- .- ......--- ..-- ..- - -- ..- ......- .... --- -2.1 ----- .. .3 70 600
BoringSST 2707-300------------. -- --- .-------------.- ---- 1.7 5.0 298 1,76600
Concorde ...----------.. ..----------------- --------------- .7 1.6 128 1,350600
TU-144 .. . ..----------------------------------------------. 67 1.7 120 1,550 600
B-70 ---------------------------------------------. .56 1.7 100 1,80600

I Subsonic cruise speeds shown are approximate. Supersonic cruise speeds may also vary slightly from these design -
figures. Cruise speed data furnished by the Department of Transportation.

Early economic feasibility studies of the SST
Since 1960, the FAA, various manufactures, and the airlines have

conducted virtually a continuos series of studies on Supersonic
transportation as capability and as a market. United Research, Inc.,
of Cambridge, Mass., conducted a prelitnminar FAA study contract
in 1960. In 1963, President Kennedy initiated a study aimed at
providing 11 ecooniic o7ergviewv of the feasibility of a national program
to build a supersonic transport. The study was conducted by Eugene
K. Black and Stanley J. Osborne. Conpleted in December of 1963
the Black/Osborne report provided a review of the economic aspects
of the program and included rec)onmenidations as to the roles of the
manufacturers, the airlines, financial institutions, and the United
States Governmentt.."

The FAA consolidated the more usable portions of prior studies
and incorporated their own statistical materials. Their study, the
Economic Feasibility 'eport, U.S. Supersonic Tanlsport," April 1967
provided "baseline" analysis and a format that subsequent studies
could A1lupdate.

Two independent studies prepared as a part of the overall economic
('valuation were also completed in mid-1967.

V Eugene R. Mack, and Stanley J. osborne, "Supersonic Transport program." (New York, 193), 105
pages.

4 Federal Aviation Adrministration. "Economic Feasibility Report, U.S. Supersondc Transport." Report
of the * **. (April, 1967, Mneo).
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(1) Review of the Economic Feasibility report for the SST

and Supporting -Materials, 3 April 1967, Charles River

Associates.
42

This report was the re salt of a review of the aircraft .demand

sections of the FAA Econuominc Fea 'bility J ?rport. It inclilel

revised methodology from the IDA report and recalculation of

certain basic input data on costs and yields for the aircraft nix

expected in the 1975-1990 time period.
(2) SST Financial Planning Study, May 1967, Booz, Allen and

ha milton.
Discussion and analysis of the production financing problem

in terms of order of magnitude dollar requuements to the manu-

facturers and airlines, risk factors, potential sources of capital,

and evaluation of the various means by which the program might

be financed including alternative methods of Government support.

Progress and design decisions for the final size and operating

characteristics of the SST continued to replace the assumptions In

the studies with firm data. Plans to use a "swing wing" vere dropped

in favor of a fixed wing. Payload and number of passengers as well as

range and other operating data were determined.
In May 1969, Boeing issued a study of the dynamics of SST introduc-

tion into conumercial operations, based on a detailed analysis of 142

international routes. Overland flights were assumed to operate below

boomi roducing speeds and revenues were based on current economy

fares, with yields varied in relation to the degree of market )enIetra tioi.

The study concluded that a fleet of 500 SST's by 1990 was economically
feasible and that the currently defined SST would not require increases

in the current fare structure to produce a reasonable profit for the

airl ines. 3

The Boeing study has a special significance in that, for the first

time, the SST was evaluated in terms of real, not hypothetical data.

Actual routes, curfew restrictions, and time zone differentials were

analyzed. Operating characteristics and cost data were based on a firm

design rather than a range of assumptions.
The updated study predicted a market potential of 515 aircraft, very

(lose to the FAA estimate of 500 to be sold by 1990. (Charles River

Associates had predicted that 805 would be re 1uircd within this time

period.44) It assumed a sixfold traffic increase for the 22 year period

between 1968 and 1990. All studies assumed the sonic boom restric-

tions, barring flights at boom-producing speeds over populated areas.

There was uniform agreement among the various later studies that

by 1990 the SST would constitute ap1)roximately a sixth of the world

fleet. The range of these estimates has a variation based primarily on

size of aircraft sold rather than available load factors. Estimates for

the total fleet (Western world) of long range aircraft (short haul air-

craft for flights of 700 miles or less are omitted) are as follows:

= Chbrles River Associates. Incorporated. "Review of the Economic Feasibility Report for the SST and

Supporting Materials". (Cam bridge, Massachusetts, April 3, 1i 7).
43 Data furnished by 1).O.T.
" Charles River Associates. Incorporated. "Review of the Market for the Supersonic Transport. Method-

ology and Sensitivity Analysis.. (Cambridge, Massachusetts, April, P161), S7 pages.
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Range of 1990 market estimate
SST s. -_. . . . . . -- ......- .-- ........ . 500- 00
Concordes-------.--------------------------------------------200-- 400
New and replacement subsonic jets---------------------------- 2, 425-3, S70

Total airplanes-----------------------------------------3, 1253-5,075

Selected highlights of the physical and operating characteristics of
the Boeing and foreign SSTs along with the Boeing subsonic 747 are
shown below:

TABLE 5.'-WEIGHT, PAYLOAD AND OPERATING COST COMPARISON OF SSTs AND THE BOEING 747

B2707-300
(281 B) Concorde TU-144 747

Aircraft characteristics:
Gross weight (lbs.) .. . . ..-------------------------------- 750,000 385,0000 330,000 710. 000
DEW (lbs.).. . . . ...------------------------------------- 327,660 710.030------------353,621
Airframe weight (lbs.). . . . ..-----------------------------275, 260 139,.600.------------320, 021
Engine weight (lbs.) . . . ..-------------------------------- 13,100 7,600 ....-.....-. 8,400
Number seats (10 90 split)..-----------------------------231 126 - 120 384
Total payload (lbs.). .. .. ...------------------------------ 260.200 28,000 26,40) 98,200
Range, seat miles (standard day) ..----------------------- 4,000 4;000 4,000 4,375

Operating cost per seat mile on comparable basis (in cents):
2,644 seat miles:

Direct operating cost.------------------------------1.12 1.54------------0.93
Indirect operating cost . ..---------------------------- 1.30 1.25.----------- .1.40

Total. . . ..--------------------------------------- 2.42 2.79.----------- .2.33

3,565 seat miles:
Direct operating cost-------------------- ---------- 1.05 1.60-............. 0.90
Indirect operating cost..----------------------------1.14 1.20-...--------1.33

Total. .. ..--------------------------------------- 2.20 2.60............ .2.23

1 Data obtained from Department of Transportation, Dec. 30, 1970.
-Based on 200 lbs. per passenger and 4,000 lbs. cargo.

Pros and cons of international finance
Items with high export potential are viewed historically as posi-

tive a contributions to the balance of paymIents. The SST, as a man-
ufactured item with high export potential, would become the latest
and highest priced contribution to the world aviation market, 84% of
which is now held by the United States. In the case of the SST, how-
ever, question has been raised as to whether or not the balance of
payments would benefit from sales.

Some opponents of the SST program, have contended that the
project would fail and thereby waste the risk capital loaned by the
Government. Other opponents, expressing fear that the SST program
would be successful, suggest that its very success would result in a
net outflow of funds.

The contribution of the proposed Boeing SST to the international
balance of payments position of the United States-along with other
factors, not all economic-has received considerable adverse assess-

t'a" itise' Co': t:ilutionts aidd to the export account and naiveie s is add too tleaimp- t iecit.
Neither word has a good or had eonnottioln. M-t ecoinsissts p-r, whltmer alane of sil, and i-
vi-ile imsp-irosit dnporta f eClit e' de',1 ize iflows goog , ''rs od , :rd -er'ax witiotit idu isrr 0iiio
p ic's. emplrvmn,. . -it, d i caC l stabsuility a m rnorg l i lb nat 'icns tiftx d. n n*i .ira!, a hIisish total v i Ins of
recitro-al ti ii in:; di,- 'es economic health n III msslnce, the concen.ise thlt hiss' productivity and hicl
ciploy nt'r Iti o 55i: a hii itot- is recipr -l tradic.

Go'ti p todeia s 1o dm'e'stsic as wetl -sa foeign s 'aare produ'cd ii higher qC4vtitiea thinsit goiish intenidE1
fcr oils- cii' of thlii (k-ta. Hith quastit' proiiotioi citis to IWe Cli- t i- coof rost it-sis. Ino-', Isy
become available to mret' Ople tndmay contribute to a tinhirstf t:dar.d of livisc.

Coi "rsely, ths ls-k of are export mrs:s kit essuls1 i; a tower o'110t-t ion f ipr ps c tlier s" eit_. IC f- ' snenitems are ss i a st I' at a lower price ovse Sci. ither' is a t"impi it ltioss t i nCri, ' imports, c' iis t'it n - toe
dOnm,.stlc tianuf iturine eve more. This ison ay then siek to sharp ,- s-courage the di'velopmnc't of
exportblde ,ods. or to limit import. (iften hots are done.
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ment by a number of leading nt udents of econOel 's. Surveyed during
the stner of 1970 by the Sierr ("In!b (itself a center of opposition
to thle >'KT oilODL en ionmlnta0 protct ion fg1{1 (dS), th1 ecolOmists 46

It haolfailed the test of the markct-pI~ce;

It \'0 1') necessary 'V as l inve!sti(eI1 tor the United States
to achieve fell employment ;

Its effect oi the U.S. ba lance of payments position would be
tm iflr;

It, ecOIie IIt(is (10uelleceS w1 e p e(('ly sp('(lliative
Its spe1dier tn1m lsit to Europe was of doubtful attractivciness

to asseil2ers;
There were alternative uses for Federal funds of greater impor-

t1ance, rueli as to fund critical social iiams'(01U;
There wot( be adverse en vtioineital effects;
THe pr(s( nt jlrogram1 wasii- purely opp)0irtun(tisti'; it wolild he

preferable to catch ti with the Europ)ean developillents, later on,
rather than to sUie the lead now:

Federal finds were rawin from the v h(le 1Op)tihationI, while the
SST woull benefit only a paurt, wlicih was an inequity;

If the risk was too lhiglh to attract private capital it did not
warrantt Federal spendig;

It was a slb-;idy for hlxury ceiling;
It w.as a sO)histicated ( r:ion of "leaf-raing";
Its costs wv-ould1 be defrayed by raising fares on lame subsonic

aircraft.
Only Iri (1(sso1 \lli('l was InliVah'lIt on tie 10(l('sti41. h

o lppoSed 14 t he >:IT on envirouni ntat1 ! gro 4n11(1s, h observed that in

atiy event the Coneorle was being built, and if it proved conunerciully
viable, then the United States should follow slit "tea captiire such
eco ) ic advt ageS as are to be had hy hailiinug the plane." He
continued: "Failure to build would inflict, lasting balance of payments
damage with little compensating environmetfltal gain.""

The qtte tion as to whether the U.S. balance Of payinenls would be
affected by the SST positively, negatively, or not at all, hinges on
two sets of asslfnl)ti ts:

(1) The P1ro1pect of fut ire overseas sales of the aircraft (or, con-
versely, of paircha es by U.S. airlines of foreign SSTs); and

(2) le n't 'ffeet Iii overseas tiaSvel, 1both business and pleasure, }
of the U.S. s.itnrrsotiie tranisport, with or witliho it the existence of a
foreign-rmade SST. and the 11e derivative effect. Of such travel on the
U.S. balance of payilents.

On the secs) ad issue, it seems fruitless to speculate, although Inany
have. Perhaps the most trenchant observation to be mla(le is that a
large increase in interchange of l)eiso1s ,Cross int erutational boundaries
might contribate to international inder-tandinfg and thus further
peace. If tine, the investment in a means to facilitate international
travel would he worthwhile at many times the cast. Bnt to speculate
about. the future edict of crossing the Atlhnt in in two hours instead

1 Th'y w .. C h tt \rrui. F.anc. i:Ufir, JoIhn i'nn:h G(:5 'th. '. V oro.(. :l rXL 1
Univeil y: II h L. T: \ .e, rton .1. Perk. T:tnies Ti , .1- !!"'ry 'C. W:lliLL: if Y. l1: W. J. Itunuoi
of Prin Mon: \iOjI I rieduni of i:Ie university , C01(iiaco: Waltcr I. 1iellir, of ihe fL:iv?: it \ of .M- nL-
suts; Hot 1 . iX'i". auil Samnu l:on1, id C.P. .Kindlerc Ccof )issach.urt ('sitite of Tecnology;
and Arthur \. )k1un, former chairman of the President':; Coinicii of Ecraon;ic . dvi rs.

S'"The SST." R8macks of tihl 11o"'. .1. W. Fuiuright on te toor o the e ite. C': ressLonl Record,
(septemrni'r 19, 1:0 . pare: S153- $154+15.
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of six on the rate of travel or the flow of business investmiteiit can

produce no useful guidance.
On the other hand, the prospect of sales of an American SST abroad

is an issue of substance and consequence. Is it preferable as a matter
of U.S. policy that U.S. airlines equip themselves with costly SSTs
produced in England-France, or the U.S.S.R.?-Or that foreign
airlines equip themselves with costly SST produced in the United
States? If the Concorde project is abandoned should the U.S. project
be also? And if one is contintued, should the otler he? Some measure
of the quantity and flow direction of dollars associated with potential
sales of the U.S. SST is shown below.

On the assumption that the American SSTI is competing only with
the first generation Concorde (and neglecting altogether the question of
the Soviet SST), it is estimated that 60 Concordes would be purchased
by U.S. airlines and that 270 Boeing SSTs would be exported, ielding
a net $10.1 billion in exports. If the Boeing SST were not built, it is
estimated that U.S. airlines would acquire 300 Concordes, yielding
a net $7.0 billion in imports. The total effect of the U.S. SST on the
U.S. export-import trade balance under this assumption would be
$17.1 billion. "

Corresponding figures under the assumption of a second-generation
Concorde by 1990 are: with an American SST, $10.1 billion of net
exports; with no American SST, $12.0 billion net imports. a swing of
$22.1 billion.

The issues of risk and the test of the market place
It is necessary to recognize that any technological innovation in-

volves engineering risk. That such a risk is involved in the SST is
obvious; the long history of military troubles with large supersonic
aircraft shows this. On the other hand, the very considerable ex-
perience of the aircraft industry with such military aircraft has done
much to reduce the magnitude of the engineering risk for the future.

The fact that Government funding has been found necessary for
the SST-a source of criticism for some economists-is not, however,
primarily attributable to the degree of engineering risk. Rather, the

primary factor is the sheer magnitude of the investment required.
Even if there were no engineering risk, the raising of the substantial
development funds required would be difficult. In addition to engineer-
ing risk, there is also the matter of economic risk-the chance that
economic conditions might be unfavorable to market reception of
the SST when it is ready, the chance that a superior Soviet SST or
some unforeseen political development might present a future ob-
stacle, and the sheer difficulty of managing such a large engineering
development. However remote, this economic risk must be acknowl-
edged as a possibility, and thus a handicap to low-interest-rate capital
funding. These two risks and the size of the investment and the size
of the project are not additive, but factors to be multiplied in assess-
ing the difficulty of private funding.

However, the investment of Federal funds to support large-scale,
high-cost, technological development beneficial to private enterprise
is an activity with many precedents: agriculture, irrigation works,
atomic energy, titanium, synthetic rubber, research in coal utiliza-
tion, and hydroelectric projects all come under this category. Govern-

"U.S. Supersonic Transport-Gray Book," op. cit., page-G-12.
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meat investment to support transportation have included many

commercial-type developments, of which the following are illustrative:

steamships, the nuclear ship, the hydrofoil ship, the St. Lawrence

Seaway, the Panama Canal, the inland Waterways, U.S. Barge

Lines, the high-speed train, the Panama Railroad and the Alaskan

Railroad.
Such precedents afford assurance that U.S. funding of a potentially

attractive (or essential) but high-cost technology is a reasonable

course. Whether or not it is an economic success would seem to depend

on the engineering skill of the builder and the managerial sill of the

airlines. And whether it constitutes a serious hazard to the global

environment is a question remaining to be discussed. However, it

seems reasonable to conclude at this point that there is a good chance

that the SST affords an economic opportunity to the airlines and

perhaps also the U.S. balance of payments. Undeniably, it is an

important source of job income with a tangible product.

VI. THE ISSUE OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF THE SST

Whatever the nation of the aircraft that first extends supersonic

travel into the civil sector, its introduction seems likely to come

at a time of growing concern over the impact of technology on the

environment.
The traditional use of machines and technological processes has

shown little regard for the environmental burden or hazard they

might offer. Today, this burden is no longer deemed acceptable as an

inevitable penalty of civilization. Contaminants, unwanted noise,

thermal energy, and radiation now signify impairment of the quality

of life. Sentiments in favor of preserving or restoring the quality of

the environment are expressed in the United States, the Soviet Uion,
Western Europe, Japan, and doubtless elsewhere.

In the recent past, the increasing use of civil aircraft and the

increased burden of environmental consequences of such use, have

brought air transportation under scrutiny-even attack. Air travel is

a great consumer of space; in terms of large airports and service

facilities, traffic holding patterns around large terminals, and airlanes

criss-crossing the continent. Almost all engines are noisy. 'Ihe soot

and smell of combustion products of kerosene and gasoline fuels con-

tribute to air pollution. Other problems are created by imperfections

of air transportation as a system-tlie separation of passengers and

luggage, the annoying sequences of transport stages, problems of

aerial congestion over terminals and busy air lanes, and the conflicts

over airport zoning.
With the prospective advent of the SST, attention has turned to

the question as to its special effects on the environment. The question

can be approached from many directions, depending on the point of

view of the analyst. Not all critics of the SST are "anti-science" and

not all advocates of technological advance are uncritical of its conse-

quences. The study by the Committee on Science and Public Policy

of the National Acadeniy of Sciences of "technology assessment"

encapsulates the issue in these words:

Whereas a few years ago, for example, the idea of a supersonic transport seemed

to many the obvious fulfillment of man's airborne destiny, today some who might
once have greeted the SST with unbounded enthusiasm are asking whether it is

IF'
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truly a sign of progress to fly from Watts to Harlem in two hours, vibrating
millions of ears and windows in between.

4 5

This reference goes on to suggest that the rational choice facing
Men-

* * * Is between technological advance that proceeds without adequate considera-
(ion of its consequences and technological change that is influenced by a deep concern

for the interaction betueen man's tools and the human environment in which they do
their work. [Italics in original' 50

In other words, technology should be assessed not from the point of

view of an assumption that it is guilty, but rather to identify possible

problems to be dealt with in a systematic, orderly, and effective
fashion, to ensure that the final product achieves an acceptable, opti-
mum compromise among the many objectives subsumed under

"environmental quality."
There have been many criticisms of supersonic aircraft as an

imlparnln'It of the cnvirom nt. Su pe'sonic vehicles ofler new levels

of polVr and a ne«' variety of somi. distiirbanCes. They propose to

occupy a stratum of the atmosphere quite new to civ il aircraft. Clearly,
environment al compatibility takes its place wit h other more traidi-

tional performance criteria to be satisfied before this new vehicle can
be accepted as useful.

A tabulation of the issues that; have been raised regarding the SST
iii its relationship to the environment would include the following:

1. Micro-environmental issues:
a. Sonic boom
b. Engine noise on and near the ground
c. Air pollution
d. Toxic effluents
e. Radiation hazard to passengers

2. Macro-enviromimental issues:
a. Oxygen balance upset
b. Excess of global carbon dioxide in the global atmosphere
c. Weather modification from water vapor and particulate

matter
d. Radiation hazard (ozone layer depletion)

Apparent resolution of the sonic boom issue

Sonic boom test programs 51 conducted by the Air Force have

provided a practical and a theoretical understanding of the boom

and its effects. These tests also gave several million civilians a practical
education in the phenomenon. Even when the booms were reduced
far below any destructive potential by altitude or distance of the
source they proved hard for some people to tolerate.

The announced national policy and the "FAA Notice of Proposed
Rule Making," issued April 16, 1970 (39 FR 6189) would prohibit

operation of civil aircraft over the United States at speeds which

would cause a sonic boom on the ground. The ruling is supposed to
apply to all civil aircraft, domestic or foreign, but not to miltary

aircraft over which the Authority has no jurisdiction.

a "Technology: Processes of Assessment and Choice," op. cit., page 1.
ao Ibid., page 3.

x 

For example. "Sonic Itoomo Experiments at Edwards Air Force Base." Prepared under contract by
Stanford Research Institute, For the United States Air Force through the National Sonic Boom Evaluation
01ice, (Arlington, Virginia, July 2S, 1,7).
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A sonic boom created by a jet fighter flying ''on the leck'' can
cause pressure changes exceeding 100 bs. per sq. foot, enough pressure
to dainage certain types of buildings. Ar Force tests, in which the

pressure rise ("' verpressuire) of sonie booms was gradually increased,
revealed that damIage first appeared when the overpressire reached

7h' lbs. per square foot. At this ressure, several panels of glass in a
greenhouse were crackedt' The greenhouse was the most fragile of
the test structures and thbe oXerpresure of 1 lb. per square foot "
was therefore regarded by the Air Force at that time as the lower
edge of the pressure range at which point there is one chance in
100,000 of stru t ural dIamag.

The civil airraft ruling proposed by FAA which forbids the sonic
boom over land has relaxed((ipblicC concern over this aspect of the
ST to some extent. However, on transoceanic routes, the SST's
fly slupersoflically and the power of the sonii( boom is therefore perti-
neiit.

The Boein SST is planned to reach its supersonic cruising altitude
at slightly mre than 60,000 feet. It will then create a boon having a
nominal overpressure on the ocean of 2 to 2 pounds p,1 square foot
This is the pressure chingte experienced when one rises approximately
four floors in aiin elevator. Fish or the hll of surface vessels in the oceain
experreiece pressure Of this m11agnit iudte from the J)assage of a ripple
about '' in height, an intignificant pressure change. However,
even in the rmost intelnel -of sonic booms the actual chanme in pressure
is not parti llrly higi. The phenomniion is notewortliy cause of
the sll(leiness wit which it o . The low alt it.id(e pa that can
(ainage cet in ty\ pts of buildings with al overlresstre exceeding
100 lbs. per sfriir I'foot (5% of the normal atlospherlic pressure)
does so because the change in pressure occurs so rapidly. A far greater
change in pressure, spread over a lodger time period, would go un-
noticed. For example, a rise from sea level to 5000', the altitude
of D)enver, (Colorado, for example, creates a pressure change of
355 lbs. per s5ffiare foot.

If a marked change in air ressure occurs in 1/20th of a second
or less, the ehaiige is detected .S sounitl. The SST overpressure of
2 pounds per square foot occurs in nilliseconIls and is like a sudden
clap of thunder, not painful but certainly startling, especially when
heard from a clear sky under coinditiionis in which the boom is not
masked by background noise. On an ocean voyage the startle effect
would be present if the passieier was becanlied iii a quiet sea. How-
ever, on an ocean liner. only those on the open deck would be likely
to hear it because there its effect would largely be lost in the back-
ground sounds of the ship and the ocean.

Noise: Measering jet engine sound
The jet aircraft engine is not only a powerful sound generator, but

also a generator of sounds to which the ear is particularly sensitive.
SJohn A. Blume and Associates ilesarch Division. "structural Reaction Pronai National Sonic

Bo mstudsn Ptn ro et." rt prep xii'for the iFderal A aviation Ageret. April, '5. f(learinrhorse for
Federal Scientific and 'echical I iforumatiorn. Springrield. Virginia, V15). Pages 1 12. (Repot to. A 1-
474-77).

2 The dimension is in pounds per Sr uare foot -. rd not per square inch. which is the tore' similar mresrure
of pressure. Thus sotnie oom rrits are 1144 of those usually encn tered in air presrn reports.

$ Uirnder certain fl atmespherie conditions, the boom pressure could he m:pailed to douiie tho rrnormal t ,
2 psf overpressure.
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A shrill whine can stop conversation and irritate to the extreme even
when its energy value is quite low. The persistence or duration of the
sound also adds greatly to its irritatioln value.

The decibel scale, however it may be weighted to accommodate
special aspects of sound measurements, is logarithmic. In essence, the
scale relates acoustic energy to sound perception or loudness. Each
increase of ten decibels signifies a tenfold rise in energy, but because
the ear responds in a logarithmic manner, the tenfold rise in energy
indicates only a doubling of loudness. Conversely, if a sound is reduced
by ten decibles (e.g., a reduction from 130 dB. to 120 dB.), the lower
level has only 10% of its former energy, but its loudness has been
reduced to 50% of the former value.

The decibel ratings for sound energy have turned out to be inade-
quate in studies of jet engine noise. The irritation value of jet engines
remained higher than that of the deep toned piston engines even when
the decibel ratings of the jets were lower. 5

New measuring systems were devised to scale the intensity of the
tones present in accordance with the sensitivity of the ear to each tone,
and also to consider their duration. The basic decibel system is still
used, but when properly weighted for jet aircraft engine studies it is
called Effective Perceived Noise Decibels (EPNdB).

When the main concern is noise intensity but not duration, the
"E" is not used and the unit becomes "PNdB". The Department
of Transportation uses both the PNdB and the EPNdB in its sound
research. New FAA regulations limiting the intensity of jet aircraft
noise apply the EPNdB.

Reduction of jet noise by categories of operation

There are three phases of flight (all of which are on or near the
ground) in which the sound of jet aircraft can become objectionable.
These are: 1) the approach to landing, 2) the take-off and, 3) the
climb-out.

Federal Aviation Regulation part 36 (FAR 36) has limited the
noise level of large subsonic jets to 108 PNdB. The regulation, how-
ever, does not apply retroactively to include aircraft cc d ' r
to date of issuance. The McDonnell Douglas DC-10 and the Loekheec
L-1011 are certified under FAR 36. However, these new aircra
are not yet in service. The familiar jets, the Boeing 707 and 747, ann

the McDonnell-Douglas DC-8, do not comply with the 108 PNdB
stipulated by FAR 36. In some cases, such as the approach phase of
a 707, the sound produced is double that permitted by FAR-36.

Existing subsonic jet noise is a continuing source of controversy.
Retrofitted acoustical treatment is extremely costly, but despite the
cost, the process is being considered as the only recourse to gain public
acceptance.

The much larger engines of the SSTs, on both the Boeing and foreign
aircraft, night be expected to produce much more unwanted sound
than the noisiest of the subsonics now in service.

Several sets of unofficial decibel ratings have been associated with
both the Boeing and the Concorde aircraft. No information is available
concerning noise levels generated by the engines of the Soviet SST.

u The problems of correlating sound energy levels with human perception are discussed in "Noise abate-
ment: suinniary of the issues", by Migdon R. Segal, (Multilith Science Policy Research Division, Legis-
lative Reference Service, Library of Congress, November 4, 1970), 4-4 pages (ree especially "Quantifying
noise: sound vs. loudness", pages 4-11.)

i i
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The ratings have indeed indicated high noise levels (exceeding FAR-

36) on one or more phases of flight. In the case of the Concorde, real
measurements were possible, but changed as the engines and nacelles,
guide vanes, and other devices were modified. In the case of the Boeing,

the decibel ratings were either calculations or were based on tests of
the engine before its installation in a prototype.

Both Boeing and the Concorde makers are aware of the necessity to

quiet their high thrust engines. This seemingly formidable challenge

is rapidly being resolved and noise levels equal to or less than today's
subsonic jets appear to be within reach.

In a recent public disclosure n, Boeing commits their SST to the

subsonic requirements of FAR 36:

Prior to production commitment, the capability of the commercial SST to
achieve noise levels consistent with those required for certification of new four

engine intercontinental subsonic transport aircraft will be demonstrated.

The British Aircraft Corporation (B.A.C.), are similarly encouraged
with the progress of their acoustic research. In one way, their challenge
is less than that faced by Boeing in that their engines are much
smaller. However, in another sense, it is more difficult because their

acoustical treatment must be retrofitted into a design which was

"frozen" 8 years ago.
Nevertheless, their progress has already given them the assurance

that their earliest commercial models will produce less noise than
today's subsonic jets, and their later models will be even quieter.

B.A.G'. will shortly release a public statement to the effect that the
Concorde will comply with all existing noise regulations at the time
it enters service.-

So much has been said in recent times about the noise of the SST-
specifically, high "sideline" noise-(the sound of the takeoff), that
some discussion of the statements is appropriate. The most widely
quoted comment equated the sideline noise of the SST with that
generated by 50 Boeing 707's departing simultaneously. The basis for
the comparison was an early decibel rating of the SST engine, taken
without acoustical correction.

Such a figure is misleading as a final sound rating of the aircraft.
A person who is unfamiliar with the peculiarities of sound measure-
ment systems or with the physiology of hearing would be misled into
thinking that when the SST released its brakes to depart, he would
hear a sound 50 times as intense as that of a single 707. The fact is
that he would not. In the situation described, he would hear a sound
about twice as intense, not 50 times as intense. The figure of 50 refers,
not to what the ear hears but to energy level, and energy has only a
logarithmic relationship to perceived sound, not a linear one.

It must be recognized that neither Boeing nor Concorde has as
vet reached their target sound emission levels. The outcome of any
research can not be known with certainty before the fact.

Acoustical correction of jet engines is a new field, about five years
old. However, the early results of this research are now being applied
to new jet engines. The noise of the new engines is about half that
of the older ones despite a fivefold increase in thrust over the past 12
years. Boeing's commitment to a target sound emission level much

S4 Boeing Corporation. "The Supersonic Transport and the Environment," (Boeing Corporation, Janu-
ary 1971 (rvised0., pace 6.

V Letter from B.A.C. to G. Chatham, Feb. 9, 1971.
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lower than today's subsonic jets may stem from this rapid progress
and also from the fact that their schcdul does not foresee roilmmercinl
production for another eight years.

The problem of air golbfution
Within the city, the work efficiency obtained from fuel becomes a

matter of environmental quality. Table 6 compares fuel consumed per
horsepower hour for various types of power sources.

Table 6

Power Source vs. Fuel Efficiency'
lb.fvdijhp. hr.

1. Draft hore.------------------------------------------------10. 0
2. Coal fired locornotive-----------------------------------------4. 0
3. Automobile---------------------------------------------------.9
4. Diesel-lElectric Locomotive----------------------------------- .6
5. Aircraft istoin Engine.-------------------------------------------
6. Fan Jet (Subsonic Aircraft).------------------------------------4
7. Jet engine (supersonic aircraft)--------------------------------- . 3

' Table furnished by Department of Transportation.

Aerial commuter systems like VTOL and STOL offer the city
high production vehicles equipped with higher-telperature, cleantr-
burning engines as coimaiured with standards for surface vehicles. Of
more importance to the city is the fact that exhaust from these
vehicles, except while landing and t aking off, is released at an altit ude
which gIves the normal air mo vement a inLch more effective dilutioln
rate tha it en 11have for slowi moving, densely packed, sur ace vehicles.
It should also be noted that p o llitiol ( from surface vehicles, while
related t o eflicieicy, is evei more related to speed of traffic moveiielnt.
Traffic congestiotI mulhliplies the riuniling time (hence efiluents) of all
vehicles involved. Aircraft are not inullrlne to the problem of treffle
congestion, but increased capacity of aircraft works to redttce numbers
required.

The effluents of combustion emitted outside of a city do not present
a serious pollution problem when comn~pared with those allowed to
concentrate within a city. However, they can not be ignored.

Aircraft, particularly jet engined aircraft, emoiut the lowest quantity
of pollutants in relation to the weight of fuel used on and vehicle.
Also most of their effluents are released high in the air where they are
readily dispersed.

The following table shows the pollutant yield for various vehicle
engine systems, based on using the same quantity of fuel.

TABLE 7.-POUNDS POLLUTANT EMITTED PER 1,000 POUNDS OF FUEL CONSUMED 1

Carbon Oxides of Sulfur TotalVehicle monoxide nitrogen Hydrocarbons Particulates oxides (rounded)

Auto--------------------200.0 20.0 40 1 1.0 262.0
Piston airliner.--.-- 100. 0 50.0 15 2 1.0 168.0
Ocean liner ----- (- ..- 2() 10.0 .01 1 20.0 31.0SST -------------------.. .9 3.5 .5 1 1.0 6.9
SubsonicJet--------...- .1 3.0 .5 1 1.0 6.5

1 Table furnished by Department of Transportation.
2 Negligible.
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To compare the work potential obtain  ed, that c81 be done from the
Sax11e fixed amItlOIt1It of fu(, TabIa 8 dlaces the c uotlf ItI"sol (I Ofthe
altHm ttlt of ellenits released per ,00U seat uiles for the saie veliles.

TABLE 8. -EMISSIONS PER 1,000 SEAT MILES I

[Pounds of pollutants emitted pnr 1,000 seat miles

Fuel pounds
(thousand Carbon Oxides of

miles) monoxide nitrogen

100
133
660
193
170

23 L

13.3 6.6
(') 6.6

.17 .6

.17 .51

Hyudro-
carbons

4
2

. 1
10

.1

Partic- Sulfur Tsusl
uhtes oxides (rounded)

(). 1
.2
.6
. 19

17

0.1 26.0
. 1 22.3

13.2 20.5
.19 1.3
.17 1.1

i Table furnished by Department of Transportation.
2 Negtg ble.

Finally, Ithe m1-Ore produactive a vehicle leiomietts, th1e lower tite unto-
let of 'ehni'es re(gfrltt I to handle a given w()rkalo. A recit ion in
the Ilmllbe' of ehi(les required is of ga int imortanie to t raniSrta-
tioll e(onulSitCSas e'Xtlaifled ealrtli(r. It is rlso a pollution variable.

In all conparisots, the turbine engiIe powered ircraft i- superior
to other systems (otisil'ret. Thhe pistn elnlLine, pntrtiaularly wnlt
used in aut tomnobiles, is clearly the worst.

Jet aircraft accounlt for 3 times the i(tercitv p)asSetger miles of all
other (cirriers comiinited. In local travel and coinittiing, however, the
lItOtmli lbile remtais Iiteih llend.

Research to develop low ('O:-it1(ifttbile( (xbarr lst Itreatmitienit syst ems
is progressing, but mroust necessarily be regarded as a first .step. Titese
systems Will iIprIl ' ou air quality by retovitng at percentage of the more
toxic effluelts from the exhaust. IIowever, they (o not alter the total
quantity of fuel consumed nor the extrelmelv low vehicle productivitv.

The conparativc data shown suggest that the teehology of the
11igh ternmperattre tiutibine used in nmodernt aircraft if applied to auto-
Jut(bi)iles, would Isignificantly reduce exlhia ust concentrat ion and toxicity.The ttircrat turbine, (as compared withti the altom[obile (ttgine. 1))-
duces less than 3% the toxic effluents for the same amount of fuel
Cohn itited. The aiiount of fuel required per Itp. hr is also reduced by
more than 51%.

The at) pprotlath taken in the preceding discussion of the InIpact on
the ttrbatn eirVIonmllent of transportation effluettts has employed the
criterion of ('ilient quantity per unit of transport service. From the
eit gini eeintg 1plintt of view, t1his is a valid aprI) chl(h. It poses for the city
dweller the question: if t echlitologv htis maximized transport service
with ittimInized effluent, but the service still produces unacceptable
pollution, the city dweller lias only the remaining option of foregoing
what ever amloutnt of service required to rcstoare an acceptable quality
of envirntilimet.

However. froImI t he political point of view a different set of criteria
may be j uded j)referai)ie. Different ecenomtic classes use different
(aLt egtiries of trantsj ri itatiot. hcsidlcits use (lithlfielt pat teitns of
transport ttlolt fitom nI)Il-residelnts. Economic interests in the central
city h Itte (l;f'eret1t trtantto.1)ort at ioin values from interests elsewhere.
Claims of these different groups for transport ation services are unlikely
to relate to the engitteeriitg criterion of least effluent per seat-mile. 1The

Vehicle

A uto . . .--.- ..- ...-
Piston aircraft . ....- .
Ocean liner.--........
SST ------- .-- .. - ...-
Subsonic jet ..- .....

Ix

I
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suburbanite, for example, cannot substitute SST service for his auto-
mobile, any more than the central city dweller would prefer an auto to
the faster and cheaper rapid transit system. I

In spite of these considerations, there is still merit in establishing the
engineering criteria of effluent/service. It serves the purpose of putting
a price tag, in terms of environmental quality, on each transportation
niode, so that political claims can at least he evaluated against tangible
degrees of environmental degradation. On this basis, the SST does not
appear to impose an unreasonable penalty relative to the service it
provides. The same statement would apply to all aircraft.

Elimination of urban air pollution
Congestion in cities results in local concentrations of airborne pol-

lutants from industry, households, electric 1)o'.wei' stations, and trans-
portation syst ems. Local microelhmates differ widely; some of these
tend to concentrate and others to disperse the effluents produced
locally. Still other urban areas trail a wide band of polluted air down-
wind. The air has long been regarded as a "free good," that can acceptlimitless pollution and quickly rest ore it sell by rain and1 wind. How-H
ever, as cities have grown in size and in the volume of pollutants they
generate, the self-purification capacity is sometimes exceeded and
local smog conditions result.

It is not evident that the airplane, whether subsonic or supersonic,
is a significant contributor to air pollution over American cities, or
that it needs to be. There have been episodes of air pollution caIu ed
by aircraft: emergency dumping of fuel, soot trails from badly ad-
justed engines, clouds of smoke from coolant injection on take-off,
and even normal operation at busy airports during conditions of tem-
perature inversion. Some of this effluent is preventable by proper
regulation. Location of airports warrants closer attention to con-
ditions of local microclimate. But size and speed can help reduce air
pollution caused by aircraft. As the tables in the preceding subsection
demonstrated, fuel consumption per seat mile declines with increa in
size of aircraft.

Another consideration is the relationship between rate of pollution
and air speed. The faster an aircraft (or any vehicle) moves through
the air, the less the quantity of effluent per mile traversed.

In simplest terms, if there could be less transportation. then the
machines used for transportation would consume less fuel, thereby
reducing the quantity of pollutants released into the air. If, on the

other hand, the movement of goods and people has become an essential
part of our ecological system then the goal of cleaner air is best
served by fostering technologies which raise the productivity of trans-

portation systems and equipment so that fewer units will be needed.
Simultaneously, improvements to power sources can be made which
will reduce the release of noxious combustion products in relation to
the quantity of fuel consumed.
Effects of miscellaneous toxic efl uents from the SST

In assessing the relative pollution of various vehicles, three con-
siderations dominate: 1) quantity of fuel for a unit of work, 2) quan-
tity of pollutants released per unit of fuel consumed, and 3) the impact
of the pollutants on the biosphere.

The turboject engines of the SST are essentially the same as those
of subsonic jet aircraft. If the afterburners of the SST engines are in -
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use, on take-off, fuel consumption and exhaust emission per passenger
mile rises by about 14% above those of the subsonic jet. However,
an article in Aviation Week, F ebruarv 15, 1971, raised the possibility
that General Electric Company would abandIon the afterburner con-
cept, with a slight increase in the size of the basic engine to compensate.

Where the toxic effects of combustion products are of interest, the
following points may be considered:

1. Toxic conditions do not occur unless there is a concentration of
exhaust effluents. This condition occurs only when exhaust emission
rates exceed the rate of dilution due to air movement. Some studies "
have shown that aerial commutation as opposed to surface modes
would reduce city pollution by 87%. Communication with the in-
vestigators revealed that the conclusion was based on relative efficiency
of surface and aerial power plants. The most significant variable was
omitted: viz., dilution of the exhaust from aircraft by the flight of the
vehicle at an altitude where natural air movement is not constrained
by buildings and surface topography. In other words, the results of

the study were understated, apart from the relative efficiency of the
propulsion systems.

2. A comparison of the toxic effluents of the turbo-jet engine with
the conventional automobile piston engine is relevant. The following
comparison is made on the basis of a seat mile with the automobile
moving steadily at 60 mph, while the figures for the turbojet engine
are based on the SST engine with after-burner in use." 9

Turbo-et
engine Auto engine

CO--.------------------- ------------- ---- .------------ _-1 109
NOX-------------------------------------------------------------- - - 1 3
So ------------------------------------- ----------------------------. 2 1Hydrocarbons------------------------------------------------------------ 1 40

The comparison illustrates the relatively primitive technology of
the conventional surface vehicle power plant. Even with improvement,
however, exhaust products from surface vehicles must still be identified
as the primary vehicular source of pollution to the biosphere due to
the inherently lower dilution power of the atmosphere at the surface.

The foregoing analysis is essentially a "worst case" approach. It
considers the toxic contaminant effect near the ground, with after-
burner, an operational mode in which the jet engine is least efficient.
It should be evident that these same effects when the aircraft is
operating at high altitude, and at supersonic cruising speed, would
be vastly more diffused. Moreover, the turbulence and cross currents
always present in the stratosphere would assure the functioning of
the process of atmospheric self purification through intermingling
with the tropospheric layer and the subsequent scrubbing effect of
rainfall.

Rutgers University. Center of Transportation, "Study on pollution reduction potential of aerial com-
mutation," FAA report, (July 1970).

'yData furnished by Department of Transportation.
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Radiation exposure in stratospheric light
One environmental issue of the SST concerns only the passengers

and crew in flight; this is the question of exposure to penetrating,
ionizing, solar radiation at the high altitudes of supCrsonic flight.

The blanket of atmosphere provides a shield that largely absorbs
the charged particles and x-ray-like radiation emitted by the sun, thus
shielding the earth's surface. But at altitudes of 60 or 70,000 feet some
of this protection is removed. (Fortunately, almost %;3 of the intensity
of radiation at 80,000 feet is removed by descent to 60,000 feet.)
Solar radiation is not constant, but is known to reach peaks of intensity
resulting from solar flares. Variations also occur because the earth's
magnetic field tends to deflect the particulate part of the solar radia-
tion toward the poles and away from the equator and temperate
zones. A "worst case" exposure would therefore be an SST flying over
a polar route in sunlight at very high altitudes, and especially during
a period of intense solar flare activity.

The question is whether the exposure to solar radiation in a high-
flying SST would be serious enough to cause concern. In general, it
can be said that except for the infrequent, intense solar flare, the risk
is llimor. however, the issue is complicated enough to warrant
extended discussion.

Controversy has persisted ever since the early days of the atomic
('lecrgy pr'ogral, as to the statistical consequenees of radiological
daillage to nia . It is generally ag''eed that all penetrating, ionizing
radiat ii produces hiol'gi('d change in llunail tissue and that at some
level of exposure the change is signifient enough to Ie called "dam-
age". What is less ert ai ii is the rate and extent to which the body is
abl(' to repair this damage. The (Oilsenslls is that somtie repair of radi-
atio effects d(oe take place, and therefore the evaluation of radio-
logial effects miii st be performed in relation to rate of exposure. (In
other words, if the rate of exposure greatly exceeds the rate of repair,
serious damage can be expected.)

The effects of ionizing radiation are Imeasured in terms of the unit
of exposure called the REM. " In evaluating the extent of exposure
of SST passengers and crew to solar radiation, many (ulestionls need
to be resolved, such as: how many flights are made? During how long
a period? What is the probability of any ulliusimll ly intense solar flare
activity? It is also germane to ask how much other ionizing radiation
the passengers inglh t have been exposed to.

The established standards for radiation exposure used by the Fed-
eral Goverment deal separately with the general population and
occupation nal exposure. X-Ray technicians and others whose work
exposes them to ionizing radiation may not be exposed to more than
5 RE\I per year. Individual members of the general public are not
to be exposed to more than one/tenth of that amount. 2 Radiological
health p)hiloso)h v is to keep exposures well below sucli liliits l.nd not
to regard them as ''speed limits".

Wide diflerenc'es in exposure froit naturally present or "back-
ground" radiation on the earth's surface have been observed. Back-

e Ti 1 KM" or "'ROnILtg n Equi alent. Man", is derived from the Ri AD. multiplied by a b io-dniagr((0ontt. Thi R A I) ij LqaI to Io ; rc of ab sorbedl radiatiLn cn rj per gr am of mai:tt' . T )iO-dlimiigeeonstait dr 11s nu tre miesrurel amnotnt of lio-riami c r' sultinia fro; each speed kind of radiatiOlL.Nomrb; ers of H EM ind icAe, directly, tier extent of mdace resulting from the exp ure. per ind'Led timLeperiod, express as it EMi per ysir or milirem per hour.
e The exposur^ atti .>t i, Varioin- Federal aL'nci;. airi ibSedti upon guidelines prepared by the FederalRadiation C'ounci il 11t0 and subslqluently appro vei by tit' President.
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ground ra(1tiOn 'poslr(X vaIiOS h 1'ii':ane of ti (lIfienl'g1 (liStlribulIlio0s
of '2(iotiy'. m1)2(a : rils in gr"

1
4t

10
, brik, moiii~t , 1 di, d theirr

.10t ' 1 nit'iriaG. The extr('me(s ragl h('le ('ini 5 R \ ye ril the
mid-'Athmnt:(' Ot'("t to 17.5 R E W r tit Guarweplaia ea. in Brizih.

\ rem1>nts \1..in N\ 1" rk (i II'ha ' '1!aed from 0.07 to
0.13 BE\I; 1mV1 ali'eimenI in St( oc1 011from 0.15 to 0.72 1J iE\ [.
(This normal b:okrlO'un 1 1rdia1i level h, ('l of 0o(rISe, he hsb-
tIa('(te 1  1from1 the C('1(t1it ( the h ' ll'1 Ib"111o nty -40114 ( 4lril i0

order tod \' rmiikt('e l 1i0f11re 1 ce tihigh00 alti"h ole\lighllt.)
Medical X-rays e0)imt itte the largest s est Our('(of poplationi

expo stre to x-rzlilke ri'ation . t'ie range of p)o 5ible exp)Os1I0r ei rie

fromO 0.05 : E\4f1 1or ost x-rOV to is imis-ray\n;1(1 as 60 REM for a g stro-
iiteSinal (xaminati jOn by fhiiroseopyv." Th1 L >aix:vira e :1111m1al

m1editl 1C-ray' (xposlre per wrlSOIi15 p1 rob)i1bly)\ hIt' ween 0 0.05 and 0.07
RI E (year u 'coriin to the Nationall (011111 h2on R41iation Protection

an(I Afea5'i't mi at.

The '-worst rose" exposure for all SST flit > the polar regions

al all at 11 de( of 70,000 feet 'woll 1'l(4r('Al aln V1' e 108012 (insideNexposilre

of .0(11 l-RE ho0r or about .005 { REM for a tliie-hour flight at
altitude. A pilot flying all year 11 o' g on 5u(h11 a ro11 te141 ( woXld he in the
air for )abo01 900 hours, 2nd at 'rllisina litu ode ho li half the tim11e.
His dose per' ear wolld 1)(' sigtnifi'aaltly less than 1 1Ei Ver.('" A
1passl'1n4' er wh( ac)l('ompolllanlied this "worst'l s'" pilot oi half of' his
fligilts wiO lll ns t o C (e4d his 'Imiplll jrm i'1t1issible (dost' of 0.5
RLNyI('0r.

The mo 1s SiX ( S-O1101'h' r '221ohdi 23 Fru' 1ariV 1956, wohli
IIav iesuilt ('d 11n i si5ir ilficantillre:1 ei2 111 (1(s( ati . A flig 1t ( U'lrin

su(1h 1111 Xev('l't \14 lhl have r'e'1ed ill i 05 r ate 21 hig a about 4

RE fI 1111r. Although su 121 evXen1t Sre ilifreqqli'nt, it would 1 e2es-
sa'V t(Provide a'1inist thm. 116i could e a ' lromp1iliShe(i by ti use of

r1(iaton mtfl11o1ing itistr 11110nts1: 0A4d l( tIhe i(1a1t. Should s101 al
CVIIt I (o('clcr, the increase il solar radiation il 1 eo hl he im media ely

(1(1i'i'ted and the t ir'raft ('o1ld (e(s'endt tI a lmer altitude wher the
atito410)l(i'1i0 Slli(d 11i(l VOiill( 1)e s11lici'ieltt Ii) kee ) htie ill ('i1sit V x li

aceplt01ble limits.

ii SST (s a ca IOf u(1anted( weather m(lificat{,n

in the asit flX years ago or so, the t tit1141 of n lO1ts)oken llpublic
se81('lnt t 'wardl tht' enVironmlemlt has elergell o challenge the idea

of the nlirII 1omn('mnt 1 as t1 imilUtabl(' free good, and to colteln(d that
thet en1viirolnment is a deli mite andi fragile structure that man's tt'ch-

n1)- ythlrtatens to shat ter. There ar'(' case's bwhemall has unwVittin1gly

Or ('14lo"s'(lupse ('4'iOliogical halllnlces. The iuter pdej1'olen'1e of (IdwXii1-

dlig w ild-life' X ) ihlw this. The introduction Of the water h'acillth
inlto F oI)rIid( purp1) ose1(,(ftll) ; the rabbIit plague in Australia (at'itienItai);
the p)roliferlition of the pr'l'ikly 1)l'11' ( "wils ill Atstr'ala (plurt)oseful);
the nor wag ',ed atganlst thlt'r('morat fish in the Gr('Pt fakes: alt serve

wvarnuing of the 5(''1r1iols onsellene of uninform ed tinkering wvith
se i t ive ecolo(ical balal ies.
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Accordingly, the public has been led to the conclusion that many
impacts of man's technology on the global environment offer the possi-
bility of disaster unless there is proper management of "Spaceship
Earth."

Something of this attitude has led to the conclusion that the
flight of 500 SSTs across the stratosphere may threaten to alter some
sort of fragile balance upon which the earth's climate depends. Extreme
statements offer such possibilities as the following: That clouds of
contrail vapor will shut out the sun or seal in the Earth's heat; that
combustion of petroleum fuels will release enough carbon dioxide to
turn the atmosphere into a sultry greenhouse, in which ferns will re-
place firs, and ice caps will melt to swell the oceans and inundate the
lowlands; or that particles of solid effluent from jet exhausts will
disrupt thermal balance between earth and sky, perhaps to cause the
onset of a new ice age. Since past geological eras have witness sed such
extremes of climatic condition, and since their causes are not fully
understood, these apprehensions have received some credence.

But the important balances in the atmosphere are remarkablv
durable. Examination of the effects of water vapor, carbon dioxide,
and. particulate matter from a flight of SSTs, and comparison of the
magnitude of these effluents with those of recant historical diastro-
phisms is one way to test this durab lity. Another is the lainial sis of
the quantative relationships of air, water, and carbon dioxide. Still
another is the functional analysis of the physics of meteorolo y.

Of course, one can never point to any variable and say that "there is
no effect from this item". The reason for this is known in philosophy as
the impossibility of proving a "universal negative". It is also virtually
impossible to prove such a negative scientifically as many researchers
have discovered."6 Science is probabilistic. Events or effects are con-
sidered trivial or important to varying degrees based on their proba-
bility of occurrence, the entire analysis based in turn on a given state
of knowledge. As knowledge is gained, -estimates of probabilities
become more reliable. New questions may be answered.

However, when it is shown that some specific inpjaci of a tecenologv
under study is quantitatively minor in comparison with the s&me
impact from some other source, and when the derivative of that sect
is also shown to be minor, it would seem appropriate to write oil the
issue as closed, and to turn to other issues less fully resolved.

The Boeing SST, weighing 350 tons, carrying 170 tons of Not and
30 tons of payload 1SOO miles an hour at an altitude of 62,000 feet,
over regularly scheduled routes, introduces new conditions into the
discussion of technology versus environmiental quality. With sorte

500 of these vehicles in service, 6 some of their effects on the environ-
ment have been viewed as global in scope, adverse in character, and
persistent if not indeed irreversible in duration.

The SST is designed to operate at high altitudes. The stratosphere
begins about 8 miles above the earth an11d subsonic jets usually operate
a few thousand feet below this height. However, the SSTs will oper-
ate best at altitudes from ten to twelve miles above the earth, four
miles above the subsonic jet traffic and well within the lower part of
the stratosphere.

For example, see the AI)-X2 Battery Additive Case -Chapter Three, Part 1.
a The figure of 500 SsTs has ben accepted and used by the i)epartment of Transportation as a con'erva-tive average of a series of independent marketing projections.
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The freedom from traffic and from the kind of weather experienced
at lower altitudes makes the stratosphere an attractive location forsupersonic airline routes. However, will this h sh >tratum be adverselyaffected by the products of jet engine colbiustion? It is known thatthe stratosphere receives water from thunder storms, meteoric debrisand dust, as well as complex chemicals and gases from Volcaniic emis-sions. What is the rate at which these subst ances are received by thestratosphere? How soon are they cycled out? Is the cyeling-ou rateof the stratosphere coast ant or does it vary with the quantities of
material inserted? What is the quantitative relationship of these in-
gredients of the stratosphere to the potential SST effluents?

Such questions are typical of many, the answers to which constitute
an assessment of global environmental impact. They are complex
questions and in some cases require new research to derive answers.It has been suggeste(d that the water vapor released from the SST intothe stratosphere will cut off some of the thermal energy from the suncausing the surface of the earth to cool off anid bring back an ice age-or alternatively, that this same insulation will capture and retainsolar heat, causing a possibly lethal rise in global surface temperature.
lhe possibility of enlarged atmospheric content of carbon dioxide isalso alleged to contribute to the latter effect. Another notion is thatwater vapor in the stratosphere might destroy the ozone layer. (Theozone layer filters out certain lethal frequencies of the ultraviolet spec-trum, which if allowed to penetrate to the earth's surface mightchallenge the survival of laud life.) One somewhat extreme view isthat the consumption of fuel for industry, electric power generation,

and surface and aerial transportation threatens to consume all the
oxygen in the atmosphere.
Global atmospheric pollution versus local air pollution

To generalize from the conditions in a smoggy urban area to thewhole earth disregards the enormous differences in scale. In the city,man's technology is the primary and indeed virtually the only sourceof air pollution. But globally, man's technology is only one of manysources of pollution-a relatively minor one--while a number ofnatural phenomena contribute vastly larger quantities of pollutants
than any from human activity.

There are several ways to analyze the causes, effects, and rates ofglobal atmospheric pollution. One way is to compare the contaminants
released by human activity with similar contaminants natural to the
earth's atmosphere, or contributed by natural events.

Another criterion is the relationship between the quantitative effectof some specific pollutant from a particular source in question and therange of differences measured in the naturally-occurring level of thesame pollutant. (The rates at which the natural occurrences or con-centrations of particulate matter, gases, ice particles, aerosols, and thelike fluctuate yields information on the tendency of the stratosphere
to retain or reject them.) Oxygen and carbon dioxide occur naturally
in the atmosphere, but are constantly in the process of being recycled
in nature. Plant decay combines oxygen from the atmosphere withcarbon from the organic matter, producing carbon dioxide; then, in thepresence of sunlight, green plants consume carbon dioxide and waterto produce more organic material, with oxygen as a byproduct of this
process. Thus, the average content of oxygen in the atmosphere
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rememis Very lariy a constanItt in nature, but man's consumption of
fossil fuels (coal and petrotleun products) has een thought to upset
this balance. One measure of global poliutiOn, therefore, is the rela-

tion-hip bet wete the amount of oxygen consumed in the burning 4
fuel versus the total available suppl y of oxygenl, and canersely, the
total amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. Evidence of a
secular (sustained one-way) change ill either oxygen or carbon 1 oxide
content of the atinos)here would be a serious' matter, especially if it

were shown to be substantial or increasing exl)onentially.
Still another measure of the sigiificance of the seriolulnes- of a

particular pollutant is to examine historical episodes in which, by
nat urally-occurring events, very large quantities of this same pol-
lutant were injected into the atmosphere and then to ascertain whether

the consequences were significant and adverse.

Man's ese of oxygen versus the atmospheric oxygen Isupply

Oxygen accounts for 20.95% of the total atmospleria l mass. tl1nd

weighs about 1.3X 1013 tons. yAll remaining re( Ov\erai)l(' fo sal fuel

reserves total an estimated 2.97X 1012 tons. If man were to born all
of this fuel, the total recoverable reserves, lie would consumer 3c' of
the available atiimsplieric oxygen. The po(rcentage of oxyW( \gen in the

at mosphere would be redIuwed from 20.95% to 20.32 . 'he colii'11-

tration of oxygen available for breathing declines by an amount six

times as much as then this when one travels from Washiington, D.C.,
to Denver, Colorado, due to the lower air pressure in Deliver. It

appears that man is incapable of exhaustilig, or even .asinllilaetly

redclting his oxygen s51jply.
As to the role of plant life in sustaining this reservoir, Wallace

Broecker offers the following commentt:

First f all, each square meter of earth h surface is covered by 60.000 ii mi)le, of

oxygen gas. Pants living in butt the ocean ald on land produce annually about
S mules of oxygen per square meter of earth surface. Annials and bacteria destroy

virtually all of the products of this photosynthetic activity; hen ceinay d cv'ur an

amount of oxygen nearly identical to that generated by plants. If we use the rate

at which organic carbon enters the sediments of the ocean as a measure of the

amount of the photosynthetic product preserved each year we 1nd that it is alout

3X 10 3 4 mole of carbiui per square meter per year. Thus, aidiuials and bacteria are

destroying all but 4 parts in 10,000 of the oxygen gcnerJted each year. The net

aimnI al xygn prdulttioin cores lids to :about I part in 11 ruljib (13 of the oxygen
present in the atmosphere. In all likelihood even this small amount of oxygen

being destroyed through tie oxidation of the reduced carbon, iron, and sulfur

being exposed each year to weathering processes. Thus, in its natural state the
oxygen content of our atmosphere is exeedingly well buffered and xirtilally
inun ene to change in a short time scale (that is, 100 to 1000 years).

Man has recovered altogether about K(t'10moles of fossil carbon from the Earl i's

sedimentary rocks. The fuels bearing this carbon have been combusted as a

source of energy. The carbon dioxide produced as a by-product of this enterprise

is equal in amount to 1 Ipercent of the carbon dioxide contained in our atmnos-

phere. Roughly 2 moles of atnospheric oxygen was required to liberate each

mole of this carbon dioxide from its fossil fuel source. By so doing we have used

up only 7 out of [each 10,000 oxygen molecules available to us. If we continue to

burn chemical fuels at our currently accelerating rate t5 percent pr year), then

by the vear 2000 we hall have conllilmad only about 0.2 percent of the available

oxygen (20 imolecules in every 10,00(30. If we were to burn all known fossil fuel

reserves we would iise less than 3 percent of the available oxygen. Clearly- a gen-

eral depletion of the atmospheric o)X gen supply via the consullmpion of fossil

fuels is not osible in the foreseeable future.

6 Wallao S. Broecker "Man's Oxygen Reserves," Science, (ol. 10, No 3939, June 20. 1930), pages 1537-

153.
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The e: ct of inereas.ing! alrmosp heric carbor iord

W i n 0 1[1r )][Of 7176! (t_,x3., ( r is r l( 1 se j a s ( m0) 1111 (1 i

is distr.11i1.1 , i hmt t i Oi.t the 
tIr' at p ! ''. i 1

re(eosed d.'s ta t 'i-w this d1i5p(1"i .. is 2 b1am ,hai h' tit occ1,

b - >!ats -n otselfadi trmssi h . tne ii Q
( y 1 :tr osiii and o the e im -e v t' i , n11 ii f ir c Onlstaiit ratio. It o

dinti1)u 'PlC tilt1 1e_ .d b7I rtion r' t therlefor'e, 1111 ee() to be js tlol)r of

rtl(iY(l~l~hl;(. (010(1;t'aiithe tti01'i CO, there is to tO b,

h retilt 1,' Is Ital)(-rbs. rThe('1 Iiinopih(re, all living or'"a11ioins, and

the ocean t1u'i )('colmte resrv(irs for (C0 and the available quantity

released tO the ail' is "partituOn1ed" among the.

Acurit e me.1umei t i'('ii Of the pa riin un were made for the first

time during the period 195S through 19630

Bu ina ng i l 1 19.) ' and eCxtelii titr j0 O o lh16:, t o ' iii (ili weit's

of licasue.111ent of itn l -the5 . ric oni-1. t !t Wvle' ii]i'. lr ' ir '11115 \5't

Wel atteL. Weather lkr aui .station 00111 th tog) of\n( ol iswn

itii 1 a v tm (1P. a . e eling, 1110 ) lie 0olither at the Uniii en MW > >ci('at i 'e

istli (t l' ii Polt (Bdow a i J\(l, I 90), m li I itt- ielste 5 l['

cturrieo(( t 01 i o 1av il one petlOin 'ter. wit h a itiv'e aicc raco for a sinle

ilcarid t ' o f c il-@in (1 11] 1 lie ei( ilV f Siation- are cat'd telar the

cera1t'r- < ant "iii - ohm 1011i5 ui area-, fsr froii 11((0ollbit ao- r of coi-

tatiitin alt. f e v ii'' oit (lse i ieaiXn ilt'il 10(atiiilih, i - I0 h tiw h il high pre-

aion of t ihe ia -n d et iid t 1a xtrtn-I e care with which the sa 1 pl s' wer

tkeii thse Iot:( s re tii iiV i ) tI e 10 (tisiti ' th' .- ecil r end of

at niosp }'ie ( i i 1 accr ric "1ciiil- by Iwo orel- of rotmt than w'

before. olic lIft-en hoigai-d iiieo 1 1 1 '-rt'emllCtsi w en' carl oili dia i ti' hve-

year 1)11rod. hall S(; h
The dl shoe;, (m'ari'" aid crrn o'ively, that, froin I t hrrulh 968 tih,,

Carbon tbii 00xi t (-(1W -it of tie 'it 'iI lire Ott t-ed by 1i .: perce ' . 1 1 1' s ite tI

fromt yeatr t4 ca' -e ciii' ritici.'0 tO lhe averlige aininal valite of (.2

1C-citt. I- ' tO h Il 1 allO' iii ie se 11 G 1t l' i r'( wiitI the known (!ua lii of carbon

oxidee pr duced b fi-t fuel colt hu:tio1t we see that almost extiI half the

fo-il fuel C ap :tenth rninailwid Ii the aiitia-'tlihi!.

Thu tabtlt' hitl\w- shoOws the p1tlt(tial inirI'ea5r- ill (0O do a resbli ifF

the conltialeie col 111>1 tlol 01 all iI((t'iiIblt bussil loels.

TABLE S rST IT ED REiANiNG RECOVERABLE RESERVES OF FOSSIL FUELS I

Carton
dioxide As percent

10' metric equivalent, of atmospheric
tons 10' gms. Co, a 1950

Coal and ignite
2- - -  -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - -- - -  232 . 22

Petroleum and natural gas Iquids --- -------- 2 162 .43 8

Tar sands =
- - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - 

-- .3 27Oil shale'------------ -- ---- -- 198 63
Oil hale---------------------------------------- 

--

Total- - ------------ ----------- --- --- 2 ,971 7.85 336

I Ibid.. poge 120.
2 Assumed to be 20 percent lignite containing 45 percent carbon, and 80 percent bituminous coal containing 75 percent

carbon-sAn rsumed carbon content o' petroleum, natural gas liquids, and hydrocarbons recoverable room tar sands and oil

shales-=86 percent.
sAssumed coerpsition of natural gas by volume: CH4= 80 percent, C2H.=15 percent, N.=5 percent.

Source: Cotputed from dne n gien by i. Kingt ia eat, Energy Resources, A Report to the Cormittee on Natural

Resources of the aticral Aclderny of Sciencsn-Nationat Research Council ('(AS pun'Iclin 1020-D, l962), pp. 1-t41.

- From these data the fOllowiniig conclusion is reached:

We may Conlclridl! that thu total (CO2 addition from fossil fuel conilb-tiolt will

be a lit ti' over 8 tims the atmosjuherie content, anLii that, if )pre-(et partitions

ao U.,, S. Presiet's Pcic ,c \ uvisory' Commtitt '. E virnmenntal Pollution Pane; "Restoring the Qui'ity

of Our Environmet" Tt- WhiteI House, Novrriii 1:l5) pas 11 lil57-397-71--4
-~ ~ ~~~ _ -*~* - Y ' ~ '
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between reservoirs are maintained, the CO2 in the atmosphere could increase by
nearly 170 percent. 70

The atmosphere now contains CO2 in the ratio of 3 parts in IMO3
by volume. Complete combustion of all fuel reserves would increase
this by 170%. It wooLd then become S parts in 10,000. Since no rn re
COQ could be added (from further combustion) the amount would
then show a yearly decline as it is pJart itioned to the biosphere and to
the ocean through time.

Estimates of atmospheric CO2 have been made for the year 2000
based on various rates of fuel consumption. These calculations are
summarized as follows:

Assuming further that the proportion remaining in the atmosphere continue
to be half the total quantityv injected, the increase in atmospheric CO2 in the
year 2000 could be somewlrere between 14 percent and 30 percent [of the amount
now present].'

In other words an increase of 30% would change the ratio from 3
parts in 10,000 to abnost 4 parts in 10,000. This can be regarded as an
uninportant effect, and quantitativelv less than the margin of error
in typical field measurement.

Carbon dioide and the weather: The greenhousee defect"
In the quest for understanding of the mechanisms of the climate

and the weather, meteorologists sometimes separate out one cons tt-
uent and explore theoretically the consequences of an increase or
decrease in its proportion to the other ingredients of the atmosphere.
This has been clone with CO2. One conclusion of the exercise is that
an increase in the CO2 content of the atmosphere sets in motion a
complex process that results in the heating-up of the lower atmosphere
or "troposphere". This is called the "Greenhouse Effect". The
hypothesis is described in the SCEP report in the form of a conclusion
as follows:

Radiative equilibrium computations, including a convective adjustrnint, su-
gest that [an] I3 percent increase of the carbon dioxide concentration by the year
2000 * * * would result in an increase of the surface tenperaturi of about onr-
half degree and a stratospheric cooling of 0.50 to 1C at 20 to 25 km; a diou iir &
of a carbon dioxide concentration over the present level would result in an :n-
crease of the surface temperature of about 2C, and a 20 to 4* decrease in ti
stratosphere at the same level. 72

However, the study follows this comment immediately with a warring
that other factors complicate the calculation and raise doubt sufficient
to destroy the hypothesis:

We would like to emphasize [said the report], however, that these computations
neglect the important interacting dynamics and thermodynamics of the acmo-
phere, as well as the ocean-atmosphere interaction. This neglect makes the
computed temperature changes very uncertain.73

Carbon dioxide, like water vapor, absorbs infra-red radiation. Heat
from the sun or heat reflected from the earth can pass through the
oxygen and nitrogen in the atmosphere without being absorbed, hence
without warming these transparent gases. But both carbon dioxide and
water vapor are opaque to infra-retl, absorb this heat, and cause the
atmosphere to warns up. They differ sharply in the range of their

r7 Ibid., pare 126.
Ibid.. pace 11.

72 "Man's Impact on the Global Environment." Report of the Study of Critical Environmental Prob-
lems, op. cit., pace 4.

3 Ideni.
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proportions that occur in the atmosphere and hence in the amount of
heat they can retain. The concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere tends
to remain fairly constant despite changes in mr temperature, while
warm air can hold much more water vapor than cold air can. Therefore
the ratio of CO2 to water vapor varies widely with air temperature,
hence with latitude and with altitude.

Water serves as a heat pump both to air masses and to differentially
heated areas of the earth. As water droplets change into water vapor
(a gas) energy is absorbed. When it reaches a cooler point in the
atmosphere, the water vapor condenses and releases this energy. The
energy is then radiated equally in all directions, about half into space.
The condensate, as a cloud, also reflects downward the heat energy
radiated upward from the earth and reflects upward the incoming
solar energy. The cloud may then descend as rain or it may re-
evaporate, thereby absorbing more energy which can then be carried
to still another point.

Seventy percent of the earth's surface is water and most of the
earth's weather is produced by this air-water-energy exchange. There
is no controversy over this role of water.

The basic role of CO2 in the atmosphere is similarly undisputed as
to its heat absorbing and re-radiating capability. However, the effect
of this action is much harder to measure because the warming act fon

of CO2 is always confounded with other and larger heating and cooliug
mechanisms. It should also be noted that the net energy absorbed by
the earth is related more to the reflectivity of the earth than to air
temperature.

Heat absorbed by innlecules in the atmosphere is re-radiated, not
stored. The radiation is emitted in every direction and part of it is
radiated back into space.

Both CO2 and water vapor produce similar effects in absorbing adA
re-radiating heat and in warming the air.

Were it not for the stabilizing and counterbalancing effects of larger
variables such as water vapor, surface reflectivity, cloud formation,
and perhaps others, the warming role of CO2 in the atmosphere could
indeed be computed as suggested in the SCEP quotation above to
produce the so-called "greenhouse" effect. But this is a large "if".
Moreover, the long-range history of climate and CO 2 content do not
confirm but tend to confuse, if not actually to refute, the hypothesis
altogether. The overall warming of the atmosphere between 18S5 an ]
1940 was generally felt to be related to rises in the concentration of
atmospheric CO2 . Unfortunately, for the hypothesis, although CO2
insertion has increased markedly since then, temperatures hay
slightly declined. n \

In sum, increasing concentrations of CO2 have not been shown to be)
a significant variable affecting the climate. It is necessary to conclude
from the history of CO 2 in the atmosphere that its effect is unknown,
not for lack of knowledge of the infra-red absorption and heating
values of CO 2, but simply because the effect of CO2 in the context of
all other atmospheric variables and stabilizing factors, is so much
smaller than that of other constituents of the atmosphere.

As Mitchell * * * has shown, atmospheric warming between 1885 and 1940
was a world-wide phenomenon. Area-weighted averages for surface [i.e., air tem-
perature measured by weather stations as opposed to air temperature measured
by balloons or other high altitude systems temperature over the entire earth show

I~.
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I rise in mean annual air temperature of about 0.:)C (0.9'F). World mean winter
tipierature rise about 0.9'C I1. )). Waiirning occurred in both hetlislhor(s and
at all latituids, but the largest annual rise (. tC or 1.6 F) was observed betwei n
40 and 70 N latitudes. In these latitudes, the average winter temperatures rose
by 1.6 C (2.8 F).

The pronounced warming of the surfnce oir did not continue much hevnd I940.
Between 1910 and 1960 additional Warning occurred in northern Europe and
North America, hit for the w world a. a whole and also for the forth rn hemiisphere,
there was a slight lowering of about 0.1 'C (0.2*F) ill nean annual air tenpera-
tiire * * *. Yet during this period more than 41% of the total C<-? increase from
fossil fuel combustion occlirred. We int conclude that climate "noise" from other
processes has at least partially masked any effects on climate due to past increases
in atmnospleric CO 2 content.

The demonstrated overall stability of the earth's temperature (a
rise of one to two degrees between 18S5 and 1940 and a fall of a few
tenths of a degree over the next 20 years) suggests strongluy that the
role of CO2, or the potency of a "greenhouse" effect, is of minor
significance. ..

Io.sibilit y of Climatic chai(-S from 1c/aer Capo)r Icented by the SST

A normal fleet of 400 supersonic transports making 4 trips per day
will release 150,00() tois of water per day into the stratosphere. In
addition to the water, the exhauist gases conitainl particulate matter,
Carbon dioxide, Sulphur dioxide, d 1'or gItseo s products.

Sl)e(ulat inlis i, t th te t)lls('e(quenctes of this int rusiun into a relatively
un sed laver Of the tmsphere have included a conjecture that it

might induce cling inuie chiang es. BoPth t. lethal rise ill tempo ratulre and

a Hiew ice ,1-e have bwe] of1lidi('tl ;o0siblt1  1)i11bed on the inime

aumpi,5111)t ion t hat the SST wutlld cause a }perimtanieit cover of 111211
clouds. Another liVlothesis is the destrcti of the ozone layer with a
ubseq (ut it 1ewsifi 'eto of ilitratViol('t 5111,1r radiationl flux at groundi(

The stability of the stratosphere has also 1)0e1 (uest ionted. On the
assmuiipti(n that li1 steady state of the stratosphere may depend on a
(ritiiallV sensitive balance of natural forces, it is suggested that the
water Viap1or injected into the stratosphere from the combtistiotn prod-
uets of nmny SSTs uight destroy the critical balance .tied trigger
vast ciltIi changes.'

The National Academy of Sciences, NRC Committee on Atmos-
pheric Science, has evaluated this possibility 1d1(1 coneltides that it is
without foundation.

Our tentat ive conclusion, based on an assumraed traffic volume of four flights per
day for 400 shipersonic transport planes, is that neither additional cloudiness
(contrail-) nor vatervapor absorption of a long-wave radiatioit will be sufficient to
disturb appreciably either stratospheric properties of the large-scale circulations
that are influteticed by its theriinodvnanic state.

~; "Restorinc the Qualty of Our Eiiviroinmnt1'' op. cit., paces 122 ani 123. citing: Murray J. Mitchell,
I.1.. 'I ce et s'cular ch! . «: of t n:tmpratltte' Atonnie of N-w fork Acaine of Sciences. tVol. I,
1o3). lives 215 251, stand y rr: .t elli. 1i .. "( n the worlI-widte pa u rti of seenir temp-rattire ch ange''
]it C' gs. of Cl'ntte, Loin . Iposium by 'N Esci)-w O., 1'uhsli:ed in Arid Zoe Lesearch Volumes,
t I'.r:5. \ ol. At. 1'e3', Tp m e = 1 ! 1'!.

4 1 to~~I the broadleit sense.,a l mnetr oooecal ph;enomr1nant may to tvtzao ded as a reaettie rote:face between
t -o h-at source s the .rt's intn ;at 1an the solar flutt with the n-roy sink tf ou r span. Among

tli tire factors, thi ito-t Critii il 'lst i tiost variab ie is the so ar l ux . A t t tli h Si it terl liutatie
chatni', cn Ice could to cat:tropitc vo

t
c'an:c events, lo-ver tevm chani conre-ate closely with cycle

Valittion of the -:ti. This at reemnt wa shown I} S. J. Johnson, W. l)tDrntiard and II. R. Clausen, in
their papwr "Slit:.at c Ociti

t
tion- 12 0-2oJ AI), Nature. (Aucust 1. -, pace- 43-413.

Se also tt netictt of lth pae r lealin: With parttticulten atid votcaic :ct on, paien 73(4-741.
1 .. Nai ti-al Acadetity of Scitnces. "Wat her atd clmitte iodilication: pi vihiiirs aid prospects; vola.

I and 1." :Ina report of the I anei Ott Ceathe r acid ( linc:te 3ludificction 10 the ('omt:cittce on Atmcor.
phere Sciences, Naitional Academy of Sc.iences, National Research Coun k(Publiation No. 1350, Weel -
Ltgtonc, D.C. 1416), 1agte 11."
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Al antdsis of the problem by the Ofice of ieteorological Re-
search. ESSA, has prodnIt tied a sinliar conlchvion:

* Alt hough an ieq vocal t wl r cannot he offered, the general op Hon.f
a large group of sCent-is abou tst unanimously rt'jICls any significant t hret to
motliication of the weathe'r.

The reasoni-ng support of these conclusions merits examinationt.
During 1967, three common sources of combustion in the United

States poured about 1.2 billion tolls of water into tile air, as follows:

TAP i 10

Fuel consurnpio.: Po werplants, automobiles, and aircraft I
II:dre-

be rrt.ed.
i ;/loru(r

ii S It~ t1II) 0 t 220

A i c ra ft.- -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- 2

Total -- 692
l itia fiivislited 11Ivi)' H it notof Tue i-pc tatioi.

sie'each pound ao(f fuel hurit Irulittee> aho( t 1 1)lborwater, the
hburningf of (192 niiwi tons of lvdrucarbout (fuels5will produe Opjl))royl-
miat l, a billion ton-; of water. This water, ejec(I td as vapor(I, eeou't's a
factor' inithe O(nttilib111Iinnof NWvt tor1'absorbed(Io01rlea~isd bythe at o>i-
1)11 !'(n

Ihtil H\ ciage fll()!Sit ie('otItleltit Ofthe air' weighs a l) )ioxlitte(IV I oO
tillionrtons. if till tois ofvat er generated iniaHyear'bhvthe

soturce(ited (0c11l1 he addledl tothe air int. ini'zigle second(, it WoIlltaddt
1 )t tiilI60,000) to tilt' iwaterl' 1idalaiv hoinuidintthe le ttutOs1)ltt'1
A i~~'tt ' ( ('( H o w:'tiS1,\ wou ~lid ver'se H ia 11 i V t i uisel pit

of the _ .2rth's lirt(velop . Tie (Pttlsilig liighttof12'M. would he
fTur to fiveOtil s ab rt'oe tht orf 'ti titatli. jet transaor.ts. ('>se-

quttettlv, the atmospheric Vo dante 11sed for air tta vel WooldI he almost
(hubled.ahce useful vohume of ir sla(e is 11v1labout 1 .2 billion eui
mile . Wit 2 mtheiSST tle useful volume r o tld rise to a out ,l2 1illiox
cuiic Ilil('5.

The ratio (f the water1101t(ed b rfu e(ii s dn t)tiobyof the fleet
of SSTs to the miwatrr t cat tb e the ail'. xogiig h poni 1 1)aly iI
billion however the wattei fi wttteriis ienetris eoticeiitated iy the

or so of water expelled by o hSS airnfleet oihldhe eect(,it woverathit-
pa t (if soe' 2 millionitiles he water x111(1 t tereforebedmispersed
at the rate of about 20 T1)ounds .per d ile.

If the retaive ht iiitv thappened to be near so ttraptiot nat'-
tietulr Stiout of the strat ollphe, ior ttair oau1ld wford. It Woldt
exist until it was dis )etseolumn to a spalttie if soiiWtbht dieritr and

ml . tllh* as wa 10 S th'. ufitwould Icolm ie wt rvisib l)1.i we 2vet, th isttto-
sThite isto ofnll dcv. with roul 2 to 3 p ul oenuofmulaptive 11111 tiit .
A'ord t g. it high nrl iL- th ats tc a ot i ail cc tl fort i
ilie. tlvirtI of tie' wa iter iatorbehindilie'aircraftisrapid anh

coipti utesunim eq till ntii la .Ithe ti olt lth(itf al' is (' i(t'ed.

''ia t t to the Adtbosit 0 j of F S:A,'' mOctolbe.r 1 65.
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Water vapor, like CO, absorbs energy in the infrarel regoln (f the
spectrum. If one attempts to measure the change in addition intensity
on a square foot of earth's surface within about two minutes of the
fly-over, he will be seeking a change in sunlight resulting froth the
light penetrating >_n expanding band of water vapor which by that
time would have ner'ged with the wing tip vortices. These two rotating
tubes of air would have a total cross section of about 200,000 tsuuare
feet.

The SST requires two seconds to fly a mile. Therefore, two minililtes
after passage the expanding wate vapor would occupy a volume of a
billion cubic feet of air per mile. Yieasuring solar enmrgv intensity en
a square foot area directly beneath one of the tubes (about 330 It. in
diamleter), existing at this instant would require detectilng chaines
associated with the filterin o efiicienev of .0024 ounce of'vapor i
weighed as water). Measurement would be most uncertain, if possible
at all.
Gradual arccum u lation of water in the stratosphere

However small the daily effect may be, the question needs to be
considered as to whether it t would be cumulative. The SST, once iIi
service, would emain in service. Would the vea -by-ear dep sits
of water cause a gradual accumulation which could eventually affect
the inormall environment? That~ 1s, WOld this normally (dry, liigh layer
of air preserve its equilibrium? Would the water from the SST lccumw-
late with time or be disposed of by the natut al mechanisms which
now preserve the equilibrium of the stratosph are?

A recent synlposilul at Williams College to study critical envil oh-
mental problems tentatively concluded that in polar areas, the strato-
sphere could accumulate enough watei to produce an increase in
cloudiness during the wiltrr season. In expressing their concern, the
symposium recommended that tests and reseaicl be conducted to
determine, first, whether or not additional clollu' would occur, atnd
second, what effect these clouds might have.7 9

It should be noted that the stratosphere possesses natural nechan-
isms which tend to hold its conditions fairly constant. ihe l:ithir
strata of the atmosphere are no* immune from the effects of low-
altitude weather. A single, large, curnulonimbus (thunderstorm)
cloud can inject as much water vapor into the stratosphere as would a
fleet of SSTs making 1600 flights on a given day.

" 'Man's Impact on the Global Environment." Report of Critical Environmental Problems SCEP,
op. cit., page 17.O The number of thunderstorm injections per day is estimated to be between two thousand and six
thousand. Seasonal variations and low altitude weather changes give a wide range to this daily insertion of
water from natural causes.

The number of stratospheric penetrations within the continental United States is estimated to be 505per year, 55 of which reach attitudes higher than It km. [R. F. Jones, et at. "Worldd Mteoralogical Problems
in the Design and Operation of Supr Sonic Aircraft.'' 1 World Mcteoroloiual Organization, Publication
No. 218. (Geneva, SwItzerland, 1t5).]

The water content of the stratosphere, however, remains quite stable and very low. ESSA data showthat over the past five years the water content of the stratosphere has shown a slow increase and is now 50%greater than it was five years ago. In numbers, however, this 50% increase is the dierence between 2 parts
per million (ppm) and 3 ppm.

About 2iYt of the atmosphere lies above 35.Oei feet. This quantity of air weighs 11.4 X 104 tons. Strato-
spheric water would therefore be approximately:

at 2 ppmi-22.8 X 10 tons
at 3 ppm-34.2 X rte tons

Some idea of the water cycling capability of the strat
osphere can be obtained by comoiring the relative 'lystable amount of water present in the stratosphere with the amount received from thunderstorms eachi day.If we use the ESSA estimate of approximately 150.100) tons of water inserted into the tropical straL here

from a simple large cumulonimbus clout,. then for each 500 such daily events (a conservative estimate)
the stratosphere would receive 75 X i)S tons of water.

This rate of water insertion (50 ncumulonimbus clouds per day) would require 45 days to place in the
stratosphere an amount of water equal to t'at now present. This consideration is less important than the
fact that the water level in the stratosphere is extremely constant. To remain constant, or approxiiiately so,
the stratosphere must release all the water it receives each day above that normal to a's stasie state.

:+.' ' . ;:. ,'see; ;:{c " !u". . ' +'."i.A';;aatia; + ?v"' "' ;xi^=",, _ .. _ _. ,... ' ' ~
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For each 500 large cuminloimbls clouds s) that occur each day the
stratosphere receives, but also releases, seventy five million tons of
water. The water in jected by a fleet of 500 SSTs would be 0.002 of this
amount; this smlill incrementt would also be subject to the samo Lvel-
ing mechanisms. The su tosphere is drv, not because it lacks exi)osure
to huge quantities of water, but because natural mechanisms tend to
unload excesses so as to stabilize its water content at alow level.

How long does foreiig;matter remain in the stratosphere? The
period of 18 months is often used. The figure was derived from fall-out
detection following a nuclear test.' The nuclear decav of the fall-out
indicated an l S month period from the initial explosion. This experi-
ence has provided meteorologists with a basis for their assunption
that water from the SST will remain in the stratosphere for 18 months.

Yet the cycle lime of water placed in the stratosphere would have
little bearing on stratospheric humidity because the water released
each day is approximately equal to the amount received. It is neither
likely nor necessary that the water either released or absorbed in a
given day be the same water. When air is circulated into a cooler
region, it becomes less able to carry water. A temperature clauge call
cause condensation of water to occur, and the water will condense
without regard to how long it has been there.

If it be assumed that the water placed in the stratosphere by the
SST actually did take 18 months to be cycled out, the storage of water
in the stratosphere would rise steadily to reach a maximum in 18
months of 8.1 x 10' tons. The Study on Critical Environmenta
Problems (SCEP), estimates that this quantity woull increase the
water concentration in the stratosphere from its present average of
3.0 ppni to a global maximum of 3.3 ppm.0 3

The hypothesis of a rise in stratospheric humidity based on "t
residence time assumption for water is at variance with the observa-
tion that the stratosphere does not retain the water to which it is
exposed, except for the amount which sustains its steady state humid-

ity. The inccrease based on assumption of ia residence time is therefore a
"worst case" h% pothesis.

Finally, should the "worst case" be true, the increase would repre-
sent a change only one fifth as great as the normal fluctuation noted
by ESSA over the past five y ears.'

Stability of the ozone layer
The possibility has been raised that the water released by the SSTs

could cause a degeneration of stratospheric ozone. The consequences
of this loss have frequently been described as the opening of the atmo-sphere to the penetration of lethal ultraviolet radiation. capable of
killing all living things except marine life.

Molecules of ozone are diffused through a deep layer of the strato-
sphere, showing a peak concentration at the msid-point of the layer,,

el The precise number of thunderstorms that occur each day, and the precise number of thunderstorms
that rse high enough to inject water into the stratosphere are poorly do umnented. Accorlin to the Mc raw-11i11 En.yeopeda of Sentce and Techrnolovy Vol. 3, p. ts), weather stations. world-wide, record an
average of 45,00.) thunderstorns per day. Th-se stations record meteorological events over onl'y a smallportion of the earth s s ndma-e and an:ot non of the earth's w er slrflce. A conserve ivi e tnxtrapolation of

thee recorswin Theof~ 5(nsorm Itsdy13uw ths tdy athan ill~w ustrstivl occur orld-wbut. eahve.Iti s-

.M; ms Irpact on the Glual Environment." Report of Critica". Environmlental Problems, SCEPoctpgI7op. cit., pg
es"Man's Imfpl ct on the (latal Environment." op. cit., page 16.

Lester Machta. "it5ater Vapor in the Upper Atmosphere." SAE/DOT Conference on Aircraft and theEnvironment. (February S-to. 1,71 pace 107. (SAL Paper 710323.)
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which is about 80,000 ft. above sea level (about 4 miles above tie
cruise altitude of the SST).

Over any given point on earth, seasonal variations in 03 (ozone)
concentratiofl average about 25%. Daily fluctuations over any single
point on earth are at least 10% on a given day. Over a year's time
the ozone concentration above a single point would therefore vary by
i third or more. (The intensit v of ultraviolet radiation reaching the

earth's surface on a "clear" day varies even more widely since haze
and dust are more efficient than ozone in blocking short wave length
radiation.) The ozone density over different parts of the earth varies

through a range of more than 100%. In particular, it increases with
latitude, the polar regions having double the average concentration
of the tropical areas.

The SCEP examined the potential of ozone destruction as a f unction

of the insertion of water and other combustion products into the
stratosphere. Their study of this issue included the "worst case"
assumption of an 18 month cycle for all materials deposited by ti
SST. They concluded that if any effect could be detected, tlhe effect
_rwoull be well within the daily variation and would be of no signifi

Il sunnary, the stratosphere is not dry because it lacks exposure
to water vapor. It maintains a state of low huindity due to natural
miecllanismls. Similarly, there is no evidence that stratosphere states
or ot her climatic condiitions are depenldelt on a "critical" or "delicate"

balance of forces. To the contrary, much evidence exists that the
stratosphere as well as the ozone layer (and the carth's climate)
remain table despite insertions of water and other materials in

quantities vastly b)-vond tihe remotest capability of any conceivable
fleet of SSTs. And, in fact. the amount of water inserted by the
"standard fleet" of 500 SSTs is 1 0inor compared with the quantity
cycled in anl out of the stratosphere each day.

The SST, ozone concentration, and the skin cancer hypothesis
ji I)iirri tile c(9nireisinaiIl debate on the SST in March, 1971,

i he po ;iility wa raise:I that water vapor in t lhe SST eIltliut niilht
deplete tin prot ective ozone laver of the i pp)r atmosphere, resulting
ill an increase in Solar nadiation cf carceniogenic frequencies that

reached the surface of the earth. A collection of stotemen ts fronm
"4m oli f ti Nation's inost respjvrted ree irebi in stituttions" was

ilt'( Blicc(l into the ( oigi'essilt il Record, offering a iiuinber of
o)illiols generally agreeing as to tie plailsbilil v of t l reasouilng
behind the hypothesis, oi at least urging tiat its factuall underpilliig

be thorou4ghlly an 1 4 scientifically il nvest igatet.14

" " aiit 's I pti a t 'n the (0 hat Ein ir nm nt." tp. cit., pa --e 1 1t.
5s This discussion is has It on a sries of prepared statements and oml nications that appeared in the

C'on~r'ssionai Icord of Mar- i 1. isl, pa 3 3a] 4 3, und r the title "The SST: Could It Increase the Ici-
dernc,' of skits Can--r'"' The initial stat,'mlnt leas be Dr. Jams E. Mt [onald, all atmlosphcrie physicist

at ih Univrsity of Arizona. 11 o h1: d velop. i the sk11t 4a4"1r hi t hs:. IIis r asonin and onclusions
Wir. supportId hv lr. t io s , ierailW. dira -t'r for prou ram. Na tial (hn er In'titut-, aided
by four,-oil-ultants Iii atmos:ph -roC sei,'nles, two in t'pid !uoog, apnt sx in phtotot-hemniial and carcinc-L'Pii
rtif"-ts . Four of the-t. ronsuitatt h'1' tprepalr'"( srpalrate it mmrunication of their own1 on the su e it. Ail

addltiiona~l tilirwtinn ,If 1'ttterz ind stalt :mnIt; W'T' preet edt' frtom si Poarrts in the Var i1u s- a-a ifi dlisi-

plnes c --:u.-i. of tl bes-, five s. v' !':'It mi na t 11nswen i or d::,Hattiie I tht ms Fi''' fort want of famliliairity
with thl. ttchnti.-:0 qit ution inlvilv,': live rt ttricted t..tir ' mnn 'ts to all 1agr'eement that if monre ult, -

viol -t rmi'! ettn re t'h,'I th- ,'art h's w'nrfrCe. tit r,' a- lh a) n ll Ill: ,, in kin tamn 'r; fisnr t',v.' snnpart to
O~r. M. 1)inl r-is th' s without roiltribultilng_ furtht'r +igtta: andi 12 said that th1. iinestions raised by Pr.
Mcel~tnald conb(1 not Ie ",vaintati I in the absenc,' of ftlrt he r rt'seare h. tone witd that su" i ri'sear,-h maid br

perfornld fairly iiuirkly' ,and i aothr said1 that the queistion ,"ould not be laid to rest in it de _ade.)

e
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T he im10'rt anee t oriitld((f th hyplot) h es8i derived from ccompanyin
estimates of additional enses of skin (ine(' in the LWite States

that }might be Bttributtile to the flight of 800 supersonic trnsI;plts
in full-inte op rtins>. These were v riosly given as 10,00 now

l((ncer ('uses : year. or rom 23,000 to 1ft00 additional case. The
last-named flieite w1 :lso (leseribed as ily a (On-et 'Vtrire

estima dte, eve though it amotunted1 to a louibling of the incidence of

shiN caneer in the U nitt i'1 States.
The hypothesis w:.s that the wter vot in the efiluent from a fleet

of SST il ill-tine Oe i.t O would (pe f0(' -oile of ithe ozOI' in the
stratosf)here. Ozone sores as a filter to absorb the perticeuia r wave-

lengthits of ultraviolet r elationl that tie alle'ted to cause oe' type of
skin cBtncer, either by thimelVes 01 in x;0m1 ki.11( of sVtie stiC lrf)('e5s
that has not vet. been ide.ntified!. Due bith to the' threat to health
asserted an I1( StIroily 11e1(1 Putne atTiudes tOw1ard I'll t(itn of

cancer, hicVJ hyt hlits aind the eI ni sml it implied, Arrai illted the
(1OSB0t s(rultilly 011(d analysis.

The hyp )Thles1 1 h ut 0zn d 1 ' ns:ity in Ih0 strato1(spher'e i l be r('-
dlured })y ,-T fli_"hts !lilnes on two-I asy1ump1tioms: 1) tha)t the quam111ity b

of water i111('(! into ihy Stntosp here fy an S1T fleet is hI erg (Om- \
1)ede1l x witli injection of vater from (it1(1'--i.0.. m liat'l- ultSeS, and 2)
that the pr'esencc of walter in the stratosph+ ere will in foct Bnuse a
de'rease in the Ollitlhtt of ozoi' present, 11n1 that Wis d'cr ese will
resuitlt in ilt i1nrese Ii: tiltevtiOet rohd't-i t'nrachiitg tie ta-th.
As lo t he first esIpttio (Oliteri it he rat it of the v1 at er

its coiTpad w ith 11}1 t e1 r xpmrii from Ih( l S T, it has Neon f)ttinI (ut

that the stlratn l( 'thee r('('ives :tlld t'(jects wt( 011 :1 daily basis wvbiei
far eXCeedtls liit inerted by tihe S The (ditierenee is greater, ill fact,

by sever ald rs of nema itide.
In addiction 10 th14 WANr 0r1m thund er thorns. another important

source has; been ideitiid recent ly by )'. Fled Siinger, chief scientist
to the Departielit of th' lIlterior. He 1xs fttiiit(1 olt hi iIt the (-in-
Version of 111,, tIllt e gas, general 'd lby lllllrsl t(is (1i1d decay of togricillt 11ir2l
end fore :(. wates generally, in 1 wat er in t ho strl ts1h're is a -iifi-
cant but heretofore unniOted f sorce of stratospheri inmoistlire." Ie
cal culates that meth1eli' (01niversion in the stt tosphere mill con-
tribute 3.4 x 10" gi Sec Of wxaitle', 1il an lmoinitt mit ifi1n (lilbIe unit.
formed by 400 SSTI s im king fur trips a dthy each.

t' sources Of mI1Oiist 't thte strali(ts1 re >I' ovidft' w at' 1'11>tr in
quantities far exceedbiI the mOnilt thnt 11te'1intl mneesireitts Show
to be reteine'd by tthe stIatosuliere. In Orde' to justify the hypothesis

that the SST oper titn w1til(1 ini(ee( ('atl e a sigiificent a11 mtiiiciion

of this xx eter. tihe s'-inll)tiOll a imade 111t e1chi waxtcer injection renlaiiis
tler(' for aln 18I-mttlH i IOdt before d11 artio!pu (tlt. Were t lis sne 1S-

1110th (flu'tiOn to b - as-ulled s valid for il fotms Of wxt ter injection =

into tl' Stratosphere , the i oirml al. tw re ve llhitidity in the st"atO-

sthiere could not be explained. t seem probable that .the amout of
ilsture retained by the stia itosphr''e is Ieterminid by t stable

VIytnali (' halance f th ie 1 ilL'r th t 1 itions (If water in excess Of this itatiral
balne are rejictetd downward.

., ,.>, .- v :'"Y " ,.". ,'2'= ' 1110
- :'+ ,'ss', ',.", a.h%, '.t-r. _ , "=v. ". " . - ,, o R,'S! f !'f"",1K'"3,, " !,- LTi Ty f .

Fred &l in r . "Stra 111rwre 1V, tr vap l uer - II ueu Jlrhru ." '!Npr in pr-yr-natinn. .Tarci l1 ,
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In the laboratory, water Vapor las be n shown to reduce ozone Con-
centrations experietavll. Numnerous calculitions an1(d mathemtaticil
mode1 lshow that when oZ Ole (' w a1 t ervapor are mixed and nYormit t
to react. some of the ozone is destroyed. The second ixa-itum)tiot,
above, is arrived at)V by:glnera1zing from laboratory datti and ciletliat-
tions. On this basis. tlt" cnc llusion hLs been offered th at when the
water from an SST fleet is inserted into the stratosphere. the witer
vapor concentration will rise by some fact-;r estimated variously
between 7 percent and 10 percent, or from 3.0 to 3.2 ppi. From this
reasoning, it is then concluded that the ozone concetitrat ion might be
diminished, by reaction with this added water vapor, by I or 2 tereent.

Similar mathematical incdeis were made which predicted that the
global increase in CO2 attributable to a fleet of SSTs would have a
heating effect. Both in the case of CO2 and in the case of ozone destruc-
tion, the models while internally consistent appear to hove inglected
more potent variables present in nature. Evidence is available in
nature that contradicts both effects. Thus: (a) despite a steady rise
in the output of CO2 over the past century, the earth is cooling slight
instead of warming; (b) in the case of ozone destruction, an increase
in stratospheric moist nrc of 50 perc{'nt has been noted over the past
5 years," yet ozone measurements taken at fixed points over this
period of increasing stratospheric humidity varied widely but when
averaged indicated an ozone increase of about 6 percent since 1901.:7
This increased concentration of ozone in the stratosphere has not
been explained, but it would indicate that the mathematical models
of natural events on which the entire ozone destrttion hvnotlhesi
depends, exclude significant variable;. Moreover. the variables in-
cluded in these models-at least in the cases of ozone and CO,,--Mire
of less significance than those that were omitted.

EFects on climate of solid particles from SST effuet in the stratosphere
A solid particle is opaque to most of the spectrum of solar radiation.

Solar energy impinging on the particle is partly reflected aod partly
absorbed by the particle as heat. The warmed particle releases it>
energy by re-radiating it. omnidirectionally and by convetit; with
surrounding air molecules. In essence, the solar energy intercepted
by the particle is largely lost to the earth's surface " but can con-
tribute a warming effect to the surrounding air molecules.

One hypothesis derived from this observation is that particulate
matter ejected into the stratosphere from SSTs might become ex-
tremelv voluminous or concentrated. The stratosphere might then
absorb so much of the sun's warmth that the lower atmosphere and
earth's surface would at worst freeze over or at least experience
undesirable climatic alteration.

The conclusion of the discussion to follow is that the hypothesis
is improbable. Reasons for the conclusion are: 1) that cosmic dust

4Lester Ma chta. On. cit.
Personal convere:tion with fMr. IIrt Grass, National CN-tic c An

t
mcnojphtcrie A mtoi:5I(ration(NOA A. The inereurmenr c ts span ' Oi-var pOiot. Skit at 1 tatioci listricuat -d around the world. Mr.

Grass noted that a NOAA re ort cvt rotin tic> analy;i wotcu h- prepared. cn 8wod inclun sitiLr resuctc
noted in a recent ituslict study. The si nlic e- nc & thus- oler: tion i4 that int tv-",i V r ti
hac heen correlaued with 0701ne concenctraeion ic rhe ctmosph--re. The 6 perCent oscralc icrease 11 070n-
concentration in the atmcotpher ove tr the past 10 years was in fact deduc-d from th-Cmncasured reduction it
UV intet-itv at the earth's surface.

w The amount of the sun's enery actually reaching the surface of the earth is targ-lv deterrmin!ed by the
angle (latitude and time of day) of tic earthi's surface to the sun, and the clarity of the law altitude at'ns- -
phere (determined mostly lc weather conditions). The alsorption of solar energy by the St at0'ph re is
minute.

-:

--- _--1 uiJLU IiI1_IIUJLLj 1:
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constantly falling into the atmosphere exceeds in volume the quantity
expelled from any conceivable fleet of SSTs, 2) that historically
recorded volcanic eru options have projected into the stratosphere
vastly larger quantities of dust than any fleet of SSTs could provide;
and 3) that in any event, the thermal mechanism of water vapor-
clouds-rain is much more influential in directing or altering the
effects of solar flux than dust could possibly be. Any weather satellite
photograph will show about half the earth's surface to be shaded by
highly reflective clouds at all times.

Cosmic dust varies in rate of fall from season to season and year
to year. Yet its effect on climate has been negligible. The earth has
experienced great volcanic eruptions which have sent enormous
quantities of dust aloft but the climatic effects, while validating the
theory of the cooling effect, do so only to the extent of a few degrees
and for a year or two.

In short, the stabilizing effect of atmospheric water has demon-
strably operated to refute the hypothesis of significant particulate
effects on weather, under repeated and sustained conditions vastly
more severe than the SST or any fleet of SSTs could create.

Magnitude of SST particulate effluent
The General Electric Co., manufacturer of the SST engines, esti-

mates that carbn particles from the SST engine will total five pounds
per engine per hour. The total carbon emission (20 lbs./hr./plane)
would be dispersed over a distance of about 1800 miles.

The highest concentration of carbon would exist about an hour
after passage of the aircraft through a calm section of the sky. Most
of the exhaust is drawn into the tip vortices formed by the wing. The
lift generated by the wing imparts momentum to the air. The energetic
air departs from each wing tip as an expanding, whirling mass of air.
These two air masses rotate in opposite directions and horizontally to
the ground. They depart in a downward direction and spread away
from each other. In calm air they will eventually stagnate below and
to either side of the flight path. The final diameter of the becalmed
horizontal columns throughout which the carbon has been mixed would
be a few thousand feet across.

If all the carbon emitted is contained within these two air columns,
each will contain 10 lbs. in an hour's flight. Based on a maximum
diameter of 1000 feet, each column will have a volume of 7 x 102 cu.
ft. through which 10 lbs. of carbon are dispensed, or 7 x 101 cu. ft. of
air per lb. of carbon. This is not a detectable quantity. Moreover, the
material is chemically inert.

The smaller the particle, the slower it will fall to the earth. As size
decreases, gravitational forces become less and less important com-
pared with convective air movements and eddy currents. Finally,

particles of extreme fineness become responsive to the random move-
ment of air molecules. The gravitational pull of the tiny particle
mass is so trivial relative to the forces in the surrounding air that the

particle becomes entrained, its greater density showing only as a
slight, downward bias in its general random novemnent.

Unless a stratospheric particle becomes larger a for some reason.
a year or more could pass before its earthward bias will allow it to

c" Rectiw pArticles of sulphur (.c. sulphurous or sulphuric acid or ammonium sulphate) may grow
in size due to photochemlal forces which may steadily add additional atoms to the original molecule e.g.
adding nitrogen and hydrogen to a sulphate radical to form ammonium sulphate).

p.

I

.. 1,;( T . _ ' .rr: 'Q J q . y _
.. .: .... -. .. .... :. .1 . _

s [ .y .. rC'"s w1 .1 ,M 'p+ iii Y+SPm%-a t.-' ii'" ' - dM'i OiR$.. M1S' L cigWt l i: Llfi

SaE Ap' 4 ' *y S :Saiiaii' ='"+"q " r -3.; . 'f ' .c" ' " "= - ,i .+ ' 3 at '" 'r .;:aaass. _ ,
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settle. Howev er, tie floating lifetime of the particle is shortened.

perhaps ended, if it beroines a conldlelnsation flnleleus.

A "normal" fleet of 500 SSTs, operating ten hours per day, would

release a total of 50 tois of carbon per day. If an average stay time of
18 months is assumed for la~rticu.lates placed iit the strat osphere, then
the steady state densit y of the carbon foliowine an 18 month build-up
is of interest. Based on an a vcrage residence time of 18 mouths, the
carbon articulates would reach a peak concentration of less than
28,000 tons and stabilize at that level. (550 days times 50 tons per day
equals 27.500 tons.)

The SCEP study added to this figure for particulate carbon a.
considerably larger figure for "particulate" combusion products
of sulfur. The analysis offered in that study may be open to cllallenge
on that account because sulfur in tie exhaust is released as sulfur

dioxide, a gas. To become a particle the sulfur dioxide must, be either
(iSol ved into a droplet of water or cltecilieatly converted into a solid
sulfur compound after being released. The SCEP study considered

the case of a 100_ conversion of all sulfur released into particlulates.

For th(se and other reasons " the SCEP :ssuiptiois as to sulfur

eminision l products itist be considered to ri'preseiit a "w orit (awe"

treanen t of the problem. .Thus, accepttillg these generous estimties
and considering, as1 was done, all sulfur products as ' particulate",

ntit1 with a cycle time of 1S months (to reach the stable peak level)
the peak concentration of sulfur products would reach 1S1. 00 tons
ald( the carbO total would reach 25,000 tons, ti combined total of

209,0t)0 tots of partieses. This sounds like quite a lot of dust to be

scattered along the stratos)hierie airlanes. liowever, it is (tntiderably
less than the dust already there.

Coirpur;ison. of SST particles with cosmic dust

The dlist from spaee, mostly particles in going in size from a inmil-

lioth Ii of a imicrn to several microns, joins the earth's atmosphere in
surprisingly high quanltities. The imicro size of the particles causes

them to fall slowly, like the dust from volcanoes.
The infiltration of meteoric material does not occur at a constant

rate but is relativelvuniform if c(1mpared with volcanic insertions.

It is a relatively uniform dispersion to whlichI volcanic material iuist

be considered an occasional, albeit huge, addition.

The (ualntity of dust received from space has proved difficult to

measure and calculations of the total vary through several orders of

magnitude. The assumption that a series of measurements taken in one

part of the world luring a given time period can be generalized to the
entire globe is proba blv not a safe one. Also, some cOllectil and
detection methods seem more effective than others. Among the more

complex of these are the remote sensing methods employed on satel-
lites. Although the satellites remove all doubt that the materials

detected are cosmic and not of earthly origit, interpretation of the

sensor signals has introduced new uneertaint ies.

At:. ng the othr r (u i cn umt)tio t was in y hm t, b a, e.to tit tin'tea of 1 ecria ing

steadily uring a trip; i gure u i Was tar ton pa br. ai c:ut Wrt rs a nrare aCemt atr etm ta ibe

the a: %,r con:uttion of 5:, ton; h. Ao, an ser ulfur cart rt of .*5; \'js used. it P nt-day 02-IS "

rand het , .r; and .en". Sulfur i undnsiale in jot engines cause it procucrs o: ros:\v catnhustrto

products that shorten ernin ife. The prod -,rers of jrt fit u1 have been steudil reducing sulfur cntnit n:d
the trnd is expected to ceutintu-. (n the basis- of Past pteneCr 2ith this ports , a sulfur content of

somnCwhCrc btwo-a .I and .5o-'; would i~ itht r a r0asonle -tct t irnby th- titae the Boria 5' crtld

become opet tiona . T'he :oval of uftitr from Pui-' of ali kitds may re acct 1, trut'd by the Presitieut S

proposed graduat d tax rH sulfur bearing funa. ( 1es1 brd in NC Fork Times. (kebruary 2, 1471), pae 2}).

7 71
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Estimates of the <diy accuiulatioin of cosmic dust now vary
through five orders of ii.nitluide (from 16 tons pe:r ( d-y to 10 million

toils Pr d(ay).

Rosen and N " 0 in(d results in the mliid-range of this variation

the particle flux obcrIIC w d with 11 the iL ifi( r e1 e tr'1 3 i j I'rti e counterr is atboui

4> (2 ecma2 oec- for dia:oewtmers between 0.5 and 2 t . T1i1 implies a i ass flax of
about 4;X 10 meteoric tons per ear over 1h1 earth.

&tlldil's showing imuch heavier quanititles Wie summarized by T.

Griebinle."

Aceordinlg to a resie{ch -smmiary' by G''jeline in which a variety
of stratospherl" sampling methods (1w xere cOrrelat ed 1111 earth receives
enough micron rolygp particles (met allie) from spae to show a strato-
spheric concentration (between 15 and 25 km altitt le) of 2iX10-

gramis per cubic meter. In Other words a column of ail' one meter on a
side and 50(m) inet 'rs high would c tmi one giamil of metallic' lust.
This is notis v' sigi hfnt l 8er as far as solar (('f'20 V is lOl(lCIlerd. Yet.

tilt' quantity of cm111it (li 1(is between 4000 1tl1 5000 ilmes as
large'as that S1gestd 'Iforall m s feet 11111181 1 '1"wVast ('ase" assumli-
tion.

)f (O'Diu';, cosmic1 ( di151is ' la H-11 (H l (for w\x,1 t o bet ter information)

to be 11101 or less. '(-,lyl distribute 'I. v ('fnltrat SST flights would

pirl's)1maibly be mainly 1:1 the no thern hem1'itispliwe along establishedt

1(111(5. This would m111(1t Iretlp ated (lij)0sit1oins aehmllg relatively (Larr.y1 OVw
bald~s in thle stralosfpliere. This iFlit lpettern c totild be expected to

1'esuI il more localized con eitrai jii 18 f 11par1ticles.
Sui (('itr1011ha I''1showever ' R' not likely 1o O)eeilr. The r1aSOil

for this is as follows:
lib their callulations. the SCEP conIsidleril( the plarticulates e- in-

sorted i1n a. sta g2an1t fasllion rather than fron 1iihi speed fli ight."
The illsta ntaneo11s mixiilil' (eb1ra telistics of m e1t (ot o1Si(ler'(l

biy the SCi) should i:if)8 be take n im 1al'Coulnt. Assm nigl, that all l"

SO. wXOiuli b'fco'(mei uuart(fIbItes, 1th' total slfltiha te and carbon de(1 ( i-

tion i 6 k i'. Tiw mxing vortlices of air into whxi'h this material

is placed tot 1lS 4XW" e1nbic meters of ori 1r8' huril'. He conen1tra-

tion pe fi'ight is n iLuated to1 1' 1.'v l(t ' gramIs11 n.
For the SST ei fen t to achieve the particulate density suggested

by the t.'CEP of 330 ports per IhiIiIll vtIll re(i(uire two hundred flights

overP precisely the same ilig'ht, path diringli: w h time (50 days)
(absolutely no natural atmosphere movement alog the flight path

LAWou be assumed to occur.
These conditions: ire quite inpossible. For examp1lf, a very lcasoll-

able) velocity of t he upper air of no mnoro than 1k 1imile per h (fr -w.ould

prevent the residtlu' 1(t by one flight from mixing with that of the
next. Air mnovemlent in the stratolspher'e varies with attitude but is

almost never still. \ ind ilmO'Cnmetnlt Va Vri1s from 25 mph up to several

hundreds Il.ph

Comparativml)r'1ff ClfH 1 1if /oio C prt CpUI(Il! (i/ 1'(ct

The SCEIP, in (olid1trinig the probleil l ff jal i(illuite cOncfiet'a-

tions r1s. ltin frontf I epeIted l f((if regular r05t1 S, II I CC1 C %o1(p{Isol n

uf itI . )1. - n CCA F. 1 .Cf 0 ' ' i f ribl u I ' t iDfust in CCI :i " .i''l1 ff n OiAl alie

11118 D st '' s P:a c efIa 11 f I '''npo :a1 n o d. M.111 .' ' atio al A a mi'; ;ulC -,
5

, 
1 1 1 

e A 1 ( i hifll5a f

and ife I iit i :, i-..:. Golvl Crlnm 'nt
PhintI,4tng ome, 1 11'; ; 347.

1 T. rjCbil. "Cotf c 3t'iff off ' I ig etie Dunat ifOwie Silt-,tospfh'i ." I f"iCvtfor Orbits ad Ilust."

op. fif ' Cfs 361-t4.
0 i'ersonneltl Coniiuunicatin with S.C.E.P. particitlats.
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with the band-like dispersion resulting from the volcanic eript ion of
Mt. Agung. The following conditions were noted:

1. Prior to the eruption, jputice ampli'ng bys Tinr -1 .1 As, ho-dcerrin
of 12 parts per billion.

2.1969, several years after the eruption, ( die t al m1'sura d 3D p - pei

billion (35.8 X I 0- gramMe ) ~
The point insertion of olcanic action can, of course, cause vast

increases in stratospheric dust which imay persist for several years.
Mt. Agung, for example, in-ered large quantities of sulphates which
diffused around the earth in a stratospherie baud located in the
tropical latitude. The concentration of the Anmgc sulphates was great
enough to cause a detectable rise in stratospherie cumperature along
the track of the dust. The amount of energy required to heat this dust
and all of the air containing it would be about, 0.0005 of the solar
flux for each degree rise in temperature. Such an absorption of enerce
was not great enough to cause mesurable effects at lower eiael- of the

atmosphere, nor on the surface, nd none were noted.
In the Agung eruption, a quantity of particulate matter was ejected

into the stratosphere in concentration about comparable to that
given in the "worst case" aiaysis developed by the SCEP study.
No significant climatic ef ects were (detected. In fact, the National

Center for Atmospheric Research (A \ s iR) cites six volcanic events in
recent time which injected enough material to cause a decline in world

temperature through reflection or absorption and re-radiation of solar
energy.

Volcanic dust has been MYId rcponsible for tverxal more recent dip- in world

lemperatur e means, such: the notable temper Ore decline in 1787, 1 I1ji be
"year without a sunmlner"l, 1 37, 584, 1893, od 1912.

But in all of these cases. the volume of materials ejected wwas vastly
larger than that which would be released from any conceivable SS' '
fleet. For example, the greatest burden pieced on the stratophere in
recent times occurred at Krakatoa on Augustt 27, 1>3. The Jlrakatoa
eruption replaced an island containing 14 cubic miles of rock with a

flat plain a mile across on the ocean floor lying beneen It1000 feet of
water. Dr. Melvin A. Cook, an authority On e explosives, computes ti e
energy released 1w Krakatoa as equivalent to 5,000 megatons of
TN T.9 "

The column of efliux left the earth's surface at velocities exceeding
Mach 3. The resulting sonic boom was audible ,000 miles away.

The shock wave, detectable on barographs, traveled around the
earth, reflected from itself, and returned, repeatuing the cycle four tunes
before dissipating below the sensitivity of available instruments.

Estimates by Ernst Behrendt indicate that the efflux included a

cubic mile of sea water in the form of superheated vapor. Belirendt's
account was published by the American Nature Association. 9

Sightings at the time produced estimates of the altitude achieved
by the blast as 150.000 feet. Several cubic miles of materials, rock,
lava, steam and water were pulverized and blended by shock waves and
heat, and brought night-time darkness to areas within a hundred mile
radius.

b 5.SX 10-' gramsro m ox'aseri on weight of air at 600 feet which is 12) gmn.

":NCA R Quarterly eiXbruary lao', No. 22), pag' 12.
e Melvin A. Cook. "Th S ern' of fik Explosives.' (New York, R inhold. American Chenical ickty

Monograph Se ies), i1's, page 1. ,21 iwes)
99 Ernst Behrendt, "Earth's most awful has', Naturs Mastsn, v. 39, No. 3, March, logo, pp. 121-124,

150.
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The residue circled the earth, giving the moon a green tint and
turning the setting sun blue, gray or green for the better part of a
year. Sunsets were noticeably more brilliant all over the world for
several years.

Here again it would appear that several cubic miles of water, chem-
icals and solids, interacting with the sunlight for over a year, as they
cycled out of the air, caused no noted or dramatic effects on longterm temperature cycles, world weather, or life on earth due to ozone
disturbance.

In summary, particulates in the effluents of a fleet of SSTs do not
approach the magnitude of routine natural insertions of articulates.
Effects on the earth's climate, of even truly massive volcanic insertions
(quantities that no conceivable number of SSTs could approach)have been identified as being slight and transient.
Summary of assessment of weather mod fcation possibilities of the SST

Man's technology has been shown to have maty different possible
effects on his environment. It is not possible to foresee all effects
of any innovation. Moreover, as basic scientific research accumulates
more knowledge and develops more sensitive measuring devices and
techniques, new opportunities and dangers appear. This has been
increasingly the course with all environmental questions over the
past quarter-century-. Skill in detection has disclosed the existenceof mercury in many previously unsuspected places. It has identified
the presence of pesticides in food chains. It has inspired development
of a new science of environmental or ecological chemistry for the
analysis of degradants. It has recognized the significance of both
acute impacts an d long-time, low-level impTacts. These undeniable and
important contributions of man's ability to preserve and restore his
environment ha e also sensitized the scientific community and the
public at large to the many ways in which the environment can be
impaired. It is likely that this knowledge can do a disservice in the
possession of those anxious to prove an a priori case or prone to emo-
tional overreaction. The possibility that an innovation may be harmful
n some specific way is not the same as the certainty. Science deals in
probabilties, and in the relative significance of variables, but not with
certainties.

With respect to the weather modification aspects of the SST, it
might serve i useful purpose to consider how difficult it has been forman to achieve any positive results when he was trying to. Weather
modification is difficult, precisely because the mechanisms that de-
termine the weather and the climate are so functionally positive and
on so large a scale. They have a built-in stability that is extremely
difficult to alter.

Evaluation of the possibility of unintended modification should
perhaps be examined by those technologists seeking to achieve pur-
poseful modification.

It has not yet occurred, apparently, to those assessing the environ-
mental impacts of the SST to speculate on the possibility that thecombined effects of all SST eflluents discharged along the airlinesSin the temperate zone could establish a permanent pattern of rainfall
along these itineraries. Not that this is very probable, but it is no
ess so than some of the apprehensions that have been expressed.One approach to the further assessment of the weather modification

potentialities of the SST might be to select that aspect of the atmos-

- - - - - -
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phere that is most sensitive and at the same time most (ynamie. for a
searchiwg functional anllySiS. This is the ali'--Vatei balnce. It is

well established that ic terections based on this balance control mest
Of the phenOmena of Ile weatherr an(l climate. It is also the conclusion

of th( se engaged in the stud- of purposeful weather imh )lifiection that
the manipul tion of the air-watcr balance offers the best hope of achiev-
ing measurable results with least expenditure of effort. The results
to date of this effort may not be promising, but they are the least
unhopeful. Therefore, ex iination of the potential SST (fEects on
weather and climate in this context, possibly in synergistic relation-
ship to efforts at purposeful modification, might help to put the issue
into clearer perspective. But as with all such issues, this one cannot
be completely disposed of. It is not possible to prove a negative---oiily
to indicate its order of probability. The present state of the knowledge
is that, weather and climate effects of the SST thus far investigated

turn out to be unimportant.

VII. OssEnvArtoys AN) Cioxci.vsioxs

This chapter has reviewed the technological evolution of the coim-

mtercili airliner from the 1920s to the present day, to provide a basis
for the evaluation and assessment of the teclnologv of the proposed
supers(oli transport. In tracing this history, it became evident th!
much of the e'rly teihnologv of commercial aircraft leaned heavily
on military-s sponsored (leVelopmenlts. It was also lipparent that the

goals of mutt itirv (evelo pmeilts were iot niecyssarily copI lat ible with
the re(qlliremnirts of competitive couiiniercial vehicles.

The deviation in iiilitarv versus civilian requ ireinents widened withl
time, resultitig in a lag of technology useful to the civil sector. The
pace of developments of civil aeronaiutics became too glow to satisfy
rising d((mesti( and ii it eraiitional required eauts.

Tite Ilcg in civil devel pmen t gave rise to ai important issue:

whether 0r not the developImelit of commutercial aeronautics should
become a dlirect flunlctiol of the Federal Goverulment as distinct from
the traditional indirect support (funding militarv aeroilau tics and
waiting for the te(hnologv to diffuse into the civil sector). The long
time lag ill the deveiloplmelit of po\welpla1nts appropriate for coin-
mflerical jet airliners was cited as a cost of the failure to do this. The
long history of Fedterld participation in the encouragement of trans-

poiation facilities, domestic and itit(inatlonal, suggests that this
function has proved acceptable in the past and warrants consideration
for the future.

Another issue is the national attitude toward technology itself.
A study by the National Academy of Sciences was cited to suggest
that in the future techlnologv can neither be turned loose to proceed
lint ramniele(l, nor cost railed by arbitrary measures to preserve tle
status quo. Defects in Ipreselt-day technology are acknowledged. The
importance of serening and assessing further i novatio11s, thei subject
of this entire study, appears to call for an intermediate, balanced
compromise betweeit these two extremes. It calls for systematic an(
thorough examtination to maximize the benefits of a technological
innovation, while detecting and correcting lnldesirable, second-order
consequences. Criticisms and assertions of technological imperfections
can be expected to be voiced throughout the development of any
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such large project; they need to be dealt with forthrightly and factually
as they appear.

Iecccw of eCoiom C a.vpech of the supersonic transport

Attention was focused oil the productivity of Commercial aircraft

as the primlarynI fonid'(eratio i ithe developelit olofCompetitive trais-

port systems. Prodictivi vis a factor of speed and carrying capacity,

while the requirmni of maintenance and "down -time are a neig'-

tive factor. li> (rically , each majol increment of iflmov atiflon i design

that increased the positive factors or reduced the negative factors

provided impe0s for growth and increased efuiency of the airlines.

UP to about 1968. these innovations had been frequent enough to

keep air fares about constant in the face of a general inflation of the
econoIY.

Specifically, each generation of airliners achieved higher levels of

sped, and larger pvloads; dan tim.iei was reduced byy the improved

engineering of the reciprocating engine, and even more by the advent
of the turbojet engine.

On the negative side, the trend toward lergai aircraft meant that

the airlines needd schen ale che inges to limlprOe tmhe load factor. The

probleili they encoilltered wasl tint conmpeitgf airlnes running large
a Aircraft found their planes operitingi at half-capacity. f Tbc immediate
alternative seemed to be to raise fares or Iedl(' 1h fl'n0hmber of flights.

The hypothesis ill support of the ecoionmic benefit of the SST is

esentially that size alone, with its associated problems of load factor,

will not ecomnpklsh the next ex'volionairy step in ira!iictiviiy. An
aircraft of intermediate size, halfway between the cap city of the 707

and the giant 747, with three tines the speed of these subsonic jets,
is silested as the way to fill this gap.

Since the contrint of avoiding sonic booms OVeI land has been

accepted-at le'asIt unless and until this environmental effect an be

shown to be negligible from an aircraft at 65,000 feet altitude--the

pfriniary gain in poductivity will he for trans-oceanic lights. It is

claimed that the SST retains its gains in productivity on such flights,

even if thev oril'inate in Chicago or perhaps Si. Louis, and lhy sun-

sonicaill 'over lnad.
The internationally financial considerations of the SST center on the

coniparat ive advantage of selling Ameiean-produed aircraft to

foreign-owl ed airlines versus baying foreign-prod iced aircraft for

use in American-owied airlines. Stated in sil)le terils, as a pUre case,

the advailtage for the United States appears to be a pli1s of some 820
billion by 1990 for the successful production of tihe Boeing SST, if the

market analyses are r1easoi0 ly valid. IHowever, there remain a nuni-

ber of uncertainties that cloud the picture. The recent rise of the inter-

national corporate ion, owned jointly by stockholders in many countries,

complicates the flow of value. Another uncertmilnty is as to the proba-

bility of economic success of either of the foreign SST projects. This

success is called into question by the fact that the foreign SSTs are

smaller and slower Ithan the Boeing version, even though they are

scheduled for earlier entry into service.

One critically important variable in marketing is airport accessi-

bility and congestion. Although the problem is general to all corn-

inreial aircraft, the conlgestion and surface access problems have

steadily grown worse with time. The SST schedule calls for its intro-

57-397-71-49
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duction in eight years. With no change in airport accessibilitytrends,
the SST will be introduced at a time when the n zmc"r of tpasnrs,.
carried is no longer governed by market growth but lis become fixed
due to system limnations.

Through the years, plaits to relieve the bottleneck of air terminals
ha e made little press. The nature of the problem requires tht

planning be national (or at least interstate), but the implementation
requires State and local action. Historically, coordinate action of

Federal-State-local jurisdictions has proved dif cu lt.
The more promising plans to relieve terminal congestion propose to

make use of VTOL/STOL aircraft linking large terminals with smaller and
dispersed satellite terminals. This scheme provides directly for the
short-haul passenger, the leruest single component of air passenger
service. By providing for point-to-point travel for the short-haul
passenger, the proposed system would alleviate the pressure of pas-
sengers and aircraft at the large terminals serving long-haul t rans-
portation. If some arrangement of this kind is not incorporated in the
U.S. air transportation system, the congestion at major airports will

jeopardize the marketability not only of the SST but of all other
larger airliners.

The various issues of noise from the SST

The question of noise is, of course, an environmental issue. How-
ever, it differs in character from other enviromituental insults in that
it is of brief duration and hence localized in relation to the aircraft
that generates it.

Noise from the SST is of five types: (1) the sonic boom, generated
when the aircraft moves at supersonic speed at cruising altitude;

(2) the engine noise while the aircraft is motionless, taxiing into position
for take-off, or holding; (3) the side-line noise while the aircraft
is moving down the runway and taking off (up to one mile from the
end of the runway) ; (4) the departure noise, from one mile nast the
end of the runway until it gains cruising altitude and reduces power to
cruise level, and (5) the approach noise made as the aircraft approachbs
the field to land.

The question of sonic boom has presumably been disposed ot for
the time being by the assurance that the SST will cruise sub-sonically
over populated land. This issue has raised considerable controversy
because of the experience of the U.S. population with military jets
flying supersonically at lower altitudes.

Engine noise on the ground before take-off does not appear to be a

significant factor. During this phase, engines of the SST can run as

quietly as those of any other aircraft. Only enough power is required
to move the aircraft slowly.

Engine noise while the aircraft is moving down the runway, and up
to a mile beyond, or coming in for a landing, presents the principal
problem for designers of aircraft and engines of the SST. Without
acoustical correction the noise generated during these phases is ex-
cessive. However, the Boeing Company has offered assurances that
before the SST is certified, its noise level during these phases will be
brought within limits judged acceptable for new subsonic aircraft
(FAR 36). Similar assurances are offered by the makers of Concorde
who say that the Concorde will comply with all pertinent noise regu-

lations extant at the time it appears on the market. -

I
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These assurances, of course, do not completely dispose of the issue.
It remains to be seen whether the companies can make good on their
promise, or whether they will seek an exception or interim adjustment
at a lat er date. On the other hand, the point is made that airports are
often located in areas reuiOte from urban centers, with much open land
around their. If tlie land is subsequently occupied by persons seeking
to take advantage of convenience, economic opportunities, or sheer
rise in land values attributable to the airport, it is at least a reasonable
question as to whether they should not be expected to take the bitter
with the sweet.

Departure and approach noise is another question. It extends well
beyond the immediate locality of the airport. Presumably, the same
assurances are offered by the aircraft and engine designers as to noise
reduction in this phase. The importance of this phase is that it af ects a
larger area, and is not associated with any of the advantages (f land
ownership relative to take-off noise. Since engine efficiency is likely to
be impaired by innovations to reduce noise, particularly when retro-
fitted, there will b an inevitable trade-off between nose comfort and
engine efficiency. Determination of this point can be expected to be a
source of future controversy. However, the present evidence is that
the designers are taking quite seriously the public concern over noise-
pollution, and are making strenuous efforts to alleviate it.

The ricro-enviroranental issues of the SST
Apart from noise, two broad categories of asserted environment d

effects of the SST have come under eonsideration. One set invotx es the
consequences of its operation as an added )olution-producing element
in the urban;'suburban air environment. Public dissatisfaction with
deteriorating conditions of greasy residues, corrosive chemicals,

particulate matter, smog, and other noxious gases, has been exacer-
bated by the prospect of effluent from the big, high-powered engines
of the SST.

It is incontrovertible that turbojet aircraft, whether subsonic or
supersonic, add to air pollution around airports. It is not evident, that
they contribute a significant fraction to the total pollution load in
and around cities, with the possible exception of infrequent, unintended
effects such as fuel dumping and badly adjusted engines. The eco-
nomics of aircraft management dictate that these should be avoided.

The questions to be resolved in the category of micro-environmental
effects relate to the local geographical, meteorological, and urbanized
circumstances rather than to the specific aspect of SST effluent. It
is necessary in the local environment to consider such matters as-

the nature of local air movement and its capacity to diffuse
pollutants;

the local tendency toward inversion layers in the atmosphere
that obstruct upward diffusion of pollutants and smog;

the traffic density at airports;
the load of pollutants from other sources; and
the insulation of the airport and departure lanes from housing.

As a general proposition, it rests with the local metropolitan area
to insist upon a tolerable level of pollution of the air from all sources,
including aircraft. Presumably, the designers of aircraft and engi-
neers are mindful that failure to maintain progress toward cleaner
engine effluents would invite the risk of costay regulatory inhiitions
at airports prone to high levels of pollution.
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The racro-environmen tal Bsuecs of the SST
The other category of asserted environnierttaii effects of the SST

enCOImpaSse global or climatic ( clsequences. A lonlg list of qaus-
tions have been raised as to possible adverse seeonid--order coltse-

qilences in this area. The (listinctlon is made that the niero-effects
of the SST contribute to other effluents generated by man's technology,
while the macro-efiects of the SST should be related to the pollitants
resting from large-s(lle natural phlelOnlela.

One assertion is that the big engines of the SST will contribute
disprol)ortionaitely to the eonsumpt ion of atmnospheric oxygen. Tils
issue is not impressive, however, in view of the fact that if all the
known organic mat ter (coal, lignite, petroleum, and standing timber,
for example) were to be oxidized to ash, the reduction in atmospheric
oxVgen would be something like 3 percent. Moreover, there is soi
reason to believe that one of the products of oxildation--tne carbon
dixixde-whei pr'eseIt in the atmosphere inl increased percentage
stimulates the process of plant photosynthesis. The process conm siliCS
CO2 and water (the products of coiihustion) and generates oxyg en.
Hlniw precisely this reverse process counterbalances the process of
oxVen depletion from conbmstion is not a critical probleni in terms
of the oxygen supply for reasons stated above.

A related hypothesis is that the percent age of carbon dioxide in the
atiospliere will be inireased by SS1' eflliuents to such an extent that
the absorption of the infra-red radiation from all sources by CO2 would
cause a rise in the tenperature of the troposphere (that part of thlie
atmo-phere below about 40.00)0 feet. altiitde). I baever, this "green-
house effect" has not been confirmed in recent minor chaices ill
at mnospheric CO2 c tent. M oreover, there are other mechanisms at.
work ill the atmosphere that are iluclh stromnigir in their effects than
is the content of CO 2 andl minor changes in it.

Still another contention is that the particulate matter in the SST
effluent might reacli so hiah a density as to enable the strato,'plere to
absorb enough solar radiate ion to cause the troposphere and the ground
beiieath to cool. An examiiination of the quantity of particulate matter
that might be generated by the SST (a fleet of 500 on regularly
scheduled service) shows that it does indee( reach the impressive
figure of 209,000 toils of particles under a "worst case" asslimptimm
before stabilizing. (At, that point, 1o ;es of part icles would equal
gains.) However, the earth's daily intake of cosmic dust is estimated
to be much larger than this. imeasur'nets of the fall of cosmic dust,
taken at different times and places, show quantities which vary through
three orders of magnitude, the smallest of v hich is much larger than
the stabilized quaiitity from the SST fleet under a "worst case"
assumlption.

Another basis of comparison is the climatic effect of the very large
quantities of particulate uat ter injected into the stratosphere by major
volcanic eruptions in recent hitsory. Although these natural efiluents
are many orders of magnitude larger than any conceivable accumula-
tion from an SST fleet, no ignificant climatic consequences appear
to have re:,ulted from them. It might also be noted that the power of
dust to affect the solar flux (hence the climate) is minuscule as comn-
pared with the reflectance of a cloud, and clouds cover about half
the earth's surface at all times.
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By far the largest single component of SST effluent is water. A
number of possible consequences have been conjectured for this eflect.
As with CO2 the oyp)othesis is that the absorption of solar radiation
by water vapor would warm the upper atmosphere, perhaps at the
expnmssa of the lower atmosphere so as to cool it and also the earth's
surface. An opposite effect resulting in possibly lethal heating of the
troposphere anrd nound is also ( onjectured to result from this same
source. Certainly it is true t1 hat the wtatr be 1m1ce in the atmosphere
is the most sIaniiian t element in (dterniining temperature and climate.
It is also the most variable. For this reason, much of the effort in
\veathliar oirdifieation has centered on techniques to manipulate this
balance. Ifow ver, as far as the SST is concerned, the issue turns on
the degree of stability of the ater content of the stratosphere: to
whit ext et; t does the operation of on SST add significant and lasting
(umtitities of we ter to it?

Anatvsis of all apparent factors of SST water discharge suggests
that the quantity of water ira;ilv held in the stratosphere is very
low: tiormtnally on the order of 2 to 3 percent relative humidity. It is
for this reason that high-flying supersonic jets do not make contrails
im the sirato. there except on rare occasions i1 the polar regions where
solar radio tion is least significant as a factor of climate. Moreover, the
quantity of water emitted per mile by a supersonic aircraft would be
so small that once it underwent the difiusin action of air turbulence
caused by passage of the aircraft it would amount to only .0024 ounces
of vapor per square foot column of air.

iiie inal qtii'ut ion is: does this water vapor relain in the str"to-
sphere, t be llide( to by eachti iccssV pai5O& of other SST s' On
tile basis itf the evidetiie of what hatpetis to the water vapor 11nd
droplets ilj ated into lie strati stphere by thnderstrms (50010 of the
some 5.00)stormn that ( occur dai iaro iudt the earth inject soml(1 75
tiilhio toils t wet er into the strict sphlere) it appears that the water
(on litent of the sIre to -ohere stabilizes at a low level with surplus rejected
downward. Over iho post few years, the a VCrgee w\\at (r content of the
stratosph ere has risen by 50% (from 2 ppii to 3 ppm). This increase
is from 5 to 10 tines as great as the' manxiniutll possible from a fleet of
S> s.j. The increase from natural causes has produced no detectable
eflects on climate or radhation. Wht has caused this chianiiue in water
va 1)r content in the stratosphere is not known. One pissi)ility is that
the cotnteut of water in the stratosphiere fluctuates above anid below
soie Very low f ili. Aio thleu 10oi)itity is that the observed increase
("1.3 be atccotiuite tot )y errors in tie ilment. it would be desirable
that p;rjodihe lIleasitremeltti Is of tis Viiible (if it is a variable) be
made soi tha if ainy sigiificatt trendcan be eStablished, it can be
properly ianlvzed and interpreted.

Reca J)totl/0/i

Ultimately, the issues of the SST, as withI all assessments of tech-
nologv, (diependt up in political at titides in d values rather than on the
technid issue> of the innovation itself. Ilow important is anti tans-
p;0t 1iion t Prt?(' i al \vel fatr> i 11n'im po it ta t is the encourage-

t" 'Tie fii zre of 500 we .: eend as n sarir:trary bit o is rvtiv h nUmher for ii ratijve purposes. It repre-
sents about 15 of the: eStimatjd tgd of the daily sturmis capable of p ~en traung the stratosphere.
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ment of the export. of high technology for the national economy of the
United States? How significant is tec lhno 01 ogical achievemeiit. in the
civil sector for U.S. international influence? To what extent is p}bic
disenchantment. with technological innovation a. factor in the decision?

There are m n uncertainties: as to the verity of t e cOmapetition
from foreign 51T developments: as to whether the Boh gSST will
produce the economic gains claimed for it; as to the extent of engineering
risk this vehicle represents; and as to whether it can stand alone ,with-
out other supporting elements of a complete system of air transpr-
tation. Many of the defects of present air transportation lave nothing
to do with air speed or vehicle productivity; _the ground sector, for
one example, is generally conceded to haxve been neglected

The environmental nlspects of the SST, and especially the global
asl)ects, have received the bulk of attention of critics, Yetupon
analysis, most of these postulated effects are found to be minor. Of
course, some environmental uncertainties remain. As to these uncer-
tainties, it hns been pointed out several ties, earlier in this st tidy,
that it is rarely if ever possible to prove a negative.

But, the greater number of uncertainties appear to he in the field of
economics. It is likely that these can be resolved only by actual ex-
perience with the product in use. Much hinges on the quality of en-
gineering management in the development of the vehicle, and the
system of w hich it is conceived as a component. Muci hinges also
upon the quality of management of the airline service and its con-
petition. Of course, the are general considerations and are therefore
imnponcrables beyond the scope of the present study.
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